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Christian

Endeavor

Tin* North Churi'h C. E.

had eight committees, but after a trial
was voted to drop the Benevolence, Sunday school and Music committees
Almost
(Aug. 18(.)fi.)
immediately after this,
however, the nominating committee was
empowered to appoint temporarily whatever committee they should think best and
the Music committee was re-appointed.
On some points, especially in the first
years, our records are provokingly meagre.
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A still greater benefit was the adoption,
Oct. 5, 1891, of the so-called revised pledge,
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need of Christian work and of his wish for
their help in this work ; also of the value of
united and organized effort.
He proposed
P. S. C. E., and asked
the formation of a Y
those who would join to give him .their
The date of this entry, Sept. 30th,
names.
1 ad an interest of its own as being the first
anniversary of the pastor’s installation.
Probably many who were present that evening remember how Mr. Hack spoke of this,
low earnestly lie urged the young people to
the servjce of Christ, how he explained
something of tin* workings of a Christian
Endeavor Society, and finally, how he asked
those who would join such a society to come
then and there to the desk and sign their
names.
t>uite a large number of young people were gathered in the church that evening, and to go To 1 iie front of the room before
such an audience seemed something of an
ordeal; however, after a moment’s hesitation
a few rose and were promptly followed by
others. 13 signed their names that night as
active members and 12 as associate members.
Of these original 25 members there are but 3
in tile society to-day.
A pleasant recollection is that within the very first week before
the society was fairly organized there was
one transfer from associate to active membership
Many new members were added
in a few weeks and when at last after several informal business meetings we were really ready for work, we had 4‘J members, 27
active and 22 associate.
Our first president
was Mrs. Mary Mansfield, and the vice president, Miss Elizabeth M. Pond. Dr A. O
.Stoddard, Miss Beaman and Miss Field were
appointed t.‘ choose committees and draw
Mrs. Limeburner was
up a constitution.
chairman of the first Lookout committee,
Mrs. Iloix of the l’rayer meeting committee,
Mrs. Small of the Social committee, Miss
Beaman of the Benevolence committee. We i
had at first only these four committees. The
new Endeavoters felt a deep sense of responsibility in their undertaking and were
thoroughly interested in it: whenever and
wherever two Eudeavorers met there was
sure to he a discussion of ways and means,
a comparing of notes, a laying of plans. The
first prayer meeting was led by Miss Pond
Our first regular business meeting was held
t he first week in November, hence the date
of our annual meetings.
It is interesting to
notice that the first persou proposed fori
membership by fin- Lookout committee
J our present members. Miss i
was
ole
to
June,
Hills.
The committees seem
taken
with conhave
up their work
siderable
eii* rgy
members wer*
new
brought in every month, so that at the end 1
1 he prayer meeting
tiie year we had 57.
committee at lirst chose their own topics,
and they recall even n<.w what a burden of 1
responsibility that was to them, and how de- i
lighted they were to discover that topic- !
cards c aid be bad from the Umta-1 Society
in
Boston.
The soeiai committee did its 1
share of the work, giving a number of socials I
during the year at pn\ ate houses and a New ]
Yeai supper at the -hureb. The beuevo- !
leuce committee arranged a Christmas tree
fur the Sunday school and agaui and again,
gave nceiled help to the | -•••i>-r classes of the
hi-fi, During the summer of the first year
the soeiety decided, though not quite unaui- ;
im-iiSi
to discontinue
he prayer meetings
for a time; this was done- for three years;
then the plan "t holding the meetings ail
summer was tried, ami since then there has
been. I believe, no questiou as to which
course
should be
pursued. The prayer;
meetings have been held as regularly n
in winter.
When we began
summer as
work again in the fall of that second year it
seemed best to distribute p.eiige-eards to the
members. Up to this time the members haJ,
on joining the society simply signed the con- j
stittitiou, but officers felt that ,t pledge stating idearly and conciseh the duties of the
Christian Endeavor would strengthen them
and arouse the less faithful ones, perhaps,
to better thoughts.
It is re« -riled that most
of these pledges were promptly signed an-i
returned, and that they were helpful in
bringing the members hack to their work
again with greater z.eal and euthusiasm.
A noteworthy happening in March of the
second year was the sending of a letter of
greeting to the newly organized Christian
Endeavor Society in the Baptist church, ami
in.the following winter we urul a record of
an invitation to us to unite with them in a
union meeting.
Many times since then have
invitations gone back and forth between the
two societies, and it is due to their united
efforts that we have a Christian Endeavor
Union in Waido county
Tiie third winter of our society is the darkest in its history the work seemed to drag;
meetings poorly sustained, pastor and members were discouraged; tin*re was even a
thought of disbanding. The first step toward
improvement was the organization of tiie
executive committee. This committee met
each mouth to plan for their work and these
meetings, held often in the pastors study,
proved themselves a source of courage and

Koigston. New \ ork
>u. tiago.. Decadence

;.

singing

j

I

the same which we now have. The active
members came together for the express purpose of studying this pledge, and we remember still the serious earnestness shown at
that meeting. Tiie matter of adopting the
pledge was carefully ami prayerfully considered and the vote in favor of its adoption
was unanimous
rhis action was the beginning of a prosIndividual duties as well as
perous year.
committee work were faithfully performed
by the great, majority <;f the Eudeavorers.
Soon we were ready to enlarge our borders.
In the spring of 1*92 the Junior Christian
Endeavor society was formed and m the
summer our Eudeavorers. together with the
Baptist society, organized a mission Sunday
school in the school-house on Waldo avenue.
The average attendance at this school,which
was kept up for that summer only, was IT.
In '92 and ’98 we added new committees,
the
Missionary and the Sunday school,
ami better still, six associate members became. earliest active members.
Our membership, <57, was larger than it had been at
any other time. Iu this year, too, was begun
by the I’rayermeeting Committee the plan of
meeting just before the Endeavor service for
a few moments prayer with the leader.
Also
on

Thursday

evenings,

preceding

consecra-

services, brief prayer meetings were
$95.50 collected by the Fulton plan
was given
to home and foreign missions.
This Fulton plan of giving for missions two
cents a week for members proved very
successful then, and has been used ever

tion

held.

since.
Soon after tins, m the winter of '94, came
a glad time fr»r the Endeavor Society.
In
our record book stands this senteuce. “Jan.
7, 1894, earnest prayers were offered for the
successful work of the Evangelist, Rev. C.
L. Jackson.” Before this many of the active
members had been working specially for
the conversion of some associate members,
and many prayers were answered when
there were welcomed to our fellowship 17
new active members, 7 of these from our
associate list. As soon as possible these new
members were assigned to work on the different committees. A new committee to take
charge of the music (April, 1894) was added
and later on a Junior committee to assist
with the Junior Endeavor Society. It seemed to the older members strange at first,
though altogether delightful,to have so many
new workers and such willing ones.
Many
of the new workers of that winter are today among our most trusted members. We

impossible
society lias

to

tell

Jerome Stephenson, one of Belfast’s wellknown ship carpenters, died at his home at
the corner of Miller and Union streets last
Saturday morning after a long illness. He
was horn in Belfast in 1827, a son of Jerome
and Mary McDonald Stephenson. He be-

how much money
it must

gan

raised, though

the smallest estimate between seven
We
eight hundred dollars.
have
given to missions over §250. This has gone
to the A. B. C. F. M., to the C. H. M. S., to
the A. M. A., to the Maine Missionary Society, the Women’s Board, to the missionary
steamer Morning Star, t<> individual workers in Montana, Dakota, Alabama, to weak
churches iti our own State, to the work in
Waldo county, and in our own city to the
(iirls' Home,” and the Kindergarten. We
have sent a barrel of clothing, hooks and
papers to a colored preacher in South Carolina (185)3), and again to the south a box of
clothing valued at §i»(), a barrel and a box of
clothing to Nebraska, (1805), a box of clothing to Saco, Me., (1801 >. to the family of the
workers among the French Canadians,
hooks and papers to Alaska. (1801), a collection of Christmas gifts to Indian children in
Idaho, and a barrel of clothing to Outer
Long Island on our own Maine coast. Often
we have had grateful letters of aeknowledgment ; the French
missionary from Saco
wrote in his quaint English, ‘‘Everything
he at
and

pastor made brief remarks
the occasion, and introduced Mrs. Annie
Starrett Craig, the Historian of the Society,
} who read the “History of the Christian Endeavor Society of the First Congregational
Church i.The North Church) of Belfast
Maine,” as follows.
The first entry in our secretary’s record
book reads like this: Sunday evening, Sept.
isss, a meeting of the young people was
held, and Mr. Hack spoke to them of the
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evening's exercises opened by singing

hymn,

the
in

of Christian

Endeavor of the North Church of this city
celebrated its tenth anniversary Wednesday
evening, November Utta.

.Maine Seafar-

for

Young People’s Society

Meeting

Obituary.

of two years it

following

the

sea

when

a

young man,

W'ith his uncle, (’apt. Thomas Patterson,
but 9oou after came ashore and learned the
ship carpenter's trade with his brother
Erastus. He worked in the ship yards
here and was foreman on several of the

largest

vessels. From 1857 to 18(>0 he wTas
California and afterwards made a number of trips into the woods of Virginia,

in

Northern Maine and Canada to get out vesframes. He built, one vessel at Bucksville.S. C., for Capt. J. C. Nickels of Searssel

Mr

P‘>rt.

Stephenson

wherever lie

j
|

)
j
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known

highly respected
a sober, industri-

firstclass mechanic.
The writer of this knew
him intimately as one who sympathized
with the young and who even in his busiest
moments, a. d sometimes under considerable pr. vocation, did not forget that he was
once a hoy himself.
In his family he was
kin.I ami ai.ectioiiate husband and father,
looking weii o the best interests of those of
es

I
j

was

was

and

thoroughly

holiest

man

and

a

fits as though they have been made to order.”
Money and clothing 1iave again and again I
been given to the needy classes of Sunday
school and Bibles provided for some, of the
|
scholars. A pound party was given on one
his houselioi i.
His wife, formerly Ruth A.
occasion and the pounds afterwards distrib\ Brown of Swam i Isurvives him,with two
uted among eleven poor families.
In our \
sous, Frank -V of Brunswick and Fred J.
own church we have paid for renovating the
lower vestry at one time, helped to keep of Belfast, and one daughter, Mrs. Fannie
the church open during a summer vacation,
Stimpson of Belfast. He was made a Mabought the picture, Christ among the Doc- son in Phouiix
Lodge in 180J, and at the
tors, which hangs in the lecture room, and
paid toward music, §224 58. For five years funeral, which was held Sunday afternoon,
it has been our task to pay the soprano sing- ! his
brethren, .James Patt.ee, U. A. Hoyt, E.
er in our church choir.
Our society has
S. Carter and B. F. Neal, served as bearers.
made much of the social side of its work, as I
Rev. (4
a long array of socials can testify.
Winslow officiated. He leaves
Washingtou and Mother Goose socials, conun- j two brotners Lucius ('. and Chester B.
diun, anagram and nutting parties, a who- j Stephensou, ami two sisters, Mrs. S L.
is it social, and a military social, several
Sweet,ser ami Mrs. Louisa Lampher, all of
summer picnics, a reception tendered to the
church ami parish, and the public entertain- : Belfast.
incuts, these are but a fraction of the long
Mat.
The Patten correspondent of the Bangor
Such has been the financial and social side
of your work but ever most important of al! [ Daily News sends the following notice of
in Christian Endeavor are the spiritual! rethe death at that pi toe of a former resident
sults, these most surely be more than any fig- of Belfast
ures can show, and yet twu statements can
Last Tuesday M r Albert Heath, one of our
he given which show iu part at least what
these results are.
pr lament and most respected citizens, pasFrom associate into active membership sed away at Ins home after a very painful
there have come twenty persons, and from j illness of about two weeks. Mr. Heath was
horn in W lute lie id, Me., IMS. At the age of
the society into the church there have come
cut to Belfast to live.
For a few
twenty-three. Doubtless in the ten years -2 L»cars he w.o ked at the carpenter's trade hut
there have been failures ami mistakes, many
was obliged t>- giv. this up almost wholly on
'•f them, hut there has been also honest,
aecouut «-f au injury to one of his hands.
earnest effort. On the opening page of the
Soon after lie went mto business as a mersecond hook belonging to the first Christian
Endeavor Society at Wiiliston Church were j chant and "iitinued in this until lie left
Belfast f*T Aroosi.ook
In Belfast he met
inscribed these words “Young Christians
make
mistakes
:n
may
working for Miss Elizabeth Patterson and was married
After they came to Patten in
Christ: they make greater mistakes in not ! to her there.
l-so-l four ciiildren were born to them.
He
failure \: making
working for Him. N
was taken ;;! ;u nut two weeks ago and
the attempt is so bad as to fail tojuiake it."
grew
rapid'.y worse auto the sad end came. He
The address of the evening was by Rev. R
left to mourn their loss his wife, and four
T. Hack "i Pori laud, former pastor of this
hildren—Mis-. Lizzie Heath, Mrs. Wilbur
Boston, Mr. W blare IL-ath ami Mr. Albert
church, and during whose pastorate the
A Heath He was about To years old but was
Christian Endeavor Soriet.j was organized
as active and strong as
many much younger.
in lsss.
Following is an abstract of his H* was in honest, conscientious, upright
discourse:
nr.n, aud a kind and loving husband and
father
He had many friends and will be
lie had no text, but t -ok for his subject
greatly missed in t’,.s town, where lie has
the thought "What is your life?"
Life is
spent so many years.
lived on different levels—some have tuily the
lowest aims while others are shaped by deCapt. Abel C. Loweli died Nov. 12th at his
votion to the noblest and best ideals. He
contrasted’ the lives of Bloody Mary and home, with his son, Abel L., at Chipman's
crossing,
Bucksport, aged (50 years and <5
John Milton.
A good man,” he said, “is I
He had been in poor health for
the ripe fruit that the earth holds up to | mouths.
some
time.
Capt. Lowell was a native of
God."
What is your life? It. is what you
seek.
Everyone follows some guide, the Bn ksport ami well known along the coast,
pursuit of some ideal. There is no sue! thing having spent nearly all his life at sea. He
was for many years mate of
as free living, free thinking, for all living
large vessels
with Capt. Isaiah Chipman, and later capand all thinking must be according to the
tain
of
a
number of different, crafts in the
The
facts, must accord witii the truth
coast aud West Indian trade, going in the
Christian man is immeasurably more free
well-known schooners John
Wentworth,
than the sensual :nan. There can he no real
Mary I. uuse, Tahmaroo. Yankee and others.
antagonism between morality and religi >n.
He was a man of tireless energy, a thorough
hut all so-called moral people are not the
uvigator, aud one of the best pilots on the
sair of the earth.
The rim young ruler who
He is survived by two daughters,
coast.
came to Christ was not willing to he a little
more
Bangor aud
moral, to be moral after Christ's Mrs. Ori.'la Whitmore of
Mrs.
f Bucksport ; a stepDonna
Lord
standard.
When a mat is moral when it
Mrs.
John
E.
M.
daughter,
and two
Connell,
costs him soim-t ling hi.- morality partakes
sons, Abei L. and Charles ll. of Bucksport.
of God.
Men and women are to shine ts

j

j

j
\

>

|

!
j

|

j

>

j

lights in the world. Has my morality helped anyone to he better.
There is a spurious
religion that is selfish at d thanks God that
he is nut as other men.
There is only one real life. Life in Godau 1
life in man are one and the same thing. Lif-'
is to follow the highest that we know What
visions are we following. “For to be carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually
minded is life and peace.” The most mighty
and lasting things are tlie things unseen.
To be in harmony with God is to live. God
demands our sympathy and our obedience.
Set your heart on what is worthy. Nothing
can touch the lift- of the Spirit.
He “shall
preserve thee from all evil.” "He that believeth on the Sou hath life.”
In striving to follow the vision of that
which is highest we are delivered from a
thousand wanderings.
A high ideal protects the life and keeps one from drifting.
The devil does not waste much time on a
busy man. To have a mind set ou high
things is to he safe. Such lives are not only
safe themselves but they transform others.
Be true to what comes in your best moments.
To have a life in harmony with
Jesus Christ is to have the life that is life

|

!

i

|
|

1

>

The Seattle, Wash., Times ol Oct. 2<5t.h
has the to.lowing account of the death of a
young mar who has many relatives in this
vicinity: News was received in Seattle
yesterday of the death of Mr. Leslie O.
Coombs, at Redlands, Calif. Mr. Coombs
was a nephew of Mr. S. F. Coombs of West
Seattle and Mrs. Capt. Parker of Smith Seattle.
He spent the summer of 185H5 in Seattle. He returned to Redlands, Calif., to
take the position of physical director in the
Y. M. C. A there, and occupied that position at the time of his death.
His popularity there was such that the funeral was
made a p lblii one, under the direction of
the Young Men’s Christian Association,
which aiso held impressive memorial services on Sunday, Oct. Kith.”
[Rockland

Opinion.

News has been received of the sudden
death of Mrs. Deborah Dyer of Oakland,
Cal., formerly of Camden. Mrs. Dyer,
accompanied by her daughter, visited her
sisters, Mrs. Mary Stackpole and Mrs. Sarah
Barnes,in Camden the past summer and was
eu
route for her home when on account of
illness she stopped at Chicago, where she
died at the home of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Albert Hodgman.
Three daughters and two
sons, all of California, survive her.

indeed.
Following the anniversary exercises there
was a reception to the Christian Endeavor !
Society in the church parlors, given by the
Eliza A., widow of Capt. Harold Anderladies of the church and parish. Rev. G. S.
| son, formerly of Bangor, died Nov. 6th at
Mills, Mrs. Mills, Dea. A. O. Stoddard, Mrs. ; her 1 me with her daughter, Mrs. William
Stoddard, Mrs. E. M. Starrett and Dea. Jas. Abboit, in Verona. Deceased was 64 years
of ago. and survived her husband 24 years.
Pattee received the guests
Of ne
family there remain beside Mrs.
Ice cream and cake were served, and all
A bbot
two daughters, Mrs. Walter Patteu
of Bangor and Mrs. Linuie Butler of Everett,
present passed a very enjoyable evening.
flitchell Will Build

Mess., and the sons, Ellery, now in
Carolina, ami Burusule of New York.

The Road.

South

Papers and Periodicals.
Mitchell of Portland, the well j
known railroad contractor and promoter,
We have received No. 1 of the Saugerville
was at the Bangor House Friday, and in reTimes, a four-page weekly, W. B. Gray edisponse to the inquiries of a reporter for the tor.
News he said that he expected to begin work
The Sea Breeze, holiday edition, Brackett
in the spring of 1899 on the construction of
& Co., publishers, will be issued a week bean electric railway from Belfast to Northfore the middle of December.
port campground. He said that the road
would bo built under the charter of the loi al
Mr. Howard Owen ;s at work on his forthJames

company organized some years ago for the
purpose of building a line from Stockton
Springs to Northport, but that a new company might be formed.
The line will be about lice miles long
and will be operated by the trolley system
and Mr. Mitchell regards its prospects <*f
success as excellent.
I'itiiuatt'ly, lie thinks,
there will be a continuous line of electric
railways from Bangor to Iiocklaud. Mr.
Mitchell is on his way to the western terminus of
the Washington County railroad
where he has some business to transact.

[Bangor Daily News.
High

of

Line

Fleet.

Alameda, California, papers bestow high
praise upon Miss Josephine Pattersou and
her singing on the occasion of a recent farewell benefit concert given her when she was
about to leave Alameda for New York. Miss
a

Maine

ed

20 years ago, and

girl,

the

daughter

of

Captain M. F. and Ellen J. (Lancaster) Patterson, formerly of Belfast. Capt. Patterson
is now in command of a steamer sailing to
China.

on

which he

has

a

copy-

right.
The Maine

Central

for November has
is, as usual, full of interesting matter. The illustrations this month
are of Maine and New
Hampshire scenery,
and are excellent.
been issued and

Prospect Ferry.

Newfoundland

The sell. Jubilee of St. Johns, N. F., secured 2428 2-8 qtls. as her season’s fare, ami
is high line of the Newfoundland fleet. Her
crew of 18 men were paid according to the
number of fish caught, the highest dory, in
which were T. Mackey and Thomas Penney
making $174 40: this amount is clear of ali
Ann
expenses such as bait, salt, ice. [Cape
Advertiser.

Patterson is

coming Biographical Sketches of Members
of the Maine Legislature, which he
originat-

C.

R. Hill

aud wife of

Winterport visited Mr. aud Mrs. W
nman last Sunday....B. C.
Avery

D. Hararrived

home from Lewiston last week-Mrs. W.
0. Harding, Miss Faustina Harding and
Miss Alfreda Harriman went to Bangor
last

Saturday, shopping.Mrs. Eugene

Barnes entertained the Ladies’ Circle last
Saturday evening. A fine progam was en-

joyed by

all present. Among the guests was
Fred Ross of Hartford, Ct., who is visiting Allie Batchelder. Mr. Ross, it will be
remembered, was one of the soldiers who
was at Fort Knox for several weeks during
the past summer-Mrs. Mary Smith has
gone to Belfast to take care of Mrs. Emma
Pierce, who is quite sick.
Mr.

Master B. M. Eames will represent South
Branch Grange, Prospect, in the State

Grange

at

Bangor

next week.

Waldo

of

County

Teachers.

Band Concert and Fair.

PERSONAL.

One of the pleasantest meetings in the
history of the Waldo County Teachers’ Asso-

A

ciation occurred at

The fair, concert and dance by the Belfast
Band in Belfast Opera House Tuesday and

Freedom, Nov.

11th and

12th.

The attendance was small, owing to
the unfavorable weather, but all who attended felt well repaid.
The meeting was
opened by Pres. H. E. Ellis of Belfast and

Successful and Enjoyable Benefit
to Our Popular Organization.

Most

sang a selection, after which Mr. Goodwin,
in behalf of the people of Freedom, cordially

Maude

Miss N. R. Carroll of

Liberty

then read

candy

an

“Outside the Text Book.”
This paper was followed by a general discussion of the subject.
All agreed that
on

clinging too losely to the text book is injurious and that much outside work is necessary.
Original problems in arithmetic
were particularly mentioned, and the use of
pictures in teaching geography and lan-

table

charge

in

was

of Misses |

which

in

was

of the

rear

in

the

This

machine

Nathan

The Friday afternoon session was particujarly interesting. The pupils of the Academy sang, after which Prof. H. M. Estabrook
of the University of Maine read a paper on
“Poetry, Its Nature and Study.” The paper was exceptionally line and of much
practical value, particularly to teacheis iu

making

too much noise to work

the hail.

first

Mr.

dead also had

Dr. E.

of

cylinder threshing machine

ever

no

should

to

be able

spoken and written, before entering
the study of Latin and Greek.

In

discipline

the

of that

aud

given.

The

Baud

numbers, all

specialties,

period with that "f to-

day.

most

I

The evening session was held in the
church. The choir sang two selections and
Miss Margaret Williams of Waterville sang
a solo, “Cleansing
Fires."
Prof. A. J.
Roberts of Colby University was then introduced. His subject, “The School and the
Community,” was ably handled and it was
one of the finest lectures ever given before

gave

concert of

a

in-

March,

“Charlatan”
“Ra v mnml”

Thom

B. Dins

is

left

r-

Misses Mae Driscoll and Annie Cn'lman
went to Boston last

Saturday

fora

w.ek's

visit.

John Jones and Mrs. W. B. C

Mrs.
left

yesterday

for

visit

a

uiant

in New York

and

Newark.

George

W. Harden, formerly of Belfast,
Palermo, visited friends in this city

of

now

last week.
Mrs.

nine

E.

Monday

Sousa !

Robbins returned to Boston
visit to her mother, Mrs H

A.

after

a

Forbes.

H.

Thomas !
Strauss

Doctrinen”

Waltz,

and Mrs.

ley.

follows:

Overture,

Bangor

Dr. D. P. Flanders and wife returned last,
evening from a visit in Boston and Welles-

music, interspersed with

new

as

Bur-

>m

Thursday for New Y rk and Pu s' 11.
Capt. J. W. Ferguson of Clift
I t!-Mass., arrived Saturday for a si" rt v;«ut.
Mrs. H. W Healeyand children
spend
ing the week with lier mother in Bos'on.

evening the hall was crowded
enjoyable entertainment was

the
a

at home fr

week's visit.

a

Monday

Mr.

materially to the receipts of the fair.
A woodland scene in oil, executed by P.
A. Sanborn, was disposed of by tickets, and
was taken by Charles McIntosh of Boston.

Prof. A. F. Richardson of Castine Normal
school then read a very interesting paper on
“School Discipline.”
He spoke of the
schools of thirty years ago and contrasted

on-

last

added

upon

busi-

a

Dunton, Esq., and daugl ter Helen
for a visit in Boston.

K. F.
left

vented and had two

practical value. Pupils
use good English, both

for

Mrs. Elisha Sherman went to
Tuesday for surgical treatment.

copies of letters patent
issued on the machines in 1817 and 1818.
the higher grades. Prof. A. J. Roberts of
Colby University read an excellent paper on The documents were on parchment and
“Teaching School.” He believes that relig- were signed by James Monroe, President,
ious teaching and gentlemanly conduct I John Quincy. Ad tins, Secretary of State, and
should be a part of school discipline. This William Wirt, Attorney General.
There
teaching should come in the plastic period were other old articles on exhibition in the
of childhood, when the mind is prepared to
booth, including a marine quadrant made
receive ami profit by it. He believes that in 1700 and copies of old newspapers, one
too much demand is made upon the teach- coutaing an account of the death of George
ers and pupils of to-day and that too much
Washington. This booth attracted many
time is spent, particularly in arithmetic, visitors and the admission fee of ten cents
upon subjects of

Wilson is

A.

lington, Vt.,

model of the

a

fooin

Orrin J. I'ickey of the Belfast Age is
house by illness.

iron in

on

Tuesday

Boston.

to

fined to the

was

Read

trip

Elias IL Thompson is visiting friends iu
Vassal boro and Waterville.

Belfast, ami patented by him in 17%. It
was
the first machine ever
made to
cut anil head a nail at <>ne operation. The
machine was in charge of Clias. J. Read and
made a quantity of zim* nails, the machine

guage.

few

a

few'

hall at the left was a
Read nail machine

operation.
by Judge

invented

in

Thomas P. Logan. Jr., was in Boston a
days the past week.
Cbas. A. McKinley arrived home Saturday from a v sir in Boston.

a

booth

Newport

in

was

C. B. Hall returned
ness

worked

In the

<

Chapin visited friends

E.

yesterday.

Charles H. Sargent
the past week.

gasolene fire aud a corn popper, which
industriously. The corn was
sold by Miss Hattie Clements.
The fancy goods tatde was presided over
by Mrs. C. H. Crosby anil Mrs. R. H. Howes,
and had a large sale.
with

he

Ham went to Bangor Tuesday

C.

days

Gammons anti Maude Johnson.
S. A. Parker was behind the next counter

the visiting teachers. Mr. H. D.
of Belfast responded happily.

excellent paper

Brooks

patronized.

The

J.

business.

Mims Hattie

was a grand success. The
Opera
opened for the exhibition and
sale Tuesday afternoon and ti e tallies were
was

well

welcomed

Dr.
on

Wednesday

House

prayer offered by Rev. S. Goodwin of FreeThe pupils of Freedom Academy
dom.

McLellan

James H. Howes is in Boston this week.

Charles O Fernai 1 of North

Mr. and Mrs.

Searaport

Monday

left

fora visit

B -stoii

t.

and Lowell,

Herbert j
A. C. Sibley went t
R<stou Tuesday ai
Illustrations from Gibson's paintings were
business. Mr**. Sibley an a.mpanied him
-r
given in tableaux, as follows:
a short visit.
The American Girl Abroad- Here she is
William Casey left Monday !•
New V rk
chaperoned by a real duchess, with two
where he expects a position w ri: the Met;
noblemen of ancient .lineage ready to marry
politan S. S. Co.
her, and yet her happiness is not complete—
the association.
Mrs
H. M. Bla.-kstone “f Bridgewater
| Edwin P. Frost, Mrs. G. A. Bailey. \V. H.
A brief session was held Saturday mornM
Mass., arrit
Miss Annabel Walker.
'.piimhy,
J
ing. Prof. W. W. Rich, Principal of Free- !
Kindergarten—Elderly suitor—How does sister, Mrs. James \V .Rules.
dom Academy, conducted a lesson in Com- j your Kindergarten get on. M ss Black'.'
N. Rand of Fa.rr'o- I is
g for enmercial Law, which was very interesting, ! Miss Black—Well, it is better Thau running
gineer Shaw. E. E. Talbot, t,.e rt-gu'.-i; ire-

pupils showing

his

a

good understanding

of

the subject. Supt. F. S. Iirick of Belfast,
gave an interesting address on “Reading in
the Rural Schools." A short- business meet-

ing

was

next

Resolutions

in order.

The Committee

Banrimage,

-Harold Carle. Mary A.
J. Havuer.
That delicious moment—When ym meet
the nobleman your laughter lias captured, in

Hall,

I

was unanimously adopted:
Whereas, The present meeting

Committee
:

on

(

Resolutions.

meeting will be at Winterport,

third Friday in May, 1899.
following were present from Belfast:
Supt. F. S. Brick, H. E. Ellis. H. D McLellan, Miss «J A. Wiggiu, Miss Grace A. Lord,
Miss Ida B
Carter, Mrs. Samuel Adams,
Miss Ethel Thomas, Miss Edith Thomas,
Miss M. H. Mason, Miss Grace E. Walton,
Miss Edith Ladd, Miss Mabel Brown.
the

News ot the (jranges.
a
a

Brothers of South Branch Grange
Prospect, met ast week to finish their stable
anti the Sisters gave them a delicious dinner
The

in the

dining

room.

Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, conferred th* first degree on four candidates last
Saturday night anti four more were proposed for membership.
There will be a box supper at Seaside
Grange Hail next Saturday evening. Every
sister of Seasi ie Grange is requested to carry
a box of food for two; also a hat and trim-

mings.
Comet Grange, Swauville, had an extra
fine harvest feast last Monday evening. It
is well worth the labor of a contest to win
such a supper as they prepared for us last
night, [h. f. m. p.
Stockton

Grange

has

adopted

the follow-

ing resolutions of respect:
Whereas the Divine Messenger has again

entered our midst and taken from us our beloved honorary sister, Harriet B. Ellis:
Resolved, That in her death the Grange
loses an honored and respected charter
member, who has ever given her influence
for the good of our order, and that her family are deprived *.f a faithful and devoted
wife and mother; auil,
Resolved, That we extend our truest sympathy to her husband, son and daughter iu
this hour of deep bereavement ami that our
charter be draped in mourning for thirty
days; aud
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be spread upon our records, and that one be
sent, to her family and to both county papers
for publication.
Harriet I). Hichborn, ) Com.
Alice M. Crocker,
> on
Nellie B. Bickmoiie.
Res/

)

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville
lias adopted the following resolutions of respect :
Whereas, Death has again entered Union
Harvest Grange and removed one of our
charter members Brother Robie F. Jackson.
Resolved, That in the death of Bro. Jacksou we have lost a faithful member whose
place in our ranks will be hard to fill, and
the community one whom all respected, and

while we mourn his loss we trust our loss is
his infinite gain.
Resolved. That we extend our sympathy
to the bereaved wife and children and commend them to the Divine Master, who doeth
all things well.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copylof these resolutions
be entered on our records, a copy sent to the
bereaved family and also to our county

papers for publication.

H. P. Barker,
A. E. Barker,
M. M. Thompson,

\

i

Com.
on

) Res.

fast

then sang in

a

j

undesirable article—F. G.
Spinney, Miss Helen BatMicbb-r. W. H.
CHiimhy, W. ,J. Havuer.
Puzzb—Find the Tw Lov-rs—Mrs. W. J.

!

not

Havuer,

Dolloff,

F

W

Frost,

bliss

F. T.

H. nimuev,

t ion

A. W. Eliis.

Capt. John

Ballet music from

ami

tled to
which

a

Step,
ticket

was

in

value from

m

Sunday

Camp,

Sons of Veterans, gave
the eligible sous who are not
yet members of the order at S. of V. Hall,
last Friday evening. There was a good attendance of members of the Sons, Grand
Army comrades, young men who are eligian
was

to

hour

spent

called

and invited guests. After
socially the assembly

order

to

by

Lieut.

K.

Mono iy, the E

E.

a

lor N*

s

R

■

at

r.'.-i-* Methodist
as

Lieut.

Young introduced Charles H-ulgdou, who is
as “Happy Jack” of the Rough
Hodgdou gave in brief a hisRough Riders from its mustering

better known
Mr.

discharge, and related many inHe evidently
cidents of the campaign.
makes good use of his eyes and ears wherin until its

ing

he goes and has
his

experiences.

a

happy faculty
He

saw

not

of tell-

only the

t

Sa

I..

i!

M.y

at tin- limet
w*-re

hur■■■

pr«-scnt

a s

r.

Sermon i»v

fallows:

pastor at 10.45 a. m.. Sunday •‘•.-inn.i o 1J u ;
Meeting of Junior League at d do r m.
nier
meeting of Epworth League at o C
uni
Frank 0
Whiting; topic. "I’n^e

Thanksgiving," Psalm 10J; F.pw
“College Day Song at; 1 prayer
’*

7.15.

Prayer meeting Tuesd iy

An

interesting servi

•*»

o’clock

of the

a. iu.

Cross,"

Hianksg

ere

-ted

ami
in

as

all not

earnest

having

a

at

St
-i.\.
W

t:i

se.ui

am.
visit-

Ti:

ittem.

fi iiows:

v

*s*-d I y

anui

service, preaching by R.
cordial ami

d

<

i

»*.•

10.45

s

i.-a

*:■*•

imr-d

Services at the Cniv-arsalist
be

at

-,g

‘mi

be the seventh anniversary
A n-ni..*;
cation of iiie churei,
extended to the public.
will

o

g

v

The stations of

will he

L-.tgu.

serv

"ei.

will

Sunday

rtii

will be h*-

Francis Catholic ci. r-.-:
at

*

eran

ever

i

M. E. Church

e

uni.-u

Tln-r.- will be

tory of the

the

evening.

Services

j

of ti

of

appropriate exercises,
ing clergymen will he

Riders.

a

i’..

IT

A

v

M. C. U Brien.

which

u

n.

Very Reverend

after

ir

Y

fiiuisii.

of this Diocese.

Young, and a hearty address of welcome
given by Sergt. Orrin J. Dickey. Lieut.
U. G. Hussey read a poem written by a vetwar,

.-

R.

: -r

was

of the civil

t

Churches.

season

Nov. JO, will lie

Sons of Veterans Reception.

membership

r.

s-uid

vessels

very iarge attendance
More thau 50 members

mgs.

ble to

Both

j.Sermou by

having

with

•cuts To

ticket drew something. The draw a g
held Wednesday evening, too Uto ;■
us to report the result this week. The a.bair
closed with a dance.

reception

by

is

Epworth League

Tim
is

Every

A. E. Clark

•:

Ci iiversalist.

enti-

was

a

m

a

the Fannie & Edith

7.do

chance in the drawing of to.•scuts,

ranged

E;;s

The Ci,ion Tit mksgivi ig h
held at the Method,*; church

Pryor
a season

v :-.m

an*

'flits

,.

C. A. Stevens
bolder of

1

vesst

h

at

:s

At Liu- first Parish Church. La.-. »:
\v.
pastor, Rev. James M. Leigh
at 10 45; Sunday soli *o! at 1J m.

s-.

Myreiles
Aiexanda
with
baritoue
song by
“lviilarney,”

Every

ic

Ryder of the Fannie N L

fTie

Hungarian Fantasia,
“Serenade,”
Kansas Two

Br-'oks-

home.

The.

W.

Patterson.

Rockland

Gounod

Fans',

icli

w:

Mr.

A. Hall.

Mary

at

Ryder
during on*- trip

Capt. E. D.

Bianclie

Ciiase, M

Dur-

for many years, has retired fr-cu
government service to eni >y h:s re-

the

an

Edwin

eupy ;1.<-

They will

on

maining years

aniaz

in-iaw

oils*-

>.

Bel-

to

lighthouse

Happen—The American father
d at finding his English son-

Can

This

coming

ville, who has been- ke*-per ••? Sad-i

| burn.
The tableaux were continued
l’u/./h—Find the girl who lias been kissed
| within 10 minutes—F. T. Chase, Miss Edith
p.
| Eii.ngw id, Miss Mary A. Hall, Dr
L uubard, W. .1. Ilavuer.
I
may be

his

have arrived

are

North] ort avenue.
Capt. George Blodgett of West

voice

j

Seattle and

reside.

to

ham 1

and sweetness, which caiied forth
a hearty encore, “For Ail EternLy,’' by Macheroui, with violin obligato by P. A. San-

The

Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, has added
number to its membership anil is enjoying
good degree of prosperity.

M. dred

Miss

of ;iiness

an.it

family

Ben Ua/eltiue and
Boston from

of power

Waldo

next

Pettingill

Miss Edith

of the
County Teachers’ Association lias
proved interesting, instructive and eminently successful, the following resolutions are
offered in reroguit.ion of the aid and help
towards the success of the meeting.
Resolved, That our thanks be extended t >
the people of Freedom for their kind reception and particularly to Prof Rich for his
untiring efforts in behalf of the conventem.
Resolved, That our thanks are special y
due the three speakers from outside the
county, Prof. A. F. Richardson of Castine
Normal School, Pint. H. M. Esra.br.'-k, of
the University of Maim- and Prof. A. J.
Roberts of Colby University
Resolved, That our thanks are due those
who so kindly furnished musk
Resolved, That our thanks are due Pres.
H. E. Ellis, for the energy he has put forth
towards making the meeting a success.
Resolved, That, copies of these resolutions
be printed in the county papers and spread
upon, our records

Bailey,

A.

on ac.

family.

Slater, J. W. Havuer, A 1> Chase.

which

Tin*

G.

duty

man, is off

W.

Europe—Mrs.

on

submitted the following report,

Ethkl Thomas,
(ihack E. Walton,
F; am is s. Brick

old man’s home-

an

u

.a

next

’-•■g.ilnr

A. 51. Sm *h.

uivitatnui

s

Y

extemb-d

church home 'Jsewm

>-

<

join with us in our nnuui.ng sen m,
day school at. 1J m. At •; 15 p. in..
Peoples’ meeting, t •-[•;<■. “Spirit u:F

to
t’■

\
sufferings of the retig
vh. <•!concentrados, but many amusing incidents,
ics." A cordial invitati »n i« «-xt*-nde
all of which he related in a telling manner.
His experiences in Cuba were published in
young people interested in tin- w*uk iml
aims of the Cniou to alien I A-se evt inng
The Journal of Oct. titli, in an interview.
Rev. Randall T. Capon was then called
meetings.
fm Tin?
upon and made brief and patriotic remarks,
Following art* tie- R-iptisi td
Robert Whitehead, who served in the navy week: Thursday at 7
m
the vk y
|
on blockade duty iu Cuba, told of his serprayer meeting : subject, "The Eight 1, i rape,
vice briefly. Post Commander W. II. Clifford
of the Spirits' Cluster—m^'ktie^," (la! '•
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., gave 22; Friday at 7 bOp.it.: t<-aehers' mng;
words of greeting to the Sous and spoke of I Saturday, at 2. :’»0 p. ni., Jor.mr Kndt-a vor ;
the necessity of keeping up that organization
boys ami girls none; Sunday miming worto perpetuate the memory of the veterans.
Chrisship at 10 4.7; Sunday school at 12 m
He was followed by Ben Coleord, W. E.
tian Endeavor at 0 1.7 p in.: subiee'. •< ireat,
Dilwortli, J. S. Fernald and W. J. Clifford Reforms that need our heip,' John 2 l.h2.7,
in brief remarks.
evening worship at 7.1.7; sermon by the pasThe formal meeting then closed, tables
tor.
were set in the hall, and earns were served
in various styles, with coffee, doughnuts,
There will be the usual mid-week
horrors of

war

and the

...

•*

etc.
After another brief social season the company broke up at about 11 o’t lock.
A. E. Clark Camp lias very pleasant quarters on Main street, including a camp-room,
ante-room, kitchen and gun room, all nicely
finished ami well furnished, each with its appropriate furniture and appliances. The
walls of the camp-room are adorned with
portraits of Washington; Capt. A. E. Clark,
after whom the Camp was named; Ivra
Heal, a member of thd Camp who died in
the Cuban war; and several group pictures
of Grand Army and Sons of Veteran gatherings. The members are all earnestly working for the “good of the order,” and the
Camp now ranks among the best in the
State in efficiency if not iu numbers.

prayer

meeting at the North Church, this, Thursday, evening, at 7 17. Topic. “Methods of
Luke 12: 4-12: John 10
the Holy Spirit.
How far always the
7-10; Rom. 8.9-27.
same? Do any seem peculiar to our times?
Next Sunday the
purpose.
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, will preach at 10 45
a. in.
Sunday School at 12 m. C. E. meeting at 0.15 p. m. Topic, “Praise the Lord.”

Their uniform

(A Thanksgiving meeting.)

Psalm 147

:

1-20.

vestry at 7.15 p. m., there will be a
A cordial invitation
lecture by the pastor.
is extended to all to attend the services at
the North Church.
In the
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be well nnd strong- and hence look her
lest, ir sin* wiil use Dr. Greene's Nervura
to gi\e her strong.
igorous nerves, pure,
rich blood, a clear complexion, and thus
restoie the energies and vitality ot sound
and perfect health.
Read what Dr. Greene's Nervura does
for others.
It will do the same tor
you.
Mrs. Mary Frances Lytle of 2 Hunter
Alley. Rochester. N. Y., says
I was very pale and delicate—had no
color.
I took Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy, and now I
am veil and strong, my face is plump,
and
Leeks red, and my complexion

Mrs. William Bartels. 239 East S~th St.,
New York Citv. savs
*'Dr. Greene’s Nervura made a\
wondi rtul improvement in n y health,
m
andth:r dark. sallow look len mv race.
k
My frit Lis hardly know me. I 1 ave
KK gained in ties! and am like a di::trent
pe: >on."
Mrs. C. S. Allen, of 12S Pearl
g.
P S"<
Portland Me., says: “Tin re
-,:1\ a:
v.as I
more colty in m.\ face
ds t! an in chalk. Dr. Gret r.c's
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HOW HE SAVES LIVES

Monroe.

in

Our schools close this week for

to

Heading

suit.

them

I.. C. Oil ley has since

some-

barn

times strengthens this impression.
An
hammered out to till a column,
until it reminds one of the process of gold

Mrs

in this country such representative and able journals as the New York
Sun exactly reverse this process.
Ideas

A Man Who Is Devoting Himself to the [w
America's Worst Disease,

nice

a

in

were

has

moved from

Dr. Hartman’s Pe-ru-na Cures Catarr;

old home iu Brooks.

her

to

built

ou

Springer

M.

Ella

Belfast

call

us a

J. Dow, Esq.,
business.

Lane and M.

Waterville Tuesday

beating,

hayiug

short

a

John flail place.

the

on

C. E

idea is

Sinclair has been spending
weeks iu the northern Maine woods.
Win. B.

few

a

presented in the fewest and tersest
Dr. 1’. E Luce, who now has headquarters
possible words—a column of verbage boil- iu Waterville, was in town Tuesday.
ed down to a paragraph. This compari- j
Our Good Templar lodge is to entertain
son was
suggested by perusal of a recent the Waldo District lodge here Nov. lffth.
issue of the Toronto Globe, one of the j
has had his house
Fred W. Brown, Esq
leading dailies of Canada. While typo- newly elapboarded and retinished it.side.
graphically and in some of its news feaLuce is spending a few
Mrs Martha E
tures it is a compromise between English
week with her friend, Mrs. A B. Stantial.

Insolvency

Courts

New England Town and its Preacher.”
The town is Sherborn, Mass., which the
Globe describes as “one of the few sur-

Oct. PUh he had

completed, with three
the good, sixty years as pastor of
the Congregational church of Sherborn,

on

days

j

George W. Cookson. Cnity; Orilla Cookson appointed administratrix.
Estate of Albert K. Young, Lincolnvilie ;
Jennie CL Young appointed administratrix.

personal estate granted
inventory returned; petition for allowance
]‘resented.
Estate of Hilda William.-, minor chi.dof
Frank A. Wiiiiams *f Moutercy. Mexico;
Louise T. W illiams of Winterport ; appointed

us

the

Trussed, Belfast, admininventory returned.

Estate of Anson
istrator's

i:f L ntiie W
Robinson. Winter,
guardian's inventory returned; peti-
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port
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II. Berry, our enterpr
in,) roved his store hy

1 a p I >•: rd mid has
of business.
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three

old s'.ic !h 1
Another install- e
failed is that of Mr.
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nj
n

'inform!
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Dr. Dowse and his town seem t< many
to he a
pleasing anachronism. The old
“town" i.-t fast becoming extinct iu New
England. 1 >epth. silem-e, austerity ire giving plaee tosparkle, nois.- ami an indifference
to problems of vital value to the tattlers,
amounting aim >st t< Igm ranee of their
existence,
So it often seems upon the surface.
lint, as all observers must have remarked, the American pcopa call he trusted
m a great crisis,
i pen al! problem:- ->f grave
national import, there is hrougl.bear an
enormous mental ami moral eiicrgv which is
I
as
surprising as its sou on. appear- to be
unsuspected. The cites furnish leadership,
blit they tit. not furnish tin- Ilea It ll
t’S.-Ue
1
tiie whole body p. utie.
Ti:.s s foi.n l iu the
And whil
Sherhorn and its
country.
patriarchal pastor uiav be hard to duplicate
where pujuiiation is
ongi-ste.i is ,u eastern
Massachusetts, in tin- more remote regions
not only of tin* old Ba\ State 1 ut throughout
the. I'uiou millions of lives are i:\ed m just
such environments, unchronicied and unnoticed, but. nevertheless, the leais.uirce
of plivsieal, mental
and
moral
energy
for
the
nation.
And
when
any supreme problem is up for settlement these
silent, sturdy men set themselves down to
solve it in the light of conscience aud reason,
ami when they speak .1 is a voice clearly
heard but not alwavs understood.

In Ukiej

The National Women’s ChrisTemperance Union Convention,
which begins at St. Paul, Minn.. Nov. 11.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of this State, vice
president at large and acting as president
since the death of Miss Frances E. Willard.
Miss Anna Gordon of Evanston. Illinois;
Miss Mamie Powderley of Boston; Mrs.
Hannah J. Bailey of Maine; Mrs. Frances
Leiter, one of the original Ohio Crusaders, and Mrs. K. U. Hoods of Chicago were
the first to arrive.
Uadv Henry Somerset
will be unable to attend.The Vienna
of
tlie
London Times, comcorrespondent
menting upon the irritation of the German
press over the attitude of the United
States towards tin: Philippine question,
says: “It has but little importance and is
only likely to excite the scorn and defiance
of the Americans and tend to confirm
them in their determination to keep tlie
The Frcmdenblatt,
in a
Philippines.
temperate article that gives the German
papers an example of impartiality, recognizes that it is piml\ a question for the
Americans to decide themselves.”.... In a
recent speech in Cambridge. Mass., exScc. Boutwell advised :
1. Give t.o Hawaii
a territorial govei nnn nt and
upon a libel al
basis.
2. Insist
upon an independent
for
government
Cuba, and give no en
couragement to the project for annexation.
Abandon Porto Pico and the Spanish
islands of the Pacific ocean, without con- !
troversy, debate <-r negotiations with any =
one.... David A. vVt 11s, a tinted writer and
lecturer on economic subjects, died Nov. !
">tli at his home in Norwich, Ut., after'
an
illness of several months.The !
Madrid correspondent of the Loudon
Daily Mail says: “Spain will sign the
peace treaty under protest.A gas explosion Nov. Oth in the capital at Washington wrecked the Supreme Court room
and damaged ami destroyed official papers
and records. The work of repairing will
be finished by the commencement of the
session of Congress.
The big gas meter
was blown to pieces.The Berlin correof
the
London
spondent
Times,after giving
extracts from another long and violent article in the Koluische Zeitung, declaring
that the fate of the Philippines cannot be
a matter of indifference to
Germany, expresses the opinion that such utterances
will only stiffen the attitude of the United
States.
tian
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of any druggist. Timosh ..Id not be waste I l
of «■ cavrh are m •’•«> o 1 11«. m usually s
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the H. H. Seavey plaee
with a shed and wood-house, and can now
do his ehores \> ithout steping out of doors.
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year my whole s\< em
and got worse inst -.id -t lu-t :«•
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go to work again almost at on
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to

New England ‘‘town”
and a dissertation on
American character, past ami present, is
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follows:
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aud attractive

ven lent
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stable.

house and

NY. A. Feiilasou

j

been

house of

he iiobe w itei moralWe had the pleasure of me- ting i. NN at.- rthe extent ot half a column.
For- viile the other day L->renz«> Jones,
eign labor ha.- nor invaded sherhorn •‘and ! formerly ->f Brooks, but now praef.sing : n
the original well .-1 Puritan moials and in Clinton.
R 'S;‘ I. Forbes of this town is s iid to have
intellect still springs umlefiled fv.»m the
old soil.” Dr. f H»\vse,standing there among fifteen eats and kittens at her plaer m
Bro.-ks.
She makes a business of inlying
his people, crowned with his three scoie
and seihng them.
years of servile®!, is dejected as a riguie j
Benjamin Rowe, who has t n some years
worthy of thought. It is deeply deplored
been an invalid is now ver\ siek, and it is
in religious circles that ministers in these
thought the end is not far distant. Two of
modern days do not stay long in a \ hue, Ins
daughters are with him.
etc.
In the closing paragraph tin* disap<

th«-se fact*

has

new

about the

parents.

Win. V

pearance of the old
is again deplored,
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sell

set

entire

nice

Thorndike

grounds

the

high spirits

jail

executor.

to

his

a

H. 11. Roberts.

sketch of the venerable pastor:
Father lh>w>e was born iu the town in ;
and has lived there all his iifo. ex- I
cept the time spent in school at Wientham
ami at Amherst College, where fifty years
alter ills graduation lie received the deThree genera- !
gree of doctor of divinity
tions have passed through the poituls of
ttie church since lie became its pastoi.
Hotli lii> father and graudfather were his
pari-hionei s. so that he has actually
preacher to six un eiations of his fellowAt this moment ho is the
townsfolk.
’mm in the place, the brightest
youngc:
conversationalist, and fai ami away tinmost
popular. J1 >• s--ems to In just
getting nicely settled in liis life-work.
Fleeted a member a tin* Massachusetts
>--natc f- ; two terms. In- has hern the
chaplain o’ that body sin e Is,so. in ed
neat ion, in the a u airs of the town, in the
iaigei interests of tie- ( ^ng: e>_at i >n a!
jbodv. he has for half a century been an
active
ton e.
It was fitting that his dia
j
| mond jubilee should have been e-debrateo
| not only by his neighbors, who l,*ved him
as a life-1, nt: friend, but by the leadcis in
walks -a life throughout tin- whole

Estate of

license

and has

of

Ward

Vincent

gradiug

to

which was fouuded iu 1077, foui years
after the settlement of the town.
The
iiist meeting house was built two hundred and thirteen years ago. The leader
writer of the Globe gives this interesting

County. X 'onnber term. lM'S;
of Daniel
lVrkins, Winterport :
will approved; Stephen L. Perkins appoint-

ville

paiuted

H. Miller lias

village buildiugs

—

Estate

inveutory returned.
Estate of Simon Cillcy, Brooks : allowance
of Slut) granted to the widow, tirst account
of administrator allowed.
W.
Estate of Win
Thompson, Mont-

Geo
of

stand.
vivors among the old-fashioned New Eng- j
Nathaniel Evans has removed hi*' family
land towns”
whatever that may mean, j to Whitetield, having sold liis place in
The preacher was I)r. Edward Dowse and Brooks.

tor

Henry Pike. Searsport; Harriet, N. Stu kuey appointed administratrix.
Estate of Lavinia P>. Whitcomb, Searsport; license to sell personal estate granted ;

^

5

and American journalism,the leader writ- j
Jtfferson has added some dormer winis in evidence in three articles of about dows to his house and made other
improveone column each.
One is captioned “A ments.

Waldo

ed

a

er

abstract of the business of

aud

guardian.

h-ik-wing lottei from a cousin in >hin.
Von t an imagine ! The uii'.-i is >nly lifu-t-u years old and is
let
away from his a gramidaugliter of the late Chark> Webb

an<i lost

us-

uniform length—one column. The vacation.
j
exactness with which this space is filled
Miss May Boody of Belfast made
suggests the thought that they may be last week.
|
written by the yard or rod and cut off in

Courts.

tion for license to sell real estate presented.
Estate of Thomas Carr, Freedom execuOct.
M's.
17.
Ohio,
ATI,
tor's inventory returned.
Dear Fanny : 1 think it is about time 1
•
Estate of Rufus C. Ford, Montville; de1 vo. .M have
was answering your letter.
a
in
The st <•«»ud written
ny u:: .-t ion.
before, bin i have not hid very cimation of Edward P. Knowltou as execug m- i,j,.
j (ii(j not think I
much time.
Doth of my grandmas were *or tiled aud recorded.
''
Estate of Freeman Wentworth, first au<l
The third day, here the hist week iu September tor the
<y hick.
Grandma Peurose stayed
liual account of exec utrix presented.
1
k a. n. J saw three Indians encampment.
two weeks, but Grandma Webb stayonly
Estate of Emery Knowles, Belgrade; reeg g
"wards me.
J did not know ed until the first of Oct< bei.
We had a
of commissioner in insolvency accept'*
The\ Avert* niendly or hostile; letter trom Woodsie Folsom, and she sent port
I
i!
oh
sailors say, any port in us a picture of Nettie, ltoy and herself.
Estate of Geo. W. Burgess, Belfast; ream going to write Nettie to-day.
Papa
>m..
beckoned with my hand for
has answered Woodsie.'s letter.
port of commissioners of insolvency accept<n
me :o me, which
We had a fine time during the encamp- ed no debts proved.
they did. i
“!
aihed to lalk their lauguage a little ment. Cincinnati was crowded: the desks
Estate of John White, Winterport: waiver
hole at ( hilcot pass.
1 found they had were taken out <*f every room in the of will by widow tiled and recorded.
schoolhouses, and cots were put in for the
•me
Horn
Chachum stake, an Indian
Estate of H. H Twitehell, Burnham; first
soldiers. Out at Chester Park 500 tents
and final account of administrator allowed.
own on the Ananasa river.
I asked them
were put up and it was called ( amp SherEstate of John A. Smedburg, Unity; first
where the Forty Mile river fork was and man. There were two cots in each teut
and final account of administrator presents
that 1,000 soldiers could stay out there.
"hey pointed the direction. 1 found
The soldiers who wanted to could board j ed.
Estate of Laura J. Roberts, Belfast; first,
was
going in the opposite direction. I in private families,paying one dollar a day.
j
account of administratrix allowed ; also pri1 aded some flour for some caribou
meat i Just after the encampment the First and
j vate account.
We went
that the' had and had a good square meal, j Sixth ltegiments came home.
Estate of Clias. F. Robinson, Winterport;
first account of administratrix allowed.
then .started back the same route J had over to Fort Thomas in Covington, KenEstate of Hannah B. Knowlton, Liberty;
There were 4,(XX) immunes out
tucky.
• me.
I travelec until three p. m. when I
there, and we saw them drill. We saw first, and final account of guardian allowed
Estate of Asa Hall, Montville; first and
ame in sight of a mountain called the
some of the white soldiers, too, hut most
final account of executors allowed.
of them were in the hospitals and we could
dome. it has a kind of a dome on its top.
Estate of Carrie E. Kingsbury, Frankfort ;
not see them.
first ami final account, of administrator tie
knew where F.sh Creek was from that
On the lirst of October Miss Wells, our
bonis non allowed.
mountain, and traveled down to where
Estate of Arlette Edmunds, Winterport ;
Sunday school teacher, took our class out
the
It was ten o’clock at to Clovernook, the home of Alice and petition presented for appointment of Fred
oys were.
At
wood administrator.
night m.o 1 was pietty well used up with Pliebe Cary, fkeir youngest brother lives
Estate of Jennie K. Skinner, Sears port;
there now.
His two sons live there with
H e
:!.tv and the strain of mind.
for appointment of \V. H.
One
him. The oldest one is 20 years old and petitionr presented
Skinne administrator.
in see Lew close a call a fellow can have
has been married two years.
He was IS
Estate of Olive Black, Palermo; first and
■who h.ts the misfortune to lose his euin- and his wife 17 when they were marfinal account of administrator presente.il
ried.
Estate of Caroline M. Clifford, WinterThey have one child, a bahv girl 6
; iie wilds < f Alaska.
■ass
months old. They named her llhoda.
port : petition presented for appointment of
e
while and then return* The
JJowden administrator.
}<i> speeted
was
in
Ellery
Sanyoungest son,Swift Cary,
Estate of Stephen E. Young, Rockland,
u t. Dawson ( ity.
Having found what tiago. He is now sick with typhoid fever. third and final
account of guardian presenWe went through the house, saw the little
<* t.nink is
a
better place than Dawted.
closet under the stairs where Alice and
of Nancy Smith, Swanville petition
.-"U
ity, we are now getting ready to Pliebe used to hide tlieir poems so their forEstate
license to sell real estate presented.
go bad: to our claims.
step-mother could not gel them and burn
IXSOLVENCV COURT.
We saw their bed room, too, and
1 w< uld like to have some of my old i them.
John IV Thumbs, Belfast; petition for distlieir
mother's
died
After
she
steppicture.
friends and school-mates out. here with
charge tiled.
Alice and Pliebe took lier picture and
Frank L. IJanforth, Montville; petition for
me this winter.
We would have a line
hung it iu the barn, but when their discharge tiled.
J. O. Whitney, Unity, discharge granted.
timie hunting and fishing. There is plenty brother married his wife hung it iu tlieir
room again.
We picked golden rod that
of wild game here,such as bears, the gray
WOMEN NEEI> NOT BE DISCO!,' KAO El).
in the side yard and I will send you
wolf, the mountain lion, the mountain grew
a piece of it. I pasted a piece on a slip of
The nervous tension under which most of
sheep, the moose, the caribou, and the paper and wrote where it came from and our women
constantly live affects the female
creeks and rivers abound in fish. We the date and 1 put a little bow of red,
organism seriously. Heavy household burwill build a cabin of logs and prospect white and blue ribbon on the stem. I am dens, social gayeties, work in some commercial establishment, any of these duties seem
going to save it.
some of the ground this winter.
One has
We impossible to women who are ill, and yet
We are having cold weather here.
to be careful here about being out nights,
have to have a fire every evening it is cold. they keep up for a time under pressure of
the demands upon them. When they do
as the wolves sometimes attack a person
I must leave something for Laura to break
down, the advice and treatment they
so
will
I
close.
write,
receive from their family physician don’t go
and there is not much of a show for a
From your loving cousin,
to the root of the trouble and they get no
man with a hundred of them howling for
better. They are discouraged, worn out,
Maky P. Webb.
tired of life. The great specialist in women’s
his blood. Then if one gets lost there is
Dr. Greene, of Nervura fame, 34
diseases,
a line prospect of his freezing to death;
AN IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE.
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., has shown
thousands of women who thought themand worst of ail are the Indians. They
To make it apparent to thousands who
selves hopeless iuvalids the way to health.
claim that out where we are going the In- think themselves ill, that
they are not af- His office is open to all women for free condians sometimes get hostile and when they flicted with any disease, but that the system sultation and advice, or if you will write
find a party out by themselves they will simply needs cleansiug, is to bring comfort him about your case, he will advise you by
mail, absolutely free of all cost and confiI
home to their hearts, as a costive condition
masacie them and take their outfit.
dentially. The glorious remedies discoverby this profound physician are an invaluhardly believe it, but, at the same time, i3 easily cured by usiug Syrup of Figs. Man- ed
able boon to women. It costs nothing to be
there are only four of us. But we are well ufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
put on the road to health; and all ailing women should write Dr. Greeue at once.
cabin only, and sold by all druggists.
armed and will build an extra
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What Is Woman’s Beauty Which So
Powerfully Attracts Men?

on

Last Week’s Brooks Items.

Canadian “Leader.”

—

BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
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Does Your
Back Ache?

RELIAIU.E.

In constant pain when on|
-your feet ?
Is that dragging, pulling
sensation with vuu from morn
till night ?
Why not put the medicine
exactly on the disease V Why
not apply the cure right to
!the spot itself ?
*
r
You can do it with

WE REPAIR

I.RaH WIW.-I

Everything

)

sold

1 i II

without

WE SELL

CLOCKS,
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Immediately after (ho
^Piaster is applied, you fev If
warming, soothing in-'j
Jits
Ittuence. its healing remedies!
f quickly penetrate down deep j
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Cherry Pectoral; relieving
congestion and drawing out
ail inflammation.
FOR SAI.E RV AM

rest

WATCHES.

Dr.Ayer’s

into tlio inflamed tissues.
Pain is quieted, soreness is relieved and strength imparted.
No plaster was ever made like It.
No plaster ever acted so quickly
and thoroughly. No plaster ever
hud such complete control over ull
kinds of pain.
Placed over the chest it is
a
powerful aid to Ayer’s

l
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s-

liolfasti Sept. I.

t\f
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ts

ORTGOIPTS
l.nwf 11, Mass.

AVFT! CO.,

And Great

FOB

SALE.

Many

Other

Bargains

will offer on our counters
YKRY 1.0NY PRICKS.

we

at

A §3,000 stocK of clothing and furnishing
££r'It will pay you to call and see us before
goods, established 32 years, and has done about
$15,000 business yearly and enjoys the best repu purchasing elsewhere, at our well lighted store
tatioi: among its many patrons; gross profit from
25 to 40 per cent.;‘sold only because of poor under the Opera House, Havl'ord Rlock.
health.
Good opportunity for two young men |
with small capital. The store to let at' reasonal 1
j
R. A. FRENCH,
rent with or without stock, or building for sale on

part payment.
lm43

SIDNEY lvALISH,
48 Main Street, Belfast.

I

NELLIE HOPKINS.

Cor. Main

a ml

IMeusant

M

'Phi* dijiine room I. •
furnished, and this iday house in In* <nt
ill LVn't t.
(i.-oil sta!".
to let.
I

11

I
;ll

KNOW

I

TO LET
The store in Johnson
by It. II. Johnson \ t'<-

\
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The little Dutch
who stopped the
leak in the dike with
his finger saved his
country from over-

Spread

.v.

i

is

it

?

\

incoming

au

f

the circuitous
uni all the time the

it'

and sky conspire
Aground of mount-

lore

j

and

the

knew at once that
leak had sprung in that great embankwhich saves Holland from the devastations of the hungry sea.
It was early in
the night, and no one was near at hand.
The leak was small when he found it, but
he knew that the action of the water would
enlarge it long before morning, and wash
awav the entire embankment, inundate the
country and destroy his own and thousands of homes.
So he bravely put his
linger in the crevasse, and kept it there all
the long night through, until
help came and
the opening was properly
stopped. He had
saved Iris country.
Hqually insignificant is the entrance of
di-ease into tire human system.
The beginning- of the most terrible ailments are
so small
they can be easily stopped at the
\ our health is a dike which
-tart.
keeps
«uit and stops the inroad- of
dangerous and
d< vastating disease.
Whenever it breaks
down, no matter how -lightly, there is an
opening for disease to enter If the opening is not watched, it will grow larger,
until the -weep o! ilis(-ase overwhelms
you and health and perhaps life is destroyed forever
Fortify your health with Dr. Pierce's
Golden MeOical I'-unwy, and
you can
defy ill-health. You can make your health
so
strong a bulwark that di-ease cannot
find a crevice through which it can
creep.
Taken in time. Dr. Pierce's remedies
present greater and
more serious troubles.
Hundreds write dai'.v to Dr. Pierce, telling
bint how llu se remedies have saved them
ami made them strong.
Constipation causes and aggravates many
semtis disea-es
It is speedily cured
by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
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space underneath for circulation
and is entered by a high, broad
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each
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open.

rooms
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they generally

one

but ilu**

hardly see to read
subdued light imparts a
>

an
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an

old

The

venders are
hit, black and greasy, but
gaudiest turbans under

bevy of them, squatted
together, looks like a bed
i’l'ies. Occupants of stalls
\cd price per diem, prothe quality of meat or

^

those

!'U

dealing in the best
the highest rent—thereby,

•the unsophisticated, putiiii
on
inferior food-sup-

j

market-place, King

i;
M

[,

>pe to

the

street

there every night in the year.
Certainly blankets are not required in
the sweltering city, where the thinest
up

clothing

superfluity

and people
are longing to “sit in their bones.”
The
thermometer seldom registers less than 80
degrees in the shade at any time of year,
and to-day it stands at 90.
Kingston’s

up-hill

seems

a

full of inequalities
as were those of
Chicago before the great
beneficial fire; therefore if you persist in
streets

are

as

sight-sing,

it is best to take

“keb,”

tlie

is

as

locally

a

cab,—or

a

common

vehicle of trans-

called.

They

shakylooking concerns, with rheumatic springs
are

Square, which Queen street
t angles.
Barbour street, and melancholy horses; but they possess
an
u, because the merit of cheapness, the legal tariff beunnecessary
^
tyou know), runs parallel iug only an English shilling to any part of
ij
street, but nearer the water- the city, and a dollar an hour for country
^
t,

he chief retail- ousiness sec-

waist the short

of

half-worn dress

a

thus be turned to

can

black and white satin
ribbon, or any chenille dotted affair, meet
present requirements. Any kind of live

gathered

of

rows

fur, closely followed by ermine or Russian
Mink or Persian lamb, however,
sable.

sense

dyed

j

of

nishings', with never
stuffy upholstering,
clining chairs

a

bit of drapery
sofas and

fane

otter, and all the light furs, retain
popularity.
Medium-length capes are
edged by rutiles ah around, which give
the effect of the fashionable tfare.
Combinations in capes display the beauties of
both furs to great advantage; as, for exa seal cape with Chinchilla vevers
(set ou so full as to produce the jabot ef-

are "t some black native wood, smooth
and polished as ebony, with loose rugs
for carpets and the lightest of rattan fur-

fect) forms

01

a

is carried out in

are

a

IDEA

baby

lamb cape borderseal cape may have

ed with ermine; or a
a mink yoke edged with little heads; or on
a mink cape a Persian lamb yoke is styl-

Persian lamb, seal or baby lamb are
the free circulation of air sweeps away all , ish.
traces.
The spacious dining room is de- I used foi long, tight-fitting coats rounded
tached from the house, reached from the at the front, flaring at the lower edge,and
Fur jackets as a
a
of stairs and with very high collars.
drawing room

by

thence

flight

rule

covered passage,
Tlu
along
kitchens aud servan’V quarters are stil.
farther off, hidden behind a clump of
1

a

are

ing is
jacket

so that no scent of
cooking food
annoy the family nose; and at one
side ot Kings House, in a grove of lig and
mango trees, are a group of cottages for
the Governor's aides-de-camp and secreta-

excursions.
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V\ Easy to Cook,
Y>-x? Easy to Eat,
MP Easy to Digest.
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Russian
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2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

time-table.
On asnl after Oct. 3,1 SkS, trams connecting a"
Burnham and Watervilie with through train.- fo
ami from Bangor. Watervilie, lortiand aid Bos
ton will run as follows:
FROM

Belfast, depart.

the worst cases.

Thorndike.

AM

enough to reach Scrofula; it forces out Citypoint.
Waldo.
every trace of the disease, and cures Brooks
Knox

7
+7
17
7
7

15
20
30
41

53

8 oo
8 10

Unity.
8 35
Burnham, arrive.
11 54
Bangor.

My son, Charlie, was afflicted from infancy
Scrofula, and he suffered so that it was
Impossible to dress him

A

Watervilie

for three years.
His
head and body were a
mass of sores, and his

PM

PM

1 15
tl 20
tl 30
1 41
1 55
2 03
2 11
2 30
4 30

fi()0
G 25

M

9 08

3 05

7 15

6 35

1 30

AM

Portland. 12 15
Boston.

^—

I

-AM)-

4 00,
4 07
4 25
4 50
5 10
6 32

PM

eyesight also became

Tie RcpMiffl JgimI

BELFAST.

inherited taint in the blood. S. S. S.
is the only remedy which goes deep

with

A Great Clubbing Otter!

THE BEST FARM AM) EASILY PAPER IN THF:
UNITED STATES BOTH ONE YEAR

tV',!

affected.

No treatment
TO BELFAST.
spared that we
AM
thought would relieve
| E. D. 7 00
him, but lie grew worseV
n.,t/.n
Boston,! W D.
until his condition wasy
indeed pitiable.
1 hadg
Portland....
a! most despaired of his
A M
ever being cured, when
Waterville.
9 55
by the advice of a friend
7 15
\ye gave him S. s s.
Bangor
A M
(Swift's Specific >. A do
oi'lco improvement was tlie result, and after
Burnliam, depart... 10 25
he had taken a dozen bottle*, no mi
whokr.. w
Unity.. 1 1 00
of hi* former dreadful condition w uid have
Thorndike.1115
Knox.HI 3o
recognized him. All the sor.-s <>n
tx.dv
have healed, his skin is perfeetly «-h-ar and ! Brooks
11 57
smooth, and lie has been restored t.
-fleet I Waldo.+ 12 15
health.
Mrs. >. s Marry.
Citypomt. +1 2 35
300 Etni st.. Macon. Ga.
I Beifast, arrive. 12 45
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Flag station.
For real blood troubles it is a waste
Limited tickets
IPmon are now-- M at*5.oo
of time to expect a cun* from th<* doc- |I from Belfast aim
st;d. ions «>n Branch
a!! points West and Nortlitors.
Blood diseases an*. beyond their j Through tickets
N.
; west, via all route>. 1 ■: sale nv 1
skill. Swift’s Specific,
CF.ii. F. I VANS.
Agent, Belfast.
<

V ice Presio,'! t anti Urm-ral Manager.
F. K. l'.noTintv, (it'ii’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28. sos.

reaches all deep-seated cases which
other remedies have noel'fi-ct upon. It
is the only blood remedy guaranteed
purely vegetable, and contains no potash. mercury, or other mineral.
Bonks mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Oo., Atlanta. Oa.

FOR ONLY 52.00.

;«

9 00
8 30

—
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NOTES AND ANSWERS.

‘•Lillian Markham.”
Your question
about dress bindings comes just in time.
In choice gowns, circular flounces are

handsomely
bias brush
ful

and

former

finished by the S. H. & M.
skirt binding, a delight-

edge

most

timely

improvement

PALMER’S,

extremely desirable.
‘‘Lillian Purcell.”
Independent coats
are shaped at the front
very much like a
gentleman’s dress coat, some, however,
have round skirts and others open at the
back.
Ve vet, or any handsome brocaded
silk,

tl.e best materials, and a cliilfon
spangled net front with sleeves trimmed
to match gives them a
very dashing apare

Broad, white satin ribbon is very stylish,
drawn carelessly around the throat, or
plain velvet taking the natural folds and
fastened at the back.
When a guimpe is
worn the collar should match.
Verona Clarke.

CASTORIA.
Bears the
»The Kind You Have Always Bought

bronchitis,

asthma.

GOING

EAST.

Mondays and Thursdays, leave Franklin wharf,
Portland. 12.00 midnight ; Rockland. Atlantic
Camden.8.15 Belfast, White’s
wharf. 7.30 a. m
wharf. 0.45: Butd- sport. 11.15 ; Winter port, 1 1.45;1
Bangor, about IJio e. m.

...THE...

GOING

Swan (£ Sibley Co.
JOBBERS OK

CRAIN,
FEED,

WEST.

Wednesdays and Saturdays, I* ave Dole A Fogg’s
wharf, Bangor, 5.30 a. .m.; Winterpert, 0.3O;
Bucksport, 7.00: Belfast, 8.45; Camden. 10.45;
Rockland,

necting

m., conPortland, about
Portland with steamer for Boston.
11.3t':

at

For further information of rates of freight or
passage, applv to
GEO. E. WHITNEY.
General Agent, Franklin wharf. Portland.
20.
C. O. OLIVER. President.
HENRY L). GILMAN, Agent, Belfast.

:

-•

ab

pne*

both paper*
■

<•

CO..

MAIM-.

cELi.r; oi:

in

GROCERIES
Importers
dealers in the finest

ot Stilt.

quality of

Anthracite and

^

.

Blacksmith
33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me

ILHUIlO
Afllre

SEEN AT.

POOR & SON’S,

Oruggists,

GEO. F, EAMES. M.D..D.D.3.,
The Nose and Throat,
INo. *4-lS>

INcyvlmry

Near Corner

«

f

Str<‘cr,

Fatrlield Suer;

BOSTON,

>1 ASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 181*7—l\4o

NOTICE.
Disiup
'm
Main’..
I
I’OHTi.ANO. October 8 1. 18118.
Pursuant t*> the rules of tlu- < ir. .i; < ■:rt or
the United States for lie District
Maine, n me
is hereby given that WILLIAM H. M I.HLLAN ot
a*.misPelfa.st, in said District, has applied !
said Circuit.
sion as an attorney and counsel!"!
A
II
DA VI",
Court.
3w44
Clerk U. S. f'ireuit C<*urt. Maine District
,•

■

TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to slims y**u n ; a* kage
of GRAIN-O, the new !**• *1 dunk that take' the
place of coffee. The eliildrmi may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All win- fry it
r* w.
of
like it. GRAIN-O has that ri■ 11 seal
Mocha *>r -Java, l'-ut it is made fr*m putand the most delicate stomach reer;\t
distress. 1 4 the price of coffee an
package. Sold by all ^rnceis.

minis
ti.,
ts

per

H. H. LAMSON.

A. CLEMENT

P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

HAS A FULL STOCK OF
MOULDINGS FOR \LL
KINDS OF.

ier-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

TELBPH01fB4-2.

VERNIER MARTIN,

Licensed Auctioneer,

SEEDS and

ltf

Picture
Also M

ATS »n

Framing

all colors.

PASSE PARTOUT MATERIAL.
REASONABLE PRICES.
GIVE Kin A CALL.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
40tf
easy terms.
M. C. HILL,
»9 Miller St., Belfast

Wo Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST ■:

I>R. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS. ^

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take;
perfectly
harmless. Positive cure for coughs, colds,

Navigation Co.

Steamer SALACIA
MAINE.

BELFAST,

or

pearance.
‘‘Rosie Rice.” You cannot have your
collars too high for the present style.

Commencing Oct. 19, 1898.

Maine Coast

ot

so

Fall M Winter Arrangement,

Temple,

ideas;

skirts is

1898

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced ft-mi
$3.00 to $2 25.
Fare between Searsport and Boston redo «'d
from $3 10 to $2,30 and a proportionate redne
tion made in tin* price of through tiekets '>«■•
tween Boston and all landings on the Peia>b-, <n
River.
The price of nu ms, accommodating two |..t
sons each, is reduced from $2.00 and $1 5c to
$1.50 and §1.00 each.
Steamers “Penobscot” and “City of Bangor”
will leave Belfast, alternately, for Boston via
I Camden and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at (about'■ 2.30 P. M.
For Bangor via way-landings, Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about 8.0*1 A.
M. or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

PORTLAND AND BANGOR

Masonic

on

the dress fabric while according
the complete and permanent protection
that in these days of long or demi-trained

Commencing 31on<lay, October 17,

j

RETURNING
From Boston via way-landings. Mondays, Tues
and
Fridays at 5.00 P. M.
days, Thursdays
From Bangor via way-landings. Mondays, Wedand
Saturdays at 11.00 A. M.
Thursdays
desdays,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. H ILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston.

-AT—

because rounded in a natural curve that fits without a pucker or
wrinkle, and in consequence appears as a

part

h-w

IT Is.

evening, dinner and

garment, however, although
plain around the throat.

web

Boons Tills SK\x>N

in-

is

■'

.irr:tu_* mm.'

YV HAT IS TIIE L \

around the neck. The collar attached

ples

million reader-.
,ke a
•“
w: mb

BKLKAST.

Persian lamb, stone marten, Hudson Bay
sable or ermine will be used to a great
this

ry

:
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satin ribbon bows are used witn excellent
effect on mink muffs or collars.
Inch
wide fur lands of Alaska sable, mink,

extent

>•

Um

time

full year, at the very
Address all orders to

in:

ev,.

only, l-.v -pc i,.
the publishers. Remember,
a

ted at the top with a cluster or Russian
Broad white
sable tails at either side.

j

its

am

a

o

Belfast to Boston

ou-

lied

'1

circulation, wlibd
Stare and territory in the

Reduction in Fares.

:

a

hold Features, etc.
Farm and Homk is pMo'd-hsemi-monthly,
*'
thus jiving you *24 numbers a year,
a
volume
of
i;ig
over SOU pages,
making
m:■ 'tm..tion
with all the latest and nm*t relia!
*■:
tliai experi.-nce ami scienc- .u -nj
•>:
d*
proof of its popularity c.u he ••:>••!
enormous

Great

wn

loth

■

c
meiitmi
Farm
man;, departments may
and Darden. Market Reports, Fruit t'uliun Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Taiks wllh a Lawyer,
Around the Dlobe, Live Stork and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, RuesUon Box, The Veterinary, Plant*
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

limited

muffs

at

inserted); an illustration m baby
having yards of black satin ribbon

Home, in c.-mmc- imi wit!
Tiik Rkiti
a n ,D
l: vv

full year lor only §’2,GO.
Lack of space lorbnls a <:c*crij >■ a
ter.is o- Farm and H*oii: wlr. 1
for variety and excellence. I’d min.

always

the lower part, sloping
ward to the top (where the hands

large

ani>

publication,

the shoulders and at the front.
are

enormous.

and

Oats

ijj^uaker
At all grocers

Maine Central R. R.

Scrofula is the most obstinate of blood
troubles, and is often the result of an

reception dresses, hats or children’s outdoor garments, imparting that peculiar
elegance second only to an entire fur
garment. New, independent neck collars are made so full that they lie in ripby

the net tonnage of vessels and 10 cents per ton on cargo landed.
has
to
be
This
paid by the vessel. At
that ratio, Capt. Hichborn states, lie
would be obliged to pay $800 to tlie
authorities there,
lie further says that
Capt. Tunnel 1 of the schooner Charles M.
Patterson and Capt. Long of the bark
\ idette. both of which cleared from Santiago the day before the letier was written, had been compelled to pay this tax.
No vessel is exempt unless its cargo is
consigned to the American warships or
the American authorities ashore.
While
American vessels are receiving good
to
freight money
Santiago, a large portion
of the profit will be eaten up if the present port charges remain in vogue.
The
Hopkins encountered severe weather on
the passage from Norfolk to Cuba, but
made the run in the quick time of 17 days.
a

being

—--—--

handsome and desirable, a very pretty
shape called the “{Star” collar shows
five slashes with a cluster of mink tails on

can ever

20 cents

I

short and close-fitting, aud untilmore elegant than a baby lamb

re vers.

bamboos,

Yes/ he replied,1 these are Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People, but you need
not be alarmed, they are not physic, and
my word lor it, they'll do you good.’
“Before I had been taking them a week
I noticed a great improvement in my condition. Soon my rheumatism was gone.
I grew stronger each day and now am
in the best of health.
“I consider Dr. Williams' Pink Pills tor
Pale People, the best tonic.
“A frierd not long ago was telling me
of her mother who is at a critical period in
her life.
“She was subject tc terrible fainting
spells, and the entire family would work
over her.
“Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have not only
stopped the fainting spells, but given her so
much strength that she is able to take up
life's duties again."
To more highly endorse her word.-,. Mrs
Browning made affidavit before George W
Gill, Notary Public.
All diseases arising from an impoverished
condition of the blood, and most ad c me
from that, are cured by Dr. William,' Pink
.Pills for Pale People.
They act directly upon the blood. Budding it up with lacking constituents A be
comes rich and red, the various
organs are
nourished and stimulated to activity in per
their
and
is
thus irf.
functions,
forming
eliminated from the system.
These pills arc sold everywhere, the sale

ganism

beautiful contrast.
THE SAME

re-

The hurry and bustle of the housewift
extremely wearing upon the delicate or-

is

ample.

scattered along the galleries, and everybody ,4of the male persuasion” as Samantha Allen puts it,
smokes when and where he pleases, for

fighters.

ble to wheeled vehicles and said to be so
delightfully cool that blankets are needed

parade-ground— port

1

a

TEREST

re-

in them;

orbitant.

savage

back-logs

substitute for

a

Journal.]

after ('. C. Shayne’s opening, and beyond
doubt baby lamb is the season’s leading

coolness and repose, in ret resiling contrast
with the broiling glare outside. The floors

rather

placards are posted racks, on the hills just outside the city,
nu buyers against being are spacious buildings
with extensive
Among the heaps and grounds. The white troops, a regiment
t,. 1
vegetables, the yams of Her Majesty’s Royal Scots, are in cantonment at Ni-w Castle, a picturesque
a
is famous are particnook far up in the mountains, inaccessivnne of them being alfor

j

main all day, the galleries are in twilight
and the communicating rooms so dark

il

tec.

j

When the

j

-ii

As

Behind these

ysical endurance. They of William Hall and the date 1699.
Much dissatisfaction is expressed
more noise, too, and are
The streets of Kingston, especially those
American shipbuilders at the exorbitant
ness personified, and do
in the vicinity of the broad open space
port charges now in force at Santiago de
a care in the world,
formed by the intersection of King and
Cuba under the American regime. Capt.
inriing-place at Kingston Queen streets, are swarming with negro ! G. W. Hichborn of the four-masted
a market, at the foot of
j soldiers, the First West India Regiment, schooner Ii. W. Hopkins, which arrived
n tin
thoroughfare of the in brilliant zouave uniforms, all with at
Santiago Oct. 21, from Norfolk, Va.,
u
front is a handsome! faces as black and shining as though
with 1,400 tons of coal, consigned to the
Admiral Rodney—who I freshly polished with “Bixby’s best,”
Sabanilla A Moroto railroad, in a letter to
-l v over De Grasse,
in 1 They are noticeably undersized men, as
C. S. Glidden of Boston, agent of the
her.
This market, built i compared to the American army—not unvessel, states that everything in Santiago
tuiy ago, is the pride of ] like the French Chasseurs d’ Afrique in
is run by the Americans.
The tariff ar•an and well ventilated, ! appearance, small but
and
hardy
reputed
which is now in effect, is
them,
ranged
by
to
be most
and stalls for meats and
Their bar'<

of The

[Correspondence

They'll do you good," a physician said in giving some
pills to his patient, a woman who had suffered for months
from diseases which baffled skilful treatment. His words
proved true. The woman rejoices.

Inheritance.

Answers.

anti

long, wide, airy’ galleries,

into which all the

Scrofula, a Vile

miral Bcnbow, who died nearly two cenPort Charges at Santiago.
turies ago. Another odd looking tomb, i
American shipmasters Claim they are Exlike a Dutch bake-oven, bears the name

because here-

“the gentler
the work that requires

no

run

land arms, which used to be carried as a
see pastures
containing choice cattle imbanner before the governors on state oc- ;
ported from England and are convinced
casions.
Following King street through that life in Jamaica need not be so
very
the parade ground, you come to a quaint ;
bad, if one is the governor, with a salary
the
on
oldest
English Episcopal church,
of $30,(XX) a year.
the island, erected in 1692.
In the quiet
Fannie Brigham Ward.
Hod’s acre behind it is tlie grave of Ad- I

other through
the numbers

Furs

Fronts,

“

of womanhood.
Her intense earnestness in whatever she
undertakes, tempts her constantly to go
beyond her strength.
Mrs. L. E. Browning, of Pueblo, Colo.,
was one who did this.
“Eight years ago," said she, “my husband died and I was left with three children to care for and educate.
“The burdens of life fell heavily upon
me, but I determined to make the best of it.
The November Forum is full of timely
“I succeeded in my undertakings for a
articles. The article on “The Dreyfus
but in doing so overtaxed myAffair” by Yves Guyot, editor of the Paris livelihood,
and undermined my health.
self,
*
“Sieele,” is the most complete e.rpose ot
I was very ill about two years ago with
this case which has appeared. The table
blood poisoning, caused by an abscess that
of contents is as follows: “The Dreyfus
had not received proper treatment.
Affair,” by Yves Guyot; “Shall we Keep
“The disease settled in my throat for a
the Philippines?” by Hon. Charles Deuby;
time, causing intense agony.
“The Moral of the Cuban War,” by GoldThen inflammatory rheumatism set in.
win Smith; “Naval Lessons of the War,”
For four months and a half I was a prisoner
by F. T. Jane; “Some Weak Places in our in my
room, most of the time confined to
Pension System,” by Majors. N. Clark;
my bed.
“Germany and England,” by IIis Excelhands were swollen so that I could
My
lency A. von Schaffle; “The Nicaragua Ca- not feed myself, and the
in my feet
nal,” by Ex-Senator Warner Miller; “The and ankles would have swelling
made walking imNew Panama Canal,” by Brig.-Gen. II. L.
possible if I had been strong enough.
Abbot; “Does College Education Pay?” by
'One day, after considerable treatment,
Prof. John Carleton Jones; “The Change
my physician brought me a box of pills.
4
in English Sentiment Towards the United I
You need a tonic/he said, 'and someStates,” by Sidney Low;” and “Hermann ; thing that will act at
once, and this is the
Prof.
W.
Sudermann,” by
Benjamin
best medicine for that purpose.’
(
Wells.
“Pills!" I exclaimed in surprise as he
opened the box and shewed them.

Fapes. .Jackets. >IuH*. Trimmings. Notes

There is also a superb swimming
ries.
bath, 00 feet long and eight feet deep,
its -100 beds. The best building, archiunder a suit of Grecian temple;and greentecturally, is the court house, and that is ; houses containing Sir
Henry Blake’s famugly as a nightmare. In one of the colo- i ous collection of orchids and
Lady Blake s
nial offices you may see a curious piece of |
equally famous butterflies. Driving along
the
and
istapestry, representing
royal
| the winding paths of this line estate, you

industrious ebony feiy and soul, by some

ally

completely closed.

or

“blinds"

English,
colonial, reminding you
of Quebec- from the Vice Admiralty and
Chancery Registrar’s office to the big lawlibrary, dedicated to II. R. H. the Prince
of Wales, and the Victoria Hospital, with
or

in

owei

Kingston is extremely

Fashionable

.Jacket*.

of air,
j
flight of steps. On three sides of the man- j
sion which the sun touches, deep veran | inch ribbon makes a fashionable belt, prodas are thrown out ou the first and sec- j vided the folds are drawn closely together
steel slides and a buckle.
ond floors, closed in front by green jal- j by three
ECUS ARE A SE EJECT OF
INCREASED INouses set into panels,
which can be par-

races.

in

York Fashions.

New
Eton

V.

Like other West In-

leaving a

of burden, and ; exemplified, Anglo-Saxon civilization is a
earnings of failure in the tropics, compared with that

Everything

FRANCISCO. Col.
Ky.
NLW YORK. N.

j

a

of the Latin

I

account. Fronts, also, may be home-made,
cription of this model villa answers for | as white silk or satin tucked or corded, or
thousands of others, not only in Jamaica, any thin material with rows of black lace
but in all the English islands. It is square, insertion run on between the tucks, are
Alternate
built of stone, and stands upon blocks, 1 novelties for that purpose.

tiie

'pent by their lords
il-' did not say
ugh there is a super-

pleasing.

most

is possible only where cold weather is unknown and chimneys unnecessary. A des-

are

ur.

j

jacket is. invaluable—so easily made and
dian mansions, it is planned to keep out trimmed, so comfortable;and remnants of
heat and excessive moisture, in a way that | velvet, cloth, silk, satin or the best parts

thrown j iown-at-the-heel and forlorn-looking of
t he ship's deck
j southern cities. Even shabby old Santiaone plank and j
go de Cuba before the war was not so bad-

leasts

lodge

are

prance like young | ly paved and lighted and its sanitary con’heir heavy burdens, ; ditions more utterly neglected. The longdaiuor ail day long, er you remain in this island, which natnknown.
Seven ture made so lovely, the more you are imthe day wages for pressed with the fact that, so far as yet
ti.it

I

SAN

LOrisVlLLh.

amid groups of fine old trees,
400 feet above Kingston.
Its surroundings and tropical elegance of arrangement

1

Planks

manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress
upon

building

city of more than 40.000 inhabiinliT!y to their erowns tants, Kingston has remarkably few atstatues, laughing J tractions. Though one of the largest cenit "in- another as if it
| tres of population in the British posses'1
‘eoal'' a vessel on J sions in tropical America, it is the most
"•1

'••

become
saves

of Kings House is reached and
you turn into an extensive park, in the
middle of which stands the great square

the

are
the far-famed erara am1 santo Domingo, occurred during
hundreds of them in , the .Spanish occupancy of Jamaica and
r.i
'Usket Ot <•' 'ill on ; that their English successors soon abolishVhen liilfd the baskets j ed slavery.

|

the latter

hillsides

\

Probably it is unnecessary to state that
these and other historic horrors, which
rivalled Those of the same period in Dem-

down

During

one.

fields and

is due not
only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is

j

then

a

prevent rescue and the wretch left to
die by s ow torment, as a terrible warning

approaches Kiugs— —

tied

the

|

weed in the field a dainty plant which we !
cultivate under glass at home.
Presently

to

New York.

at

as

securely

feet

thrust under the ribs; tlie door

wharves that line

:<■

and

suspended inside the

liters are

nothing

human chattels had their hands

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

order to recover its lost position
among
American rural industries. Where iu the
we
produced forty thousand tons of
I past
hemp in the United States, we now pro
duce less than a fifth of this
quantity.
|! The cultivation of flax
in the United
States before the day of the present factory system was so widespread that it
was of national
importance. Its maufacture was largely a home
industry, however, conducted by the fireside, and, as in
ancient Greece and Rome, the work was
performed by the women of the household. With the advent of the factory
system came competition; the housewife
laid aside her spinning wheel, the
clumsy
home-made loom fell into disuse, and the
farmer grCw no more flax for fiber. Then
the flaxseed industry was extended, and
after the close of the war a large demand
sprang up for coarse fiber for the roughest of uses—for bagging and
upholstery,
in connection with hemp—and hundreds of
little tow mills came into existence in the
Middle and Western Stares.
[Appletons’
Popular Science Mont hly for .November.

—

visit, unless it be the

Refractory

con-

all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup m Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
°nly. a knowledge of that fact will
more interesting.
There are some handassist one n avoiding the worthless
some houses on the long slope that
gradimitations manufactured by other parually ascends from the sea to the crest of ties. The high standing of the Cali! the
fornia Fig Syrup Co. with the mediridge; and there are picturesque cot
!
j tages hedged with tall, slender spires of cal profess'.>i). and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
“organ” cactus, such as abounds in rural
given to millions of families, makes
Mexico. Farther on, white villas nestle
the name of t.lu*
Company a guaranty
of the excel leu'-" »i its
among cane-fields aud coffee-groves, and
remedy. It is
little farms where “Browns” and negroes
far in advance
aii other laxatives,
as it. acts on the
cultivate corn, yams and tobacco. The
kidneys, liver and
bowels without i
lating or weakencountry roads are excellent, barring the
ing them, and it does not gripe nor
dust; the perfumed aii smells exotic, and nauseate 1 n order to
get its beneficial
the green-house feeling in the hot moist !
effects, please remember the name of
atmosphere is enhanced by finding the \ the Comp; ny
loveliest and most fragrant violets bloom- I
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
ing all along the dusty wayside, and every

w

to

not

tbe
crops from destruction but the innumerable streams wiiich gave the country its
name—Xaymaca, “Land of Springs.”
Having rattled through the dirty, ill-paved streets, you find the suburbs rather

Another gruesome curio is an iron cage
ith cruel spikes in it, such as plantation
overseers sometimes used in slavery times.

with those of the
the Danish

.tv

I

long dry

a

parched and brown and nothing

ived, if paved at all; fair collection of the animal and plant
i»y gas iu infrequent life of the island and a few relics and
Among the latter is the
deep in dust, not- curiosities.
'teetual attempt to cracked bronze bell from the Port Royal
church tower, where its last dirge was
il h our English eousby .Jamaica, in rung by the swaying of the great earthpossible, its natural quake which killed nearly all the inhabiil does not compare tants of that then flourishing city.

l

are

as

season

small public library and miniature museum
on East street.
The museum contains a

of

streets

worth

is

In this island rains

in the Lesser Antilles to the
southward. There is a short wet season

tion; while Port Royal street, farther up
the hill, is the wholesale merchants’
Not one of Kingston’s public
quarter.

At any rate,
imber of unoccupia.

in»t

clouds.

stant,

ment

speedily

is

at any time of year
in Jamaica, the roads being deep in white
dust which flies in whirling,
choking

unmitigated pleasure

a

But

loveliness.

-;g

he was walking along
the dike when he
heard a faint sound
of trickling water,
ami

clothed in

ransfigure

*

f

somehow reminds you of rural England
notwithstanding the vast difference in
climate and vegetation. Driving is not an

A Pill for
the 111.

hemp industry is already established, though it should be extended iu

and

destruction. You have read
about him in your
school readers, how

whelming

by the

seen

of

a

|

!

out

the far recesses

in

Hemp Industry.

The

which corresponds to the
“Queen’s House” in Barbadoes.
It is
situated about four miles from Kingston
in a fertile plain among the bills, which

boy

j

Tis distance lends !

g*'
!

Decadence of the

to

another city which
than this the

\

If time is not pressing, it might be well !
go out to “King’s House,” as the residence of Queen Victoria's GovernorGeneral of Jamaica is undemocratically 1

apital. A Visit To

(

lV

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for yean by leading specialist*. Hundreds oFtesumonials. A trial will convince you o ftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. AH Druggists or by mail $1-50 box.

KIN6 MEDICINE GO.. Cox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

Five Dollars Reward
A reward of FIVE DOLLARS will be paid for
evidence which shall result in the arrest and conviction of any person f ound breaking the electric
lamp globes in this city.
BELFAST LIGHT & POWER CO.
Belfast, Nov. 7, 1898.-3w45

FOR ML
house, known as the Thurlow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Congress street.
Belfast* June 1, 1898.-22tf
Brick

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Are needed for
BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17. 1898.

CHARLES A.

i Busine.^AUn/er

I'll.SBURY,

Thanksgiving
BY

Blood feeds the

Proclamation

I1E

blood.

Upon the
Pure, rich, nourishing

nerves

such

Aud makes them strong.

iOVEKNoR.

nerve
'I'l.r yeai that has nearly passed lias brought us
ahumtani harvests and all the blessings of civilized life. Its skies have been and arc briglu wish
tiie markeu ami increasing prosperity, enterprise
an.', happiness »>♦ a.l our people.
Me have been
exempt 'r.'in calamities aim pestilence aud the
spirit til patriotism and philanthropy has been
act ive every where.
igna! victories in the interest -'t h erty aud good government have crowned
the efforts of om bra\e soldiers and sailors on
land and sea. Peace has once more returned to
rule and bless out country. Certainly we have
nerves.
much no which to be thankful, both as a State
and na: n.n.
The hand of God has been upon us
for' goon
In bumble and grateful recognition
mi!
ot
indebtedness ami dependence upon the
( reat or ami Ruler of men and nations, and also
nervousness,
oopt.inning to a rime honored and revered custom, and to the proclamation of the President of
the State, I, Llewellyn Powers, Governor of the
State ot Maine, with the advice and consent of
the executive council, do hereby designate Thursday, the 24tli Day of November, A. D. 1898,
as a
.lay ol general Thanksgiving, and 1 recommend that all citizens of our State on that day
refrain from all unnecessary labor and give devout acknowledgment to God for the manifold
blessing* : this year On that day we should
remember ami assist the poor and unfortunate,
for no more acceptable devotion can grace
The News of Belfast.
Thanksgiving day than charity ami benevolence.
Liven at the Executive Chamber at Augusta, this
seventh day of November, in the year of our I
The stores of this city will close at 1
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninetyfor the remainder
eight, and the Independence of the United o’clock Thanksgiving day
States of A
te a the one hundred and twentvof the day.
•hitd
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
By the iloveruor.
There will be ride and trap shooting
BY R< *N BOYD, Secretary of State.
Thanksgiving day, forenoon and afternoon,

Sarsaparilla

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,

“Cranford,”
given by
Kindergarten Association, is Tuesday,
Nov. “Pth.
He on the lookout for posters

variety troupe, which is
now playing a long engagement in the Xorombega, Bangor, will appear in Belfast
Opera House Thanksgiving evening.

Louis <dobe-Dem

St.

people have

<

rut.

The

Amer

yet failed to supP' rt a war President who carried the flag
tc victory and the
country to higher honnever

election

week's advices.

publican

n-:

tin-re will ii.
Jh'us.

\\

confirm

returns

a
:.e

Shooting (’asp:
reeled

by
quarrel

has had

a

throwing

woman
in

a

Larrabee

had caused two former fires in the
same way.
She is evidently determined
t<» have her light shine.
It is said there

the rest ol tlit? winter.

uder the caption of “an absurd statea
Portland paper publishes the
l.iilroad item from oui .Searsport locals
1

mcu'.

to the

information
expect

to

hear

levelopments

some

highly

There

Belfast

January.

Has any one’s

v.u-

ins

been trodden

M. C

<

hicago.

if

bum W.

M

1

r

mday, by

a

Hill...

.Sloop Polyandry

large

arge and acting president, would be unopposed i her candidacy for the place
made vacant by the death of Frances Willard.

but several other candidates were
announced.
They did not materialize
when the election took place.
The fol-
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prices oil jackets. It is worth
Deeds for the week ending Nov. 1(», 18!)8:
your while to look at the figures. Umbrellas
E
Mary
Kenney, Belfast, to Lizzie M. 75 cents to §4; special prices on flannelette
Nowe.l, Hernion; land in Northport. S. A. j
wrappers while they last, and bargains in
and Betsy T. Littlefield, Belfast, to Clias. !
underwear, hose, blankets and comfortables.
Porter, Winter port; land and buildings in
.Carle & Jones, Main street, have mark!
Winterport. Edward Bridges, Liberty, to ed their banquet lamps from 25 to 50 per
Samuel S. Bridges, do.; land in Liberty.
cent less the regular price, a nice decorated
Jsleshon Land and Improvement Co. to Edglobe and chimney included-See prices
win S. Dixon, Philadelphia; land in Islesquoted on pautaloous by W. A. Clark, manboro.
John L. Ellis estate, Monroe, to
facturer, Phenix Row-Swift & Paul, MaHannie li. Jenkins, do., land and buildings
iu addition to their usual full
sonic
recorded

in

...

Ellis, Monroe, to
Hannie E. Jenkins; land and buildings in
Monroe.
Frank I. Wilson, Belfast, to Cora
E. Clark, Belmont; land and buildings in
Belmont. Cora E. Clark to Cbas. R Andrews, Belmont; land and buildings in Belm

Monroe.
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lines of groceries, have Thanksgiving supplies iu great variety and of the best quality.
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lot containing two acres, on which she
will no doubt erect a handsome building. A
Mr. Caldwell has bought a lot near the residence of Deacon Weston and will also
have a cottage ready by his coming next

all
ots

who may wish to
as tan he found
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lots for the
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a

building
Surveyor
perfecting plans and laying out
benefit of all who wish to buy.

East Skaksmont.

as

fine

Master Mil bury Hunt

spent last week with G. Everett Donnell..
Mrs. L. C Quinn of Eagle Island is visiting
at Edgar P. Mahoney’s.... Fred Wyman of
Northport was in town Nov. Kith, the guest
of his sister, Mrs. A. H. Mahoney.... Wm.
S. Hunt has soid hisdarm to Howard Elms.
-Mrs. Autre Brewster has gone to Massa..

chusetts for the winter.

Schools.

The Belfast High school has adopted as
the school colors navy blue and gold, which
will he used to designate the members on
occasions like base ball, foot ball, excursions, etc.
The Belfast teachers will hold their next
regular meetings this week,the city teachers

Friday afternoon and the rural teachers Saturday. Oue of the questions to be discussed will be the protection of the English
sparrow.

We. the undersigned, delegates of the four
classes of the Belfast High school, after
solemn and deliberate consideration, do
unanimously choose orange and blue for our
school colors : Seniors, L. Edith West, Ralph
Hay ford ; Juniors, Carrie Sheldon, Alphonso
Wood; Sophomores, Inez Carter, A. Cutter
Sibley, Jr.; Freshmen, Marjorie D. Pilsbury,
Andrew Wilband.

_G. D.
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Libby of Gardiner will be at the*
Geo. O. Bailey, Church

of Mrs.

street, Belfast, Nov. 18th, to take orders for
kinds of fur work.
Sample furs for sale
and inspection-A lady of experience
Inwould like a situation as housekeeper.
quire at 140 High street, Belfast-Fogg &
Brown, High street, corner of Main, will
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the counters-See advt. of E. P. Frost.
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The Lower Bridge. Mayor Fletcher and
members of the City Council are considering
the advisability of making the necessary
repairs to the lower bridge in such a way
that a permanent “rip-rap” bridge will soon

take the place of the present pile structure.
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Further particulars later. .Rev.
Blair was ordained at the Centre

so you call them
delicate.
What can be done for them ?
Our answer is the same that
the best physicians have been
giving for a quarter of a century. Give them
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all druggists.
Chemists, New York.
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MUSIC ROLLS,

Battenberg Patterns,Rings,Braid,!

PURSES, ETC.
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,
Having purchased the original records of the
estate of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to preseut claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the postoffice,
Widows’
the second Tuesday of each month.
claims will receive prompt attention.
L. C. MORSE.
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Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
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Graduate and Medalist

Veterinary College.

^
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Meats of all kinds and game in its season;
home made and
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bacon, corned beef and vegetables.
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THANKSGIVING

scon’s Emulsion
of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites. It has most remarkable nourishing power.
It gives color to the blood. It
brings strength to the muscles. It adds power to the
nerves.
It means robust
health and vigor. Even delicate infants rapidly gain in
! flesh if given a small amount
three or four times each day.
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sociable met last week at |
A. H. Mayo’s. Games, charades, recitations
and music made the evening pass pleasantly.
A tine treat was served. The proceeds of
the meeting were $2.*55. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Edwin Lufkin-Mr. ami
Mrs. F. L. Palmer and Mrs. Blair have returned from Massachusetts.... Mrs. Emery,
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Sprague in Somerville- Miss j
Bertha Batson, left by boat Monday for Boston and will spend her vacation in that city
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Pam ., Minn, Nov 15. The W. C. on
"i. U. on the first ballot elected Mrs. quite a while-“Tinkers” are still in the
.Stevens of Portland, Me., President. She
bay.
Monday Col. McDonald and Capt.
received 317 out of the 356 votes cast. !
McDona.d were out iu one of Webster's
Mrs. S. M. L>. Fry of Minnesota was elect- i
ed corresponding secretary; Mrs. Clara C. ; row boats and caught four dozen.
Hoffman of Missouri, recording secretary; !
New Advertisements. At Francis’shoe
Mrs. Frances E. Beauchamp, assistant
store, Main street, yon will tind the ladies’
recording secretary; Mrs. Helen M. Bar- reform *3
boot, an up-to-date boot. With
ker, treasurer.
every cash sale of ladies, misses or chilTransfers in Real Estate.
dren’s shoes costing SI and upwards a pair
of lamb’s wool soles will be given-H. A.
transfers in real estate
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Henry Stowell aud wife of Boston were
in town for a few days the past week visitiug Mr. Stowell’s parents.... Miss Lena;
Sprowl of Winterport is visiting her aunt !
Mrs. Dora Marden, fora few days.... Ava-:
lina Griffin accompanied by her graud- 1
daughter, Miss Susie Cousens and little j

could wish for.
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an operation ;tt one of the hospitals. ;
John McLaughlin is budding a new
stable and making other improvements at!
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dry cod and pollock and smoked tish.
.Sell. Comet arrived Monday from East-port
with a carload of Quoddy pollock... The
mackerel season is virtually at an end, ami
the Boston rish bureau’s estimate of the
total catch to date by New England fishermen gives tlie aggregate of cured as 14,731
bids, and for fresh mackerel 23,092. Imports
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have also run under the average.
catch in Ireland has been the smallest on
record this season, and the Nova Scotia for-
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The White school, taught by Mr. A. D.
Hayes of Belfast, closed last Friday a very
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Drinkwater has been making extensive improvements in the interior of his
house, tearing out and building anew, and
will finish plastering this week. When all is
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1 Case
The village schools
closed Nov. loth. Miss Bertha Batson of
Addison taught the high school and Miss
Nellie Rendell the primary.. .Dr. G. A.
Stevens and Mrs. Bradford Blanchard are
in New York, where Mrs. Blanchard is to

shall have to
twenty-five dollars.
Perhaps it has been decided the fellow was not worth it.
Never mind, pay up.
It looks
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James Brohan is enjoying a leave of
absence for several days and will visit his
daughter, Mrs. G. E. Tufts, in Malden,
Mass. He left Monday.
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White of Brookline, Mass.,
and Mr. William Flanders of this town went
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not connected with the store burglaries in
the surrounding towns.
Several summer
cottages along the shore and at the ponds
have been broken into and goods stolen, and
other depredations are reported.
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It seems that Wm. Larrabee and Pearl
Gray, having becom-- quarrelsome through
drink, entered the lions*- of Amos Bennett
(not Dennett), a peaceful
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citizen, and became so offensive that Ben
nett warned them if they did not leave his
house
lie. should shoot.
Gray left, but
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of collapse or losing the bridge by a
freshet would be very slight, as the roadway, except perhaps 490 feet, would be ou
solid rock.
Another point not to be lost
sight of is that while a steel or iron bridge
at the foot of Main street would cost perhaps, S100.CC9, all of which would go out of
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and Logic all bow their heads when price talks.
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advance

Everywhere.
Depend simply, solely,

Journal Pub, Co.

Republican

the extreme ends of the
attention very soon, and if
them this fall considerable

work is begun on
can be made towards having a substantial bridge in the near future. The plan
was outlined in The Journal of August 4th,
1898, and is, in brief, to fill in with field
stone the sections as they need strengthening until the whole (except such portions as
are necessary to allow for the flow of the tide
When
and for the draw) are built up solid.
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All Bundles delivered within the
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Pensions have been granted as follows:
increase, Wm. T. Tolman, China, $10 to
$12.
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Small fr-.)m the Knox

a

Belfast citizen of

an-

several
boy on the

who lived here
met

even
it

ng

a

Leslie

was

asked.

To which the
sir; I am less small
more so than some

Small.”
Y.-s
it

■*.

.1

imes

ti

H. Clark has bought
promising 4-year-old

Neis.mee, out of a HamMr. Clark has named him

Ellingwood's horse,
ured as
reported in The
v
erk, was killed Friday. The
A

1

C

near

Watervilie

to

who

accused of steal-

was

sum

au

tried before the Poiice
and bound over in $200 to
He had the overcoat on
.n Watervilie.
was

!.

!

Snow.’*

The first

snow

Thursday, Nov.
e
nearly all the forenoon, but
fell until about noon. From
’• p. m. it fell quite
rapidly,
•s falling in all.
At 5 o’clock it
t:u, and continued a few hours.
seasou

iti'•

came

1 1*2 inches.

was

t;b. be

late

seen as

Traces

Monday

as

e-irly that morning.

:;un

i., West recovered from the
'peration witli so little incon1

suffering
ided

!*•■

I

that

several

the milk flow

h'-rds,
>«eve-re

during

n

pa

appetites

:

noticed

was

and the animals showed

afterwards.

ing

other

dehorn their herds.

to

or

the opera-

There

was

no

appearance.

Judge Emery
Waiilin, Esq Clerk

has return-

;

of Courts

uty. his decision in the case
i 1 azeltine vs Rose E. Cuuningaction

m

i in
•<!

three

recover

Springs. The
forecl ised mortgage from
Stockton

a

u

to

L.

to

A.

Kuowlton,

also

a

-■■I from said Kuowlton t<> the

May

ed

t>, 1898. The defend*
quit-claim deed from L. A.

1

Cunaiugham

E.

■'1 >se

The

case

1898, and

>rm,

Emery.

•Ige

recorded

entered

was

His

at the

then

was

re-

decision is

Dunton for plaintiff,
for defendant.
>nsuit.”

The Rocklaud

High school

i" Belfast
Saturday by steamer
played a game of foot ball with
High school team. A goodly
,' aiiied them, making au enjoy-

|

The game

*n.
'a

|

was

called

previous
muddy and

at

2

account of the

rain

ground

very

play

on.

was

Some

good tackling

both sides.

Twenty minute
played, the game closing with a
IP-!fast missed a touchdown by
-*ing tripped by some one in the
e*
they crowded upon the edge of
wing is the line-up.

mi
M

I
i
i

Rockland.
Richardson
t. Robinson
.r. g. Jordan
g.1. g McDougall

I

I

.1. e.
.I

j
>

Smith

.c.

1.r.

|

.r.

|
j

\

:

e

t

Snow

Brown

..q. b. Hayden
h b.r. h. b Rhoades
h.1. h. b Veazie
*'.f. b. Merchant

1

|

Capeu was referee, ami there
“kicking” at his decisions.
N•»11

The

trips of the steamers
City of Bangor went

Boston \\
•re

ednesday night, but reuntil Friday afternoon at 5
arrived here Saturday morn-

''' lock aud returned the

chorus

the

at

Friday,

Members

of

E. S.

Pitcher

to-

evening,

the
To

7

are

6c.

only

LOOK AT THIS!

nidi has been hauled up at Bev‘rf, Pulpit Harbor, for several
beeu sold to Rockland parties,
pair and put her in commission.
•’
amer Lincoln has been chartered
,st Coast
Railway Co. of Florida,to
'•' ami, Fla., to Havana. The
line
".-d about Dec. 1st. She will be
many of her own crew. She is
*return to the Kennebec some

March....The steamer Pentagoet
ud at Bucksport one day last

\' ,,arrels of cod-liver oil represent-

40 tons aud valued at

*>• The oil came in on this
from the Grand Banks.

sea-

1 Case 1 yd. wide PERCALES, worth 8c..

1

Case BEST PRINTS

3 Cases 9-4 Brown Cotton,
vds.

or 2 1-4

Not

wide,

more

1*

6c

worth 15c.,

for

only

10c

Comfortables,
4c

only

$2.87

perfect) only

1 Case BEST OUTINGS, worth 10c

35c

only

8c

STAMPED DOILIES marked Down from 25c

I Case Lonsdale Cambric,

4 1 -2c

...

3 Cases NICE BLANKETS, tall

customer.

a

6c, only

50 WOOL SHAWLS, worth S4.00,

better than Lockwood,
worth 22c., now

than 1 web to

(Linen Shades)

18c

only

splendid SATTEEN DRESS GOODS,
worth

tramps

Bangor

to

Seh.

E.

L

Dow

Friday by

last

its repertoire includes many
Ham
plays, both old aud new

pany
i ular

12 1-2

to

wortl1 ^2 l-2c., only

New

Mexic

An

•.

Great Diamond

steamer

hurried

Co. ...Selis. Fannie & Edith aud Emma W.

rierk

Day loaded hay

rharge the good",

|

this port for Boston last
week, the former for the F. G. White Co.
aud the
latter for A. M. Carter.... Seh.
Mary Augusta arrived Tuesday from Barren
with phosphate for L. A
Island, N. V
at

North Belfast.

in

! hese

and all the articles to make the work

roll

to

stoi

a

hi iitld

that

no

eh

matting
A
proprietor
s a

very

a

list

ga

U !

2 rents

ho*i

v

in-in. :n

.a

thought lie night

m

;

2

a

cent

matt

ing.

I

win

wonder

re

here last week. Although 7»J and 74
years of age. respectively, they are hale and
vigorous and their old neighbors were glad

tives

to

English Selicias,25c, only

]0c.

We have

Charles

just secured

were on

solid

case

the market two months ago

at

*

50c„

1 Case Black Brocade Dress

house....Mr. and Mrs. Byron Pitcher, who
have been in New York several years, have

5 Pcs. 44 in.

The Scarlet Fever.
The number ..f‘
cases of scarlet fever in this city
isincreaing.
but nearly all the patients have it in light 1
form.
Dr. S. W. Johnson, chairman of the |
Board of Health, attributes the spread to
two causes. Some of the physicians have
neglected to report the cases promptly to
Board, and in some light cases no physician
has been called, and members of the family
and others have gone iu and out at will. H-*
states that no cases can be traced to the
schools. Considerable comment has been
made on the fact that men belonging iu
are

seen

the

upon

boarding temporarily

outside

proper precautions about
part of the house where the
of their

belongings

or are

now

going into the
patients or any

eivil

war

wheelwright.
in Co.

and

He

served

29c.

of The 2(5th Maine

G

was

if it is

cheap.

is

trouble

sooner or

bound

digestive

organs.

guaranteed

are

the best that money

One pound

BEFORE BUYING
or

You
we

makes

over

200 cups.

*

->

BOY»’

in fact an\thin.tr in

should, io justice to your pocket-book, examine the B \R(iAlN.S
offering. We have not the space to quote price-, lor simply

that you will find our prices lower, for the same class of goods
than any firm in Waldo county7.
We want to reduce oui stock onhalf before January, and shall make prices tint "ill d
\\ E
ft.
MEAN WHAT WE SAY.

FROST,

=

Jackets, 87c. to $2.25
Sff

175 Different Patterns

EXHIBITION.

MILLINERY

-

only 250.

Elegant

Hals- Trimmed with Feathers and

Piumagi, Fancy

Ornaments, worth $5 00, only

$2.50

Prices range on Fancy Trimmed Hats from
Dz. Ostrich Tips worth 75c., only

S2.5G to $5.50
25c.

110

PILLOW SLIPS and SHEETS

Hats,only 67c.
At

same

price the Cotton would

20

cost

Lining, only Or* 200 Pillow Slips from Lockwood Cotton,
pcs. of M-. ire Fast Black Percaline, 36 in. wide,
200 Sheets, 81 and 90 itches, only
extra fue quality, at the price,
~t

100

Moquette

and

Prices range at

Smyrna Rugs,

your

size

38x45, only

121-2350c-

IURKjSH TOWELS, IMMENSE S|ZE,
3-4

yard wide,

1 2-3

yds. long, onl\ 25c.

$1.00, SI.25, large size, S3.50

FUR trimmings ii all varMiss jut recBiTBd,

are

E. P.

Tablings

purchaser

pattern.

10 pcs. 36 in. Fast Black Percaline for Shirt

can

CLOTHING OR MEN’S FURNISHINGS,
state

a

only 25c. Our sales in this
department have been phenomenal. W.- have
placed orders on these goods five different times since Sept Itth

LININGS.

They

Underwear, Overcoats, Ulsters, Pants,
CAJrJ^l>

to every

*

at attractive prices.

2 Doz. Velvet Untrimmed

i

or

and

alike) the finest

Lining Cambric given

two

I

are

pure.

DRESS GOODS IN PATTERNS

50 \ew Jackets for

cause

later with

buy, and as they are packed
in air-tight, leaded forms,
adulteration is impossible.

Regi-

MHiN’S

'Napkins

injuri-

to

only 25c.

production from
jusr received. 6 yds.

Suits,

Plain and bordered, worth 50c„

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

a

39c.

1,000 Opaque Window Shades,

that should

dients

the

in the

Goods,

adulterations and ingre-

ous

pensioner. He was an
honest man and a good citizen. His wife survives him. The funeral was held
Tuesday
afternoon at his late home.
ment,

tea

Tea that contains

painful. A few days before his rash
act Mr. Gordon told his physican that he
should not live long to suffer as he had ;
that he would take his own life first. Tuesday morning, Nov. 8tli, he placed a pillow
on the floor of his room and
lying down
upon it, placed the muzzle of a horsepistol to his breast and fired.
The ball
passed so near his heart that the physicians
did not dare to probe for it.
He continued
in great suffering until Sunday, when death
ensued. He was a native of Lineolnville
and lias always lived there,
following the

62c. to

woith 50c.,

even

are.

very

of

1 Case Ladies’ Union

only

Goods,

German and French looms,

I

be taken into the system.
Poot tea is not economical

Suicide in Lincoln v ille.
W.
John
Gordon of Lineolnville died by his own
hand at his home at the Centre last Sunday.
He had been troubled with a disease of the
heart for several years, aud at times it was

trade

All Wool German Dress
Marked down from

is the

taking

:

Eider Down House

Goods,

worth 45c.,

asylum.

houses

:

of

^ Cr

returned home f>;r the winter, at least....
Miss Ethel Rogers went to Taunton, Mass.,
last Monday where she lias a situation in the

about their business, but so far as
the Board are informed the men are either

V ci ;

only, (no

shall sell at

them.... Mrs. Ellen C. (jay was called
Montviile last Thursday by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. C
B. Gilmore.... Will
Roberts of Waldo has moved into the Wiley

street and

42 in. Dress

of beautiful

DRESS GOODS.

*
that

one

to

quarantined

Cl

receipt

found it
The customer threw up both
hands and exclaimed: *'<) d -ar. He told
went to Hurkett's
me he ha-:li t any ami 1
and hougiiT. it.
[ came to ar spoiling uiv
redit up Mi -re. as 1 promi-ed 'h< m I’d p y
f >r it Tom
t.-

Me

cases

complete,

LOW PRICES

worth 42c

proprie-

forgotten

made

at

holidays.

LARGE TYPE.

his h tsiness the

n tv,

and she

just received

of

trd of the

Mr-aforesaid

|

d

sa

yai-is

JO

for the

! ak

she

out

o

in* ig .t

slie

i>

The

in

are

dd and

in*.-is are s

i

v

ij-g,

at
it

o«we

to

WedijfMi

on

straw

tor

w

she wanted

said

goods

only

6 Doz. Books, Quo Vadis,worttl Y25, only 50c.

>

Jackson visited friends and rela-

Kiulev of

He;.., and the

o

for the amount, a .o
site him! *d t
t he
customer.
As she took the money she remarked.*'I ’nought we were all out of 12 1-2

Bangor.

Mr. aud Mrs. John

Amen,

Standard authors, worth 25c.,

Mysti ry.

ice for New York.
The
H. A. Hoideu arrived Nov. ;
10th from St. John. N. B., with the largest
cargo of shingles ever brought to this port—
nearly a million and a half. They were for
Cooper & Co... Seh. Gazelle arrived Thursday from Bangor with lumber for Cooper M I

parties

1 Case 500 Books, Cloth Bound,

op.
N

A young lady of this rim.
mi- a a a ;u usAs s
a
as she
ing mistake, las'
inlay
was paid off fur her fortnight's work she

was

British schooner

Kuowlton and for

n

tlieir star pic.
and is alPythias is
ways well received in re. Other pieces which
took wed were
bn Irish American Cousin.

j|1

to load

Castine

;

one .-!

Festival

Items.

p.

some

Bleached Cotton

1 Case LADIES’ JERSEY UNDERWEAR, worth 25c..
only
1 Case splendid 40 in.
COTTON, worth 7c.. only
1 Case

and 10 other prisoners in Belfast ja:!

at 7 o’clock.
chorus, and all
become members, will please

morrow,

Portland, remaining in
m. Wednesday to 12
Monday.The old steamer

°f

of Mr.

store

from

1

fruit of various kinds... .There

with the President, Mrs.

or

same

Penobscot left here Thursday
Boston, but remained in Ilocka. m. Friday.
She left Boston
afternoon at 5 and arrived here
•noon.
The Salacia omitted her
from d

Tburs-

rooms

The storm of last week

s

irh the

A

be left at the

to

only 4 l-2c.

to see

recently dehorn-

Searsmout

t Case i Yard Wide

He

The members of the old Parlor Musical
Society are invited to meet the Festival

towed

Friday

of money and other
employe of the hotel in

a

kittens to

coon

attend.

egram from City Marshal
and bought to Belfast one

•■•

nice value, worth 8c.,

neighboring town brought
Express office Monday two
he shipped to Massachusetts.

a

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THESE PRICES!

Chat.nan Bleached Cotton,1

••

Shipping
went

them.

Burkett's Bargains
George \\ Bur- j
The County Commissioners held a special
kett, Odd Fellows block, lias taken extra
j
meeting Tuesday and arranged f«>r buying space in The Journal this week t. set forth
|
the year’s supply of firewood for the | the
his j
Thanksgiving he has prepared f
It will be bought in
county buildings.
customers and the public u general
Me is i
cord-wood or sled length and worked up by
sending out large bun Lea for | itTl- moue., I
tramps at the jail.
and this opportunity to secure desiraine win- 1
George Pratt Epworth League hel 1 a bus- ; ter goods should not be overlooked.
iness meeting at the M. E. parsonage MonThe Miles Ideal St.- ck C
c.nsed
Week's
day evening aud quite a large number were | engagement at Belfast (
last
p.-ra Hof
items
business
Several
were
present
Saturday, an 1 drew good lions, s, as tln-v
transacted. The meeting was followed by a ! have done in the
It ,s a strong
past.
social time and refreshments.
and

who intend

fore shoulder
gaining siowly and may be
1 h;s

i Case i Yard Wide

our

1

ie
ds
in

from

man

see

of

stated that he lias at home a -at 1 years
The first of the series of dancing parties old, and that lie has sold of her
kittens more
I
by the Cotillion Club will be given in Me- than 875 worth.
The ;
mo rial hall Friday evening, Nov. 25th.
Chat.
Walter Nash and Edw. Fletcher
music will be by the Belfast Baud Grebes- ;
have put in a norse-clippiug machine at the
tra.
Hayford stable... Last Saturday Swift \
The Belfast W. C. T. U ask for contribu- ! Paul had
cucumbers, lettuce, radishes,
tions of second-hand clothing for use in their spinach, Malaga grapes aud New t
r. -nia

rud

-s

The tact is we want to keep this store the busiest one in Belfast, and'to
nouncement
accomplish this aim we propose to
sell thousands ot dollars worth of goods at the most PHENOHENAL BREAK DOWN PRICES we have ever
quote d
in our thirty-three (33) years’ experience in the dry goods trade.

j

ears at

inspection

«

:

prop-

at their store

iu

A

Call and

handsome

just purchased many cases of goods from the manufacturers’ agents which we propose to place upon our counters at
prices that will ot on y surprise our patrons, but astonish the dry goods people of Eastern Maine. To verify this statement examine the prices quoted below, examine the goods in our store, and
every one will admit the truth of this an-

have

to the American

Nov.

Duutou.

F.

K.

farmers.

meet at

Saturday

bought all

ken

this year, aud has left two
The Journal office for the

Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
the Girls' Home Friday afternoon,

The

to-

.J. Clifford

Wr.

N. E. Keen recently received from a
cousin, T. B. Emery of Gralton, Ohio, samples of corn from one hundred acres grown

Thursday.

unclaimed letters remaining in the
post office for the week ending Nov.
12: Geutlemen—Mr. W, B. Alexander.

sold

were

idmiuistratrix,

Orchestra. Lieut.
will be floor director.
Ames’

List of

Lincolnville

farm iu

itteu

unit

city

street in this

'■

Belfast

stop suddenly.
-f the late Hon. Seth L.

up aud

g: ess

Thanksgiving ball of A.
E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will be
given in Odd Fellows’ Hall Thursday evenThe music will be by
ing, Nov. 24th.

H. Marshall Relief Corps gave a
Grand Army Veterans at

Thomas

\\fE
T Y

The third annual

m.

supper to the
Memorial Hall

rifle
The bula

incendiary.

been

Seaside C. L. S. Circle will meet with Mrs.
Hubbard Monday afternoon, Nov. 21st

city

heard the report of

*

C. A.
at

uis

The old Union meeting house of East Dixrnont, in which the people of that vicinity
have worshipped more than half a century
was burned last Sunday.
The cause of the
lire is unknown, but it is supposed to have

Spefut Cure Treatment for £kin-Tortcred
Babies.— W i-m baths with Ccticcba Soap, and gentle
anointings with Cuticpra. greatest of skin cure*.
Potter Drco Aim Chem.
Sold throuehout the world
worn-.. Prop*., Boston. How to Cure Baby's Eczema, free.

Circle, Kings Daughters,
Staples on Bay View
All members
N v. 2lst.
h»- present, as the circle has
rs
to be rilled before the

GEORGE W. BURKETTS.

Monday

Mrs. J.C.FREESE,360S, 1stst.,Brooklyn,N.Y.

Mrs

near

The local yacht fleet is now in winter
quarters. Webster’s knockabout and the
sloop Alice B. were hauled out last week,
and the steam launch Orca was taken out

the

trimmed in

-s—blue an«l gold—SaturBelfast-Thomaston foot

•

Lost.
A ladies’ winter shawl between
Belfast and North Searsport on Saturday
night. The finder will please return it to
the North Searsport stage driver.

30 to bO minutes.

u

A JOYFUL THE FOE ECONOMIC BUYERS

>.

The Belfast Band has been engaged bv
Dirigo Athletic Club of Ellsworth for a
concert and ball Thanksgiving eve.
the

74 MAIN STREET

$2 50
Carpet Sweepers, only
Carpet Stretchers, worU $1.25, only 87c 1 CASE GOLF SUITINGS,
>2 inches

Chenielle Portieres.
Marked down from 5PsO to
1

S2.75
lot from 54.00 to 3.50

per

pair.

wide, worth 8/c., only 50c.

We cannot enumerate in this space the many bargains we have
in store tor you. Our whole stock is at your disposal at
prices that will insure you a great saving.

We have sent out some very large bundles the past week for a little money. Surely there has never been a time when goods
could be obtained at such unheard of values, as at the present time. Buy all the goods you need for winter, von will make
no mistake.
There has been a big break in prices with the manufacturers, and you can now receive the benefit.

GEORGE W.

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows Block.

“Lean

TEACHING EMMA TO RIDE.
Bicyrle

Lessons

That

Distract

a

over

to

the other side.

Whole

Neighborhood.
Emma is learning to ride the wheel.

Relieved of Periodic Pain and Backache.
Trio of Fervent Letters.

That
ambulance.
me with all your

A

Before using Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, my health was gradually being undermined.
I suffered untold agony from
painful menstruation,
backache, pain on top of my head and ovarian
trouble. I concluded to
Pinkham's
|* ^ Compound, and found thattryit Mrs.
was all any woman needs who
suffers with painful monthly

on

jUr
JJ

Go
“There isn't anything coming.
ahead.”
periods. It entirely cured me. -Mrs. George
the
I
shall
light.
“Yes, there is. 1 see
V
Wass, 923 Hank St., Cincinnati, 0.
shall
if
don’t
know
I
into
I
run
you
it;
where
are
me
off.
you?”
Charley,
get
For years I had suffered with
Heavens aud
painful men“All right.
I’m coming.
struation every month. At the
earth! Don’t swoop that way. Lookout!
beginning of
menstrua
tion
it
was impossible
Turn to your right.”
for me to stand up for
(Tlnimpety-thump,
more than
five minutes, I felt so miserable. One
crash.)
day a
bangj rattle,
L
ran
into.
little
book
that
dear.
Is
of Mrs. Pinkham's was thrown into
“(Jh,
you
j
my
it?”
did
I
do
How
a
house,
nd
i ^at
Charley?
k
right down and read it. T then got
“Unusual ingenuity in the murderous
some of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s
h
Vegetable Compound and
Will you kindly
management of a wheel.
Liver Pills. I
can
heartily say that to-day I feel like
explain what it was you were dodging
a new woman;
my monthly suffering is a thing of the
when you turned on your own axis and
past. I shall
always praise the Vegetable Compound
made a w reck of me and my trousers? I
for
what it has
done for me.—Mrs. Margaret Anderson,
may possibly be of some use again, but
303 Lisbon St.
Lewiston, Me.
they never will. Did you see a ghost?”
Didn’t you see it?
“It was a wheel.
The light was wabbling all over the road.
^*3 dia E. Finkham s V egeiable Compound lias cured me of painful menstruation and backache. The pain in
1 never could have dodged it in the world,
my back was dreadful, and the agony I sufmake
didn’t always
even if my wheel
fered during menstruation nearly drove me wild
to
avoid.”
I
want
for
whatever
straight
.Now this is all over, thanks to Mrs. Pinkham’s
Mrs.
medicine and advice.
“All wheels do that, but all riders didn't
Caiikif. V. Williams, South Mills, N. C.
sec imaginary lights in the act of running I
them down.
Must he a new bicycle ailThe great volume of
meut."
testimony proves conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
“Look, look, Charley; there it is now!
Vegetable Compound is a safe, sure and almost infallible remedy in eases of
Don’t you sec n? Oh, it’s gone.
No;
irregularity, suppressed, excessive or painful monthly periods.
s
there it is again.
Can't you see it?”
“Young woman, is that the thing that
The present Mrs. Pink-ham's experience in
terrilied you into making inoffensive cititreating female ills is unparalleled. f.ir jears she worked side
zen whose only crime has been to abet
by side with Mrs. Lydia E. Finkham, and for
sometime
has
had
sole charge of the correspondence
past
you in a course of wholesale destruction?
department of her
Is it? i’ell me without delay.”
great business, treating by letter as many as a hundred thousand
ailing women
“W hen you talk that way I never know
a
during single year.”
t
w hether you’re
or
not.
Of
fooling
course,
J
that was it; that light.
Now 1 don't see
.Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; A Woman’s Remedy for Woman’s Ills
it.
there it is again. How strange!”
Yes,
;
Tender feet troubled Mrs. C. A. Howe, a trained nurse, of Allston. Maas.,
“Not so strange to one who understands
causing the usual -utterm
m
£*
ing and annoyance until using Comfort Powd»-r. he
the ponderous and bloodthirsty firefly. 1
fO
ml O r 1 V
r <1u8tili2 in her stockings, it soothed, relieveu. and
shall take you home at once before you
^* OWd G
cured, ax it always will. 25 aud 50 cents. Druggists
collide with one <»f them and are utterly
destroyed. Come; mount, i'll support
THE NEW “MAINE.”
your tottering revolutions as far as the
asphalt lasts. Sufficient unto the night is
the evil thereof."
(A long pause. Then,
in the distance, the gentle impact of one

I'P

|

>

alighting

from

a

wheel.)

“Tomorrow night, then,

if it's pleas-

ant?"

The
“Oh, it's bound to be pleasant.
excitement assures that. Yes, I'll be
around at the usual time.”
And here endetli the ’steenth lesson,
with probabilities of’steen more to follow.
While the neighbors listen and wait and
wonder if Emma will ever reward the
patience of her Charley by really learning
to ride or the forebearance of themselves
by changing her practice ground to some
other block.
[New York Sun.

“Yes, if you only wouldn't talk to me.
It distracts my attention.
Ouch! I'm

getting wabbly again.”

(A

“Charley!*1

“Well?”
“Don't you think I’ll know how to
ride pretty well by uext week?”
(Rack-

that at

the

recent

harvest feast of Georges River Grange, Libert.y, a fine chicken supper was given by the

j
|

j

ladies of the Grange. It is said that there
were present on that occasion just out- bun.
dred. At a subsequent meeting of the

Grange

the

GASTORIA

following original poem relative
was recited by its author, J. O.

For Infants and Chilly,

to that event

quest of several members of
was sent to The Journal for

J., aud at the
the Grange it

rt

The Kind Yen Have

publication:
CHARGE OF THE

CHICKEN

BRIGADE.

Who are these in bright array ?
Is what I heard the people say.
As over the hills there came this way
Nearly one hundred.
These are Grangers, it is said.
aud
Men
women, boy and maid,
Members of the chicken brigade,

Hungry

one

similating the Food and Reg dating [he S tomachs and Bowels of

hundred.

Men so brave and women fair
With their shouts did rend the air,
Theirs were but to and dare,
Gallant one. hundred.
Charged they then in fours and pairs,
('barged they up two Might of stairs
Into the grange hall, which was theirs,
Dashed the ore hundred.

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulnessandRcsf.Contains neither
nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

Opium,Morphine

Boxes to the right of them,
Boxes to the left of them,
Bundles in front of them,
Labled and numbered.
Of chickens there were near a score,
Bread and cakes and pies galore,
Enough to have fed many more
Than the one hundred.
Some had food

j&xvc ir oid in SAKi a. maiEit
J l/nplon Set J.
~

Mx.Senrut
f\nc/> lift Salts
jSni.se Seed
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question is fi cogently heard, “W! y
building of the Canal not undertaken by piivate capital or by the Govern-

:s

TI.u
the

ment?

As to the former, the writer has said
that the Panama fiasco and scandal have
been the chief causes in preventing private
capital from taking up this enterprise in a
way energetic enough
completion.

to insure its

speedy

The reason that the Government has
done nothing more than to make repeated
surveys and reports is to be found in two
fact-,: First, in a matter of this kind our
• •oveinm* nt
moves only when pressed to
do so by the demands of a great majority
oi the citizens,
ft has been no mean task
you?''
foi those who have advocated the con“Yes. I111 be within reach to claim the j struction of the Canal
to convince a maremains if you uiaet youi finish.”
i"iity of seventy millions of people that it
“It isn’t very comforting to have you
ought to be undertaken by the Governtalk that way.
Oo-oo; don’t make me ment. But the final argument in r.he adtalk.'
of tin measure lias been furnished
“Ill offer you a prize for ten seconds of ! vocacy
by the trip of the “Oregon;” and this lias
consecutive silence, if you think it would i
rendered unnecessary any further efforts
have any effect.'
in the matter of educating the people on
“Oh, dear' 1 hear something coming I this question.
down the street. Cha-a-alley; what is it?
I'lie second reason why the GovernA wagon?”
ment has not acted is found in the fact,
“More likel;; to be that than a four- that the
representatives of great capital
masted sehoonei, or a train of cars.”
invested iu our transcontinental railroads
•'Oh-li-b-li li- a ! Help! Stop me some- have
believed that the constructior of a
body!
Stop your horse, Mr. Driver! cana across the Isthmus would greatly
Doo-o-n’t let h m run over me! Oo-ooinjure their properties. Acting upon that
ee-ee-ee-wow!”
belief, they have used the power of their
“Stop it, Emma. You’re not within a corporations in every way possible to premile of the horse.
(Heat snakes! she’s vent
Congressional action. Once a hill
barked another tree!’
(There is heard for its construction passed the Senate, but
the diminishing rattle of a wheel sli ling failed to receive
consideration in tlie
dcwn from the curb, mingled with faint
House.
The influences above referred to
pipings of terror.)
have always been able to prevent joint
“Didn’t 1 run into him, Charley?”
action of the two Houses at the same ses“If the tree is a masculine growth you sion of
Congress. A powerful lobby has
certainly did.”
been maintained at Washington during all
“I don’t know what you mean. What these
years; and skilful statistical writers
became of the horse? 1 must have hit have been
employed to prove to the Amehim awfully hard. Is he dead?”
r’can people, through the columns of the
“Not unless he succumbed to heart
press and magazines, that the Canal is
disease. Last I saw of him he was break
unnecessary, either as a means of defence
ing a record around the corner there. or in the interests of commerce, and that,
That siren whistle of yours finished him. if it were
constructed, few vessels would
Had enough of it for to-night do you ever
pass through it; thus ma ing it a
think?”
stupendous failure.
“If you’re tired of my clumsiness you
After years of waiting, I am satisfied
can go in the house.
I shall stay here that the
position in which this enterprise
until I have mastered this machine.
My stands to-day, not only before the Amerimind is made up.”
can people, but before the whole commer“That’s more than your hair is.
It’s ced
world, is such that its speedy accomhanging sevented ways for Sunday. As plishment is assured, either by the Gova model for a young person just escaped
ernment of the United States or by private
from the embraces of a cyclone, you’d
capital. [Ex-Senator Warner Miller in
draw a big salary.”
tiie November Forum.
“Any mention of embraces doesn’t
come from you w th a very
good grace,
A household necessity. Dr. Thomas’ Ecconsidering that you haven’t been near lecfcrie Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds of
to
hold
me
but
once.”
enough
up
any sort; cures sore throat, croup, catarrh,
“Oh, well; if I’d understood in the first asthma; never fails.
place that this bicycle business was only
a means to an end, of course”
“1 11 never let you give me another j
lesson as long as I live! I’ll go toa bicycle !
academy and learn.”
“Tell me which one and I’ll send
around word to pad the walls in advance.
(A pause.)
Why Emma you’re not really
getting angry are you, I beg? Come and
we’ll have another try. Up you go! Now
shall I hold on to you?”
“You shan’t! I don’t want you to touch
me.
Let me go alone.”
“Of course, if you preferjit. There are
plenty of trees to keep you company, and
you seem to have a predilection for that
kind of companionship.”
“Whatever makes you so perfectly contemptible? You talk tome as if I were
your sister. Oh!” (Whack-bang.)
“Hello! Off again? Hurt you?”
Positively cured by these
“Yes, it did, and I’m glad of it. No;
Little Pills.
go away. I won’t let you help me mount.
I can do it myself.”
(Rattle, crash
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
thump.)
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per“As a tender-hearted man who can’t
fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiendure to see a dumb wheel misused I
feel bound to interfere. Come, Emma,
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
I’m sorry I jollied you, but I thought you
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
didn’t mind that sort of thing.”
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
“I don’t exeept when I’m trying to
ride a wheel. Anything grates on my
Small Pill.
Small Dose
nerves then.
Now put me on, please.”
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Spills

SICK HEADACHE

Small Price.

1
I

J

A perfect Remedy forronstipntion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

W orms .Convulsions,Feverishand Loss OF Sleep.

ness

The coffee made, the tables spread,
All the food nicely arrayed,
And all tlie* < hickens sundered
When at command they charged pell meli,
With all their jaws working like—well;
Stomach ward t he chickens fell
Into the one hundred.

Tac Sinule Signature of

Ffa. F/fceSFS~.

—

Always Bout

NEW YORK.

Chicken to the right of them,
Chicken to the left, of them,
Chicken in front of them,
None, none, was squandered
Oh to see the chicken go,
Oh! to see the coffee Mow

CASTORIfl

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER.

THE CENTAUR

Into the down below
Of this one hundred.
Bread and cake to tlie right of them.
Bread and pie to the left of them,
Pie and cake in front of them,
Nobody slumbered.
Of their deeds we love to tell,
Long, long they ate and well,
And some of the old ones ate like hell—
Ate the one hundred.

Harriet Beecher Stowe.

l'p

from a thousand hones made
Rose the one hundred.

slept:

Her message, Freedom’s clear reveille, swept
From heedless hovel to complacent throne.
Command and prophecy were in the. tone,
And from its sheath the sword of justice

leapt.

bare,

flame.

IPest he the hand that, dared be
save,
And blest be she who in our

THE
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the armament is

Literary News

concerned,
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v

rifles,

in

ellip-

fourteen
inch rapid-fire guns in broadside batterand twenty-f'>ur rapid-tire and machine
guns in the secondary battery, mounted
at
various points throughout the ship.
For armoring these ships the original lb
1 -1 inch llarveyized armor plating will be
superseded by 10-ineb Kruppized plating,
which admits of a broader and longer belt
for the same weight of steel.
ies

are

that king oi' game, the moose. The woodland caribou and deer wander unmolested through the network of woods and
Miles upon miles of these forstreams.
ests, where the sound of the logger's axe
died years ago, have echoed with naught,
since but the bellowing challenge of the
buck moose, the screams ol the hawk, or
The boughs
the hunk of the wild goose.
of the hemlocks rustle and bend with the
as he
of
the
awkward
poicuj in
weight
ventures far out in search of his favorite
food—the tender ends of the new grown
The article, an enthusiastic acshoots.”
count of
life and sport in the Maine
woods, is illustrated from drawings by
the author, picturing many incidents of
the moose hunt which he describes.
Warren F. Kellogg, o Park Square, Poston, Mass.

and Notes.

Perhaps the most difficult hygienic
question tor our soldiers in Manila to set
tie is what to drink, tor a more thirst}
climate then? never was.
The natives
drink only water, the Spaniards drink
wine with their meals, and the rest of the
foreign population drink alcoholic stimulants to excess.
The oldest living foreign inhabitants will tell a stranger, w iites
Jolm L. Bass, the special correspondent
for Harper’s Weekly. “Drink as little
water, boiled or unboiled, as possible,
and never touch alcohol—what will you
have, whiskey and soda, or beer?”
Helen Campbell’s new serial, “The Lin
borough Sanitarium” begins in the November number of the American Kitchen Magazine and
promises to be a story
o1
interest and
An
great
strength.
interesting illustrated article is given on
“Market Squares Abroad.” Other valuable contributions to this number are
“Household Fuels and Their Economic

Shipowners and Masters’ Benevolence.

We frequently read in the newspapers
of the harsh treatment perpetrated by
Uses,” “Wayside Pictures,”
“Army officers on the crews of sailing ships on
Cooking,” and “Food Adulterations.” long voyages, and especially between this
The
housewife
will
appreciate the port and San Francisco. We seldom hear
“Thanksgiving Menus” and also the or read of shipmasters and owners, howmany helpful recipes given in Mrs. Lin- ever, doing a kindly act to their crews
coln’s department.
who are in need of such, for the reason
The initial number of the American that those who are ministers of kind treatSentinel appears in attractive covers in ment do not think it necessary to adverthe national colors; is printed in large tise it and the recipients hardly ever do
type on an excellent quality of paper, and so. We have in mind in this connection
is haudsomely illustrated.
The fact that a humane act of extraordinary character
it is under the editorial management of which came under our observation last
Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain, Mrs. John winter.
A young German sailor belongA. Logan and Henry Austin is a suffici- ing to the crew’ of ship Ii. I). Rice fell
ent guarantee of the excellence of its
from the royal to the topgallant forecastle,
literary matter. Among the contribu- breaking an arm and a leg and almost
tors to this number are Rev. Edward
smashing himself to jelly. The ship was
Everett Hale, John Swinton, Hon. L. E.
within a hundred miles of Pernambuco
Chittenden, Helen 11. Gardener, James S. A., bound to New York. ('apt. (’. F.
Realf, Jr., Gen. George B. Loud, Gen. Carver would not have been ceusured by
Martin T. McMahon and Elizabeth Rob- his owners or the public had he set the
bins Berry.
In the “salutatory” the edibroken limbs of the man and done the
tors state that this magazine has been
best be could for him until lie reached
started for the purpose of 1 Rising a fund his port of destination.
Realizing that
the man had a small chance for his life
to perpetuate the memory of tlie uoble
and patriotic deeds of Americans; and without the aid of a surgeon, Capt. Carver
that it may succeed iu the highest pos- bore away for Pernambuco, placed the
sible degree is the earnest wish of all.
man under the best care at that port, and
“Table Talk” constantly grows in value thereby saved his life. The loss to the
and attraction to the practical house- owners of the ship was at least $.">00
one
chance
keeper, in whose interest it is published. and the man had only In a
out of ten to recover.
couple
It treats of the best methods cf preparing,
of months he became sufficiently well
cooking and serving food. It gives large
to be sent to this port and was taken
space also to the literature of home-makwhere he was
ing and home-keeping. The November to the Sailors’ Snug Harbor,
seen
by Hie writer a few days since with
number is filled from cover to cover with
this
“Medieval Sweet- an artificial leg and arm provided by
things seasonable.
meats” by Martha Bockee Flint, treats of Institution, enjoying perfect health and
around as well as any one-legged
cooking w ith the recipes of centuries ago walking
and is amusing and intersting.
“Antici- man could walk.
This fall from the royal yardarm was
pating Christmas” by Mis. Burton Kingsno becket <>i foot rope
land, w ill be helpful to many. The House- purely accidental,
or anything giving way, consequently it
keeper’s Inquiry Department is filled with | was
tiie fault of no one and only the lack
information ou subjects that perplex the
to keep himhousewife.
The Menus for Thanksgiving j of the young man’s ability
The saving of this
Dinners will be suggestive in preparing ! self on the yardarm.
and to
the feast for that day of family home- I man’s life was almost miraculous,
him in a condition to make his life
coming. Other articles are entertaiuiug get
and informative to the busy home-keeper. 1| worth living cost Messrs. Flint & Co.
about SI,000, they making him a present
Sample copies of this ideal housekeeping
1 of sufficient money to take him to Germagazine will be sent free to our readers
relatives when he so
see bis
by addressing Table Talk Publishing Co., many to
chooses, and this through no obligation,
Philadelphia, Pa.
but out of pure sympathy for a bright
It is not generally realized that the young man cruelly afflicted through an
wilderness of the Maine woods, that para- accident on board of one of their ships.
dise for sportsmen, embraces an area
This is only one of the many instances
larger than Vermont, Massachusetts and where masters and owners of deep water
Rhode Island together.
In an article en- vessels who are so frequently maligned in
titled “Hunting in the Maine Woods,” in the daily prints for taking summary
the November number of the New Eng- means at sea to prevent mutiny do more
land Magazine, Mr. bid H. Nealy thus en- than their duty to men who are worthy of
thusiastically describes this region: “In their consideration. The writer of this
these Maine Woods lakes lie hidden that article got his information from the injurhave been undisturbed for years save by ed man now in the Sailors’ Snug Harbor,
the flutter of the wild duck across their and it is a matter of doubt whether if the
surface or the ripples started by leaping Messrs. Flint knew of its intended publifish.
These lakes and streams are the cation they would consent to it. We print
home of the bass, the pickerel, the speck- it for the special purpose of bringing it
led trout and the muscallonge.
Tin to the attention of the unreliable daily
I)rush on these mountains has given shel- prints when they touch on marine affairs.
ter for years to that giant of the woods,
[Marine Journal.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
thr Counrv ot Waldo, on the second Tuesdax of
November', A. I). 18‘J8.
imil'R El >M ENDS, husband ot ARI.KTTE
i\ EDM I N 1 )S. late of Wmterporr, in said Comity ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying tliat Fred Atwood mat he appointed
administratoi of the estate of said deceased.

1

STATE OF MAIM

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at
Bel'last."within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten <<1 the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, win
the praver of said petitioner should not be granted!.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
(.’has. P.

.1

interested ma\ attend at a lh
.mi
held at Bella.-: on the
ember next, at d -!.• os ea ;:-•
why the said ;mi miiii should c ■'
CKO. 1
Art.
A true copy
I
< |l :\S. P.

to all
Ordered, That said petitioner give mui,
persons interested by causing a copy <d this
order to be published three weeks sue. .ssivelv
in the Republican .Journal, printed ;it Belfast,
that they may api ear at a Probate Court, u* be
held a: Belfast within and for -aid County on
the second Tuesday of heceiuber next, at ten of
theelock before noon, and show cause, it and they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
<}K<>. K. JOHNSON Judge.
A t rue < opv.
Attest:
Chas. P. !lAZi.i/n.NK. Register.

copy.

ot
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11. SKIN N PR. hu-band of.lKNMK R SKIN
NCR. late of Sear-port, in said •' unty d
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying he may be appointed adiniiiistr.it.>rot r:.e
estate ot said deceased.

A

K<

interested may attend at ■.
1
he held at Bellas!. on the seenn
ember im xt. and show
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the said account .-honk. u.u i.,oi;o. k. .1 nil>
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A true eop\
iHas. r Ha/.i
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Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
York Nov 2 from Bangor.
Gladys, H B Colson, cleared from Balti- j
move Nov 7 for Pensacola.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cicaied from j
Philadelphia Oct 15 for Guantanamo.
John C Smith, Kueeland, sailed from |
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 2(5 tor New York.
Lester A Lew is, Kimball, arrived al New I
York Nov 8 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New

the Handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all

week" successively in ihe
printed in Belfast, in -aid
sons

-ec
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November,
<1.11- I OKI*. I ni.-11 ind ... < A id 11. N K
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that
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Llicty
may be a)
petition praying
pointed adininistia for ot the estate "1 -aid deceased.
» 11 ilere11, That the said
ire to
pet It inner ;I\ e
al! person-intere.-ted by causing a copy ..t tliis -1 v«• 1
order t" be piibli-bed tlnec weeks .■
y in
the Republican .Journal, printed at liella.-t. that
they may appear a; a I’n.ki'c ( ourt, to be held
at lie I last, within and I -r said county, on lie second Tue-day ot 1>« m mi.er next. at tcnot t he cim k
before noon, and show cause.it any tliey have,
why tlie prayer ot said petitioner should no; be
granted.
<,KO. »•:. .!< )HNS( IN, .Judm*.
Attest
A true copy.
( has. P. 11 A/r.iri im:, Register.
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THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

freedom, and herself

Laurence Dunbar in N-o ember Cen-

PROBATE NOTICES.

BARKS.

York Oct 27 from Boston.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Charleston S C Nov 7 from New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Matanzas Nov 4 from Philadelphia.
arrived at
W Hopkins, Hichborn,
R
Santiago Oct 21 from Norfolk.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, cleared from
Jacksonville Oct 18 for Deuierara.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New
York Oct 25 for l'oint-a-Pitre.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, cleared from
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 8 for New Haven.

Atone stroke she

‘‘< > 1
B e
Mrs. Youngish.
what shall I
do
Bal»y is crying because. 1 won’t !<-t him
a!:
the
fur
off
mmull."
Mr.
my
pull
W.-ll, t h it's ail right. Clive Inn
Youngish
the cat!”
[Tit Bits."

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, Weymouth,
N S, for Rosario, arrived at Buenos Ayres
Oct 9.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Barbadoes Nov 1 from Biera for Trinidad and N
of H.
Edward May, cleared from San Francisco
Sept 80 for Sydney, N S W.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at
New York Sept 19 from Auckland, N Z.
Herbert
Black, W H Blanchard, at
Santos Sept 15 for Boston.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Oct G for Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, at Turks
Island Oct 29 for Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 25
from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Havana Nov 8 from New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from
Hong Kong Sept 24 for Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Sept 80 from Bridgewater,
N S.
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
Rio Janeiro Oct 510 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from.
Shanghai Aug. 20 for Foochow.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard,W S Griftin, arrived j
at Rosario Sept 20, from Boston via Buenos j

New

priestess!

tury

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New
York Jul\ do for Hong lvong.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at
San Francisco Oct 0 from New York.
A d Fuller, C M Nieliols, sailed from Norfolk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
Yokohama prior To Oct N from New York.
F B Sutton, E J, carver, arrived at Honolulu .June 2d from Victoria, 14 C.
Emily F Whitne'. A S Pendleton. su; led
from Hong lvong Sept 1 for New York.
Kmily Reed, l> 0 Nichols, at Singapore
Oct (5 fv>r New York, idg.
G«>v Rohie. 14 F Coieord, at Hong lvong
Sept 17 lor New York.
Henry B Hyde, T 1’ Colcord. sailed from
New York Sepi 20 for Min FrancNeo
doseplms. J. ll. Park, at Hong lvong
Sept 17 for New York
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton,at Hong
Kong Scpt”17 tor New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
Iliogo Aug 24 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 lor Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, eleareil from San Francisco Nov 7 for London.
Reaper. O (’ Young, sailed from Seattle
Oct 7 for San Francisco.
R R Thomas, ( G Nichols, Manila for Boston. sailed from Monte\ ideo Nov d.
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Sept Id for Shanghai.
S 1> Carletou, Amsbury, cleared from New
York July 8 for Hong Kong.
St Paul, F \Y Treat, arrived at Hong
Kong, Oct 10 from Hiogo. (corrected )
fct Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Sail
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, at Hong Kong
Sept 17 for Manila and l’. S.
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, eleareil
from Philadelphia July 0 for Portland, O.
spoken Aug 11, lat 12 S, ion df> W.
Win 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from Sail Francisco.
Win 11 Conner, J T Erskiue, at Shanghai
Sept 10 for New York via Hong lvong.
W J Hotel], Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at New York Oct 10 from Seattle.

Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, saio-d
from Portland Oct 8.1 for Bahia Blanca.

and

race to

I Paul

I

SS.
In Court ■ t l’i o
"ii the second Tim-'
A
J»>S 1.1 l
BANKS.
! MhS.
the estate ot LOISHANSnN, it-

gave

Vessels,

SHIPS.

Ii. tliors.

b

the top of tin* superstructure, and
as

■

paired
tical turrets forward and aft,

7,000.

up to
far

'-1'

breech-loading

In appearance, ace uding to Harper’s
Weekly, the Maine. Ohio, and Missouri,
as

1 i-

identical with the Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Alabama.
They will carry four 16-inch

battlesister-ships, the Ohio
and the Missouri, call for a ship of approximately l:i, 1.70 tons, with a waterline length *>t :‘>>s feet, beam 7'1 feet, and
draught of _M feet 0 inches, with full stores,
supplies, and ammunition, and a guaranteed speed of IS knots, at a cost of s--V

ship Maine, and

1

in

Register

"M\INE'’

NEW

v <

\\T A I.t >0
fast,

strong to

came—

Prophet
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Around two peoples swelled a fiery wave.
But both came forth transfigured from the

»Ihe Kind You Have Always Bought

COMPANY.

IITALDO SS.---In Court ot I’r
TT
last, on the sc ond Tuesd..
I SDH.
LIN I)LEV H. MoSHKK
on the estate of .JOHN A. sMl
I’nity, in said County, deceased
his first and final account
a<
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in the It. ;
printed in Belfast, in said (
sons interested may attend at a
he held at Belfast, on the seconu
‘ember next,and slmwcause, it a
the said account should mu lie
<. id >. i:. m h
A true copy.
Attest:
('HAS. I‘. H.V/KI

She told the story, and the whole world wept
At wrings and cruelties it had not known
But for this fearless woman’s voice alone.
She spoke to consciences that long had

CASTOrLIA.

globe.

“This time 111 be real venturous and!
go as far as the corner. Now watch nut."
i’urn aioiaid.
“Beautiful, bean'iful!
now.
I.'mne on; turn around!”
“< >h, 1 can't! Tlie wheel won’t
go riglit.
Catch me.”
“Just in time :hat trip.
You were all
right until you lit yourself get. nervous.
If you'd only make up your mind to it
you could ride as well as anybody."
“Do you really think so? How dear of
you! But some way, just as 1 get my
mind nicely made up the wheel begins to
cut up. and off 1 go."
“Try it down this way for a change.”
“You 11 keep along near me, won’t

I

Clarified Sugar
hudf/yrtm Fla ran

enough

cause

again.

>

Jh G/rf/mate Soda
f ii/rrr; Seed

women

Bears the

Columbus died a disappointed man behe had failed to find a new route to
the Indies.
His ships were stopped by
the middle of the street."
the impassable barrier of a continent the
‘‘So you were, but while you were oc- existence of which lie had not
dreamed of.
cupied in talking, the gutter slipped It remained for the adventurer Balboa,
quietly out and barred your path. Bail making his way across Dai ien in 1 .*> 1:!•, u»
habits these gutters around here have.”
be the first to look out
the waters of
“If you're going to be horrid and .sar- the Pacific Ocean and upon
to realize by how
castic 1 shall go in.
I’d like to know if narrow a
strip of land the Atlantic was
this is what you call teaching a girl to
separated from the Pacific. From that
ride!’
time to the present there has been an
“' d><!
knows, it isn't!
ever-increasing desire to cut through this
“You're not making it any better by
burlier, and thus to connect the waters of
swearing. Charley."
the two great otv.ms ami to reduce the
“B w.e-irt exactly a swear; just a sort
| sailing-distam e around the world by more
o? slip, due to stress of emotion.
Anyway, than one-Wiird of the circumference or the
I’d b'g y. in paidon and we'll stait

1
f

I

J\ppt mu/, t

for ten.
and hungry men—
These had not blundered.
While others hail but the widow’s mite.
Keeping that well out of sight.,
But all had brought an appetite,
All of the one hundred.

Hearty

Always Bought

AVegetable Preparation for As-

So long and brisk had been the lire
They at last began to tire,
For their stomachs felt most dire,
And who in thunder wondered.
Up, up from the tables there,
Up with an effort from the chair,

The Nicaragua Cr.nal.

ety-wliaek-bang;.
“No, nor next century. Hurt you?”
How did that
“No-o-o, not much.
curb get there'.
I thought I was right in

remembered

It will be

«

Charley.”

rate.

pause.)

Each

it. Try it again, now,”
(A
considerable pause.)
“Oh-h-li-h-h! What shall I do? Here
Take me off,
another bicycle.
comes

weight

his name is Charley.
The lessons begin
about 10 in the evening, w hen it is rainless, and last according to the endurance
of the participants.
At that hour Brooklyn streets are pretty well deserted except
in the dow n-towu region.
This is a side
street uptown.
It is paved with hard
asphalt. If the asphalt were soft it
would be one long bas-relief of various
portions of Emma’s anatomy. Owing to
the darkness the lessons are not visible;
they make tip for this lack by excess of
Murmur- -exclamation—proaudibility.
test—adjuration- appeal shriek rattle
—bump crasii- recrimination and occasionally objurgation: that's the way
Emma learns to ride the wheel.
In the eais <>t the neighborhood, sometimes amused, sometimes sleepily indignant, sometimes mildly indifferent, the
lesson pursues its cacophonous course
something like this:
“Now, tlnm, are-you all ready? dump
on."
“Wait a minute.
Ooo-oo-ooli! Don’t
let me go, ple-e-e-ease!"
“All right; I've got you.
Now you’re
(io ali.end.’’
iff.
“O. Charley, what makes it wabble so
the
saddle’s on
1
know
touight?
crooked.
Fixed it myself.
“N.>. it isn't, either.
Pedal faster.
I’ll keep alongside of
ii :
1 hat’s
your doing nobly,
you.
Emma.”
“Ye-c-o-s, but l just know I'm going
<>w! There’s a
to fail off in a minute.
tree!
walk
then.
That wheel
off
tin“Keep
isn't built to climb trees with.”
It's
“Don’t make fun of me. Charley.
F.e-ee ee-ee! On ! Catch
perfectly hoime quick!
(A thump, followed by a gentie crash.)
There, now you have -tone
it.”
“Well, if that isn’t just like a girl!
Don’t blame it on me because you can’t
indulge in the delhrhts of conversation
and keep your balance at the same time.
You might reserve your remarks till
later.”
“You needn't get so cross over one little fall. It didn't hurt you, I guess. You
took good care to be out the way."
“If you’ll map a plan of your floppings
I’ll try to be on hand for each one. Here
On with you again.”
you are.
(A brief
respite.) “Now you're getting on first

The Charge of the Chicken Brigade,

THREE HAPPY WOMEN.

mild observations.”
Did it hurt you

with some
Everybody in the neighborhood knows
“Oh, I’m so sorry!
that iier name is Emma: they couldn’t help
knowing it unless they were deal mutes, awfully?”
“Not a case for the
(.’barley is doiug the teaching. It doesn’t
infernal pedal caught
require an ear trumpet io discover that

“Steady. All right now?”
“Thank you.
Yes, I guess so."

Hard!

Lookout, Damn!”
“Charley!” (with deep reproach.)
“Beg pardon; but you can’t expect a
man to lose the better part of'one shin

Court

Waldo SS.
I1

1.1

\

AM

the rase ol .JOHN B. TllilM B"
said County, Insolvent Delitoi.

111

are hereby notified t lull
Tliombs, In-olvent. Debtor
in said Court for said Com
tit ion for a discharge from all Inunder the Insolvent Law id said
and for a certificate tliereot ami
ujioii the same i- ordered to hCourt- Room in Bella-; in -aid <’•
on Wednesday, tie* 14tI; day •>: I **\'- )l

tiled

o

Hazeltine, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
1898, at two o'clock in tie* afterthe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
where you may attend am: -lew
November, A. 1). 1808.
have, why the prayer ol said petit
of
ME
LIN
ROBINSON, guardian
be granted.
W. ROBINSON, having presented a petition
AttestCHAS. P HA
praying for a license to sell at private sale certain
Register -I
2w4C>
in
said
real estate of said ward as described
petition.
STATE OF MAIM
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a Copy ot this
Court
order to be published three weeks successively Waldo S3.
I
in the Republican Journal, punted at BeM'ust,
cl
A M. >•
Bi
to
a
Probate
Court,
bo
at
that they max appear
DAM
held at Beltust, within and tor said County, on ! In the case ot 1 LANK 1
ille, ir. said County. Insolvent I'
the second Tuesday ot December next, at ten <d
it
the clock be! ore noon and show cause, ti any they
,i re hen by not dim
yeiDan!
D*
■'. I a
have, why the prayer of said petitioner .should : I
not be granted.
filed in said < 'oun !••! -am Com
CEi». E JOHNSON, Judge.
I tit ion tor a di-diat
fro a ail In
Attest:
A true copv.
| under tlm Insolvent Law ot -ant
CII AS. P. llA/.KLTlNK, Registei
and tor a eert il'matr tbere> f; and
I upon the -aim i- •■rdried to be
Court. Room til Bel Iasi m -aid Com
Ar a Probate Court held at Bellast. wlllim ana
1 -ft h d,-\ «d 11
i -n Wednesda
for the ( ounty <»t Waldo, on the seeoi d I' it
1 898. at two .'clock III ! tie alter
da\ of November, A. D. 1M'H.
where you may attend and -lmw c.
j
a. Thompson, widow of wii.i.ia.m
have, why the prayet .d -aid per
W. THOMPSON, late of Montville, in said ! not he granted.
A t test
(’ll AS. f 11 A
(.’ounty <<l Waldo, deceased, having presented w
2vv4(>
Register :
petition praying lor an allowance out of the, personal estate of said deceased.
to
notice
said
IniEl.E \M Till
Ordered, That the
petitioner give
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
N I A\ IN JEWEt, CAorder to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Bellast. that
NE-'K TIE HONES. K
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
1 ES.
Belfast,’within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot December next,at ten ot tin* clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
At a

Jl'LIETTE

-—

1

j
j

v

Mary

granted.
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

tttaI.DO SS. -In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the second Tuesday of November,
18D8. THOMAS J. LYNCH. Administrator on
the estate of OLIVE BLACK, late of Palermo, in
said County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December next, and show cause, il any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true eopy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.
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POOR & SON’S, Dru

I have just received and

m store

Best Michigan Patent Flour, 1 cat
Milling Co.. Lilly White, Best Mi

v

also in store Albion, Washburi
bury’s Best. Hay by the cargo, oat o:H
by the l«»t or hale. I have the finest
make low prices. Call.
ALBERT M. C \1
Flout

r

;

Front

Street ami Sibley

1

"

■

the
|

1

!

v

,KHNINU

OF

CALEB.

GOLD

mi his pigeon-toed halt
iieule of his playmates.
...mii to be unkind when
|

WASHING

POWDER

The De Sibour Clagett

Wedding.

When The

Regiment

Came Back.

Maids. Couple Will AH tlie uniforms
were blue, all the swords
Lovely Hriile and lVettv
and rifles new,
a Two Years' Stay.
Ko Abroad for
When
the
regiment went marching down
The marriage iu Washington, D. C-, at
the street.
■if. They were thoughtnoon Nov. :.ih of Miss Margaret Clagett, All the men
were hale and strong as
.ys are nearly always I
they
daughter of Mrs. William Clageti, to
proudly moved a oug
y are aroused, but it
i \ icomte H*-*nri de feiboui, was accompanithe cheers that drowued the
Through
akin
an
to
earth,ng
music of their feet.
! ed by many happv tokens of the affection
: :ll up.
I iu which the \ -ung c niple are held by Oh the music of their feet, keeping time to
lie bad grown too fast
drums that heat.
i their relatives and the large circle of
Oh the glitter and the sp.etidor of the
> iwkward. He never
: triends
who afterward
congratulated
He did not pay atteusight
of
their
married
them on the beginning
As with swords and rifles
new, and in uniiiy iu disgrace. All
j life. The ceremony took place in the
forms of h!ue,
ive been forgiven him,
whose house is conspicuously clean, whose work
the
of
Clagett
room
residence,
The Regiment vvenr marching to the fight.
drawing
worries
His
hands
untidy.
on 1 •»111 street, and its selection for the
her least, whose leisure time is
greatest, how she manages.
and Lns face was alat which the Vv lien the Regiment cam- hack all the guns
purpose gave three points
The chances are ten to one she will answer:
and swords were black,
lot lies were unw ishbridal picture could be seen—from the liAnd the uniforms V id fa-led into
‘‘
mbed:
I do all mv
and dining room, on either side, and And the faces ot the men who gray.
with
hrary
cleaning
marched
ail h use which he
the hail through which the procession
through that street again
ired with seven other
room was beamidrawing
The
Seemed
like
fares
of
the dead who lose
passed.
: in the dry-goods box
their way.
full v adorned with plants and white roses
.t'.
The box was turnThe
mantel- For the dead who h-se their way cannot
and
chrysanthemums.
>ide toward the door,
look more gaunt nr gray
piece before which the solemn ceremony
Oh the sorrow ami the anguish of the
ii tlie morning lie was I
took place was the keynote of the decorasight.
if there was any, and
tion.
Maidenhair fern and asparagus Oh the
weary lagging feet out of step with
went out of the door
Sold by nil grocers. Largest
vines were the basis, and amid the white
package—greatest economy.
drums that neat,
id until time to go to
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
blossoms were lighted tapers, giving an
When the Regiment came
marching from
COMPANY,
St. Louis.
The flowers in the lithe fight.
Chicago.
New York.
altarlike effect.
Boston.
Philadelphia.
.u hers tried to improve
were
red roses and the autumn [Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in
brary
Harper’s Weekly.
:
but at last gave up
blossoms, and in the dining room pink
isolated seat iu the corThe “Maine” ai Havana.
“Well, we can,” said Harold.
roses mingled with the foliage and vines.
“And that garden must be plowed.”
slender girl took the
The groomsmen, all former classmates
said another.
eminent in her hands.
Captain Sigsbee Tells of Her Reception in of the groom at Yale—Messrs. Brinkerhoff
CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH
“I'll
work
at
home
for
James
and
lie
the Harbor. The first Authentic lecouut
equal to the stirring
j Thorn. Anson Phelps Stokes, Redmond
will
the
and
do
a
first-class
and
the
of
the
of
bring
plow
Visit
the Battleship to Cuba.
job
eighty pupils,
Cross, Edward L. irudeau and Dunn Mcat that.
He said he would,” said Lester.
o' to another.
Kee of New York, Alexander Brown of
Captain Charles 1). Sigsbee has written
Caleb slowly recovered from the fever,
Miss Wolcott was
ms
and George Howard and Cor- !
A Medicine Chest in Itself.
Pniladelphia
md as the school days which was the result of the fire. The for The Century’s New Wai Series his! coran Thom of this city—entered first and
Safe and Quick Cure for
Simple,
boys grew less rough boys did not have much time to give to “Personal Narrative of the Maine.’
The formed single file on each side of the room.
ssrude. She examin- him, but their mothers and sisters and first
CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
bridesmaids
came next.
were
Idle
They
part, dealing with the arrival of the
j Miss Isabel Hagner, Miss Lindsey Poor,
utiger marked copy- Miss Wolcott did. There were walks to
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
: and
»n his unkempt
repair, a pump to mend, a shed to be con- vessel in Havana harbor aud the occur- Miss Ke lts Rodgers, Miss Bessie Ashton,
NEURALGIA.
verted into a hen-house, and the garden to rences up to the time of the explosion, Miss Bessie (Hover, Miss
Cassels.
Margaret
make.
The school boys and Caleb's profusely illustrated with new pictures, Miss
tri than that, Caleb,”
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
Sophie Stanton of Philadelphia and
in
the
appears
November Century.
ci'l wash your hands.” brothers did the work.
The
Cap Miss \ •llie Soutter of New York.
BEWAHt OF IMITATIONS.
James lent his plow and his experience tain Sigsbee says:
m lids pf honor were Miss Gertrude Clagett
up
biggedly. “There
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.
lu command of the Maine at
to
the
and
there
never
was
a
thriftier
lads,
1
1 e said.
lla\ana,
and Miss Mabel Johnson, cousin
f tlie
PERRY DAVIS’
u: one.”
garden than the one which greeted Caleb’s had but one wish, which was to be friend- ■rcom. The biide was escorted by her
ly to the Spanish authorities, as required! mother, Mr. William Clagett.
ime. Miss Wolcott delighted eyes when he “came home"
a
by my orders. ] to >k ph-asure in carrying
t
iiim and found him from the hospital one May morning. And
!b v Thmnas S. Lee, rector of St. Matout
my orders in tins respect.
The first thew’s Church, performed the ceremony.
'.is Mark paw-markson his mother stood iu the door—liis mother
—her hair neatly combed, a dainty white ! Spanish officer to ■■ mic -m [maid was a ( omte Louis de Sibotir, elder brother of
and water. apron over her pretty dress, and a hint of naval lieutenant who represented the cap- the gcom, was best man.
taore soap
His h.-aring was both
He did, and the roses of long ago in her toil-worn tain of the port.
W.ficott.
The I.'dieug in
wedding march was
dignified aud polite { which, In the way. pi a ei 1 as the bridal party entered the
asing to him, for lie cheeks.
is
The next summer Caleb told the boys ;
invariably tin1 rule with Spanish naval drawing room. Professor Gloetzner was
gazed long at his
that he and his br »theis were making ! officers) but 1 thought lie looked enihai- at ti
Miss Emelyu Bailey playorgan an
rassed and even Inundated m carrying out ed tin- vi dm
p; _« of y« >ur
opy- enough to live upon.
luring the ceremony Miss
his
J
“And
i<d
the
A
that
too
said
Lester.
duty.
such
rent,
u
Bail -v most e\ lisiteiy played the “An±N
greatly regret
pay
a
you can keep it.”
“Yes. and pay the rent, too.
Y« u eau should be the case, and did all that i gels >. i'iridr.
Again these artists tillmust
at the
could to made him feel at ease
you
t<
some one else,
After
the
mending
in
the
give
ed
as
about
your
the
house
with
renderhelp
melody
splashed
they
arrival of a second Spanish lieutenant. ed tiie Mendel>>oitn
foundation.
It
is
so
march
as!
with
the
being told to do so. j now." [Central Christian Advocate.
wedding
"
seemed to take matters m
the bride anil gloom led the way to the I
cal si a;* to hi is face and
I'.'’
L.
Atwood’s
Bitters.
and
of
a
(.e-mai: lieutenant, tin
phically,
himself included,
li'm uN. where hey uveived congratulaniie,
Heart
Rescue in
BO Minutes aft.ei uav d officei w ho had arrived 1 :st
make stomach and df-to.>d for this pleasing duty
appeal- te ms.
pace- of the copybook mom mi tan iy expecting for
i
years that death
1 m ide .ui in
iletters neater.
One might snap ihe vital cord at. any minute. ed to 1 ise his embarrassment.
; a in b >\\.
arranged iu tiie tower i
gestion right, and thus furnish
the visits required of me by u-ace, and window.
a: liis cat and proudly
Tin- is the story thousands duid tell and.
Ido’ Rrid.i' parts took breakfast to- !
"1 washed it niy- have told of the almost Divine formula. Dr. ^ was everywhere mvi'. ed wit h courtesy.
good material with which to
Agimw's t re for the Heart, hvt-ry day It is hardly 1 >* the p< ant w liethei there was getl.i a in an upstairs room.
The table
hr.i d. A ou will have a good
ehronicles
the
of
who
amain;
anna
taking away
friendliness, "as pretti’y auorned and an elaborate I
many
any great
:ii. c.
said Miss Wolhave not, h< <-ded nature's warnings that the for us beneath the surfa c.
Tin- Spatiid
in which to dwell
it him.
“Here is ;i
menu served.
strong
heart wast.i-d ut and needed the lo-’ping offici ds on ev *: v
hand g ive m abs *lnte 1
I want you to have.”
The wt-ud ng gown of this charming !
tlia* this w "tide■ s'ni
if you use t.. F.”
ure gives.
Heart dis- lv all
to which we were euv mug bn i« w a> of white satin, made with I
hi r. but stood first on
thecouriesy
orders iir- insidiious.
Don’t trifle. The
ti11 etl by usage. md they gave it with aii .viithml
u
on the other and smiled,
The bodice was!
simp:1, ity.
35c. a bottle. Avoid Imitations.
gre.ii rmt!'-d.\ atta 'ks the disetse instant v.
tin* grace of manner which js characteris- 1 * iiii'ii
•ah t<* teeth. He learned j Sold b% Ki’g' re .A Wilson aud A A. Howes
wirii point lace. A tulle veil and
tic
of
their
v\ Co. 51.
nation.
1 accepted i; as gena
me; of orange blossoms were worn,
U" burner looked upon
j
uine.
Ilm !>• m>j i-’ was of lilies of tin-valley.
When the examination J
“Why is it Thai stutrenng men are nearly
it is ii.»t essentia] to enter In*re into the orchids and roses.
une he stood near the
The maids of honor :
“Well, they get so
always ba<-'helors
details of usage in e-.-nm‘< lion with sa- " -r
mueh t urn r.
think before they speak."
very pretty dresses of cream-tinted !
lutes.
it is t'UoMgh to sav that convenm.
over whiri-.
.ike youi new teacher, [Detroit Free Press.
Their flowers were ycl- |
tion required the Maine to salute the low
anitor one day.
rhry santhemnms, the same as carried
j
One Short Pull Clears the Head. Does
so to salu; e
Spanish natiui
uke they used to l>e,” I your head ache'.1 Have you
by 1 m- midnsm.ii
Tiny woresh »rt tulle
pain over your
Admiral
Mann
-la.
Hut
surli
salutes
aiv
veiis and l’rinee
A'oi<-i»tt is kind to a fel- ! eyes'.’ Is there
f Wales feathers.
constant dropping iu the
The!
when
i:
is
kn--wn
that
tho\
'throat?
Is
the
?
breath
offensive
given
These are
ks him about or says i
only
| bridesmaids also wore veils and
athers. |
will
of
ertain
Dr.
be
Catarrh.
s
returned.
1
:
therefore
it
I
deemed
symptoms
\gnew
but
tln-ir
dresses
of
iim once.”
Irish point insertions
Catarrh Powder will cure most stubborn j prudent to dele inline this
point, although j in white not wen worn with Louis X1 Y :
you go to acting up.” i uses m ,i
If the visit of a
marvellously short time.
<-fli<*er to the ship ! coats of brocaded white satin. A handhalf closed his dark
Spanish
you’ve had Catarrh a week it’s sure cure. would
lie said aloud, and to If it’s of fifty
ordimtiily be thought si.theiemly somer group of attendants have rarely
years standing it's just as ef- j
In the course of eonversa- surrounded a prettier bride.
in' act up.”
feetive
Sold by Kilgore cA Wilson and A : convincing.
tiou
with
the Spanish naval olliccr who j
The groom’s mother, Mine, de Sibour, 1
annual exhibition of ; A. Howes iA Co.
J.
r
was the first to visit the Maine, 1 said:
d j Miss dr Sibour, his sister, and other relacw near.
Hundreds of
j
I
claim
‘Hi, policeman,
protection.” am about to give
were to be neatly lined
myself the honor of fives were present. Among out-of-town |
0F
“What’s the matter'..A new play of
r
saluting your national flag; from which i guests were Dr. Morgan Dix, rector of
M -s Wilcott grew weary,
pqcpc
OT
mine is being produced, and they’re railing
battery will the salute be returned?” He Trinity Church, New York, and Mrs.
fur tlm author." [Pick-Me-l'p.
p nit'.1" she asked herself,
j
replied: “From the Cabana." With that Dix, Mrs. Ethan Allen. Mr. and Mrs. !
she went <*u ruling,
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment Cures Piles.
morning Caleb appeared Itching, Bleeding aud Blind Piles. Com- assurance both salute were fired and re- 1 Jonathan Thome, Mr. Harry Kip, Mr.
turned. The salutes to the Spanish Ad- ! (Jeorge
door.
llis face and fort in one
Iiatcheller, all of New York, and |
AND
application. It cures in three to
and every curl was crisp six nights. It cures ail skin diseases in young miral was returned by his flagship, the I Mrs. Kinney of Cincinnati.
A remedy beyond compare, aud Alfonso XII.
i.-r me help you rule the and old.
Several hundred guests attended the reit never fails. ->5 cent. Sold by Kiigore cA
Shortly after the arrival of the Maine, ception, which lasted until the couple left
•Voicott, he said.
1 sent my aid, Nava Cadet .J. II. Ilolden, foi their
are
'-!i>■<i and felt at first au- I Wilson and A. A. Howes cA Co. oh.
wedding journey.
They will
ashore
to report to General Lee, and ansail for Europe next Saturday, and expect
udd have to be bothered
"Mamma, when you're away from home
If you have ever tried Hale's Honey t
nounce
that
1
would
soon
follow.
1
to spend the next two years in Paris,
Then her true self rose an' want to go hack awfully that's bein’
Horehound ami T.ir > a know what a
“What promptly gave orders that no officers or
111*>s and she realized that
homesick, ain’t it .1'' "Yes dear
where \ ieomte de Sibour will continue
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.
is it when a fellow 's sick of stayin' at home j men of the vessel should go
ashore, unless [ his studies in architecture, which is his
opportunity to help the and
wants to go fishin'?
[Chicago Trib- 1 by my express order. I desired first to chosen profession.
so she gave him work
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure m one minute.
They will make a
une.
test the public feeling, private and offia‘ he did not spoil many
day s visit to Mrs. Clagett before sailing.
The bride’s presents increased in beauty
iked rapidly and neatly, j Jealous Rivals Cannot turn back tin- j cial, with reference to the Maine’s visit. j
1
made
n
tule.
for
visit
Tin;
demand
to
Admiral
Dr.
little
Mauterola
in
and elegance with each new addition, 1
y
Aguew's
<a> he helped Miss Wolcott
Pills is a marvel.
I
to buy,
hut
fall
dress,
with
cocked
I
etc.
Cheap
hat, epaulets,
minty libbon-tied e>says, diamonds in
making as rich a collection as has been
!
Delicious
quality—banish nausea, coated I landed at the Machina, the man-of-war seen here this year.
n recitations to the school
[Washington, 1). C
Tongue, water brash, pain after ating, sick I landing, which is
at the Spanish Evening Star.
are miner fit * made from our mince
virtually
p-.-r.s are all so nice. They headache, never
gripe, operate pleasant- i admiral's residence.
The e was a crowd !
a deal to me, C aleb,” said
meat.
Its the quantity we make
ly. 10 cents. Sold by lvilgore & Wilson i
assembled, but only of moderate size )
Mie el .sed the school room
that is one reason tor this, for it
ami A. A. Howes N Co. 54
Grievances ot the Pillagers.
1
There
was
no
demonstration
of
I
enables us to use only the best fresh
any kind.
“A man km fohgit his manners and gif ! the crowd closed in about me
tin- whistle rang it." terbeef and perfect given apples, its
slightly. 1
The Minnesota Chippewas at large ha ve
along fob awhile," said Uncle Kbeu. “But ! thought the people stolid and
s >
are and dainty
si ale.
the
methods we
Miss Wolcott dc first
sullen,
thing he knows he gits s haughtv
her w indow,
the school lie neglects to how to the inevit tbK, and far as I could gather from an occasional another grievance against the gove rument
employ that is another reason.
Then our receipt,
one that made
lines.
>lie hastened to den he is in trouble sure enough." 'Wash- glance, bu: 1 took very little notice oft in the way the Department of the Interior
Maine famous for her mince pies—
anybody. On my return, however, I has permitted them to be robbed
The roof fell in as ington Star.
and
right
noted
the
also is part of the secret.
and two firemen carried j
carefully
hearing of the various
Dr. Von Stan’s Pineapple Tablet* for
For these reasons
groups of Spanish soldiers that I passed, j left under the pretence of disposing of
a snutter.
It was Caleb,
the Stomach.
New. ••onvenient. positive
saluted
as
a
!
rule,
but
with
so
their
timber.
The
They
me,
full of papers.
He had
outrages perpetrated
pleasant, harmless cure for Sour Stomach, much
Tu rn and hastened to save ! Distress
expression of apathy that the upon the Chippewas of the Red Lake
after
Kiting, Weight iu the
Vi»rk.
He was taken to a j Stomach, Wind on the Stomach. Loss of Ap- salute really went tor nothing.
They
made no demonstration against me, how- country were exposed a year ago last
is a delicious product that always
Mis$> Wolcott staid by liis | petite, Dizziness, Nausea, Impoverished ever. not
winter, when it was discovered that the j
even
gives satisfactory results to the pie
he opened his eyes and i Blood, Sick Headache, and all other stomach
by look.
so-called
estimators
expert
troubles
traceable
to
55
maker. It comes ready for the
The
appointed
same
by
I
made
v
sit
to
directly
Genindigestion,
a some of them,” lie said.
day
my
h\ Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.
eral Lee, and arranged with him for my the government to appraise their growing
crust.
So trouble is saved.
When
*d again into unconscious- cents. Sold
Howes & Co. 55.
it is used a pie only costs about 4c.,
visit to the acting captain and governor- timber, preliminary to its purchase by
white
were
not
lumbermen,
so
experts at all,
money is saved. Buy a 10 cent
His Natural lufereu ce— Young Ikenstein ; general, who at that time w is Generali
ly awakened the interest
tut
were
political heelers who knew
package and see that this is all so.
hoys and they spent their “Ven 1 asked old Swiudlebaum for his Parrado, Captain-General Blanco being
about
the
and
wasted
business,
nothing
Your Grocer sells it.
It is cusli.s cut.
As lie grew better daughter,he ordered me to leave the house.” absent on a tour of the island.
the Indians money in salaries and expenses |
I Prepared by Thorndihe & Hix, Rochiand, Me. I
iids began to evolve plans Rozenheimer: “Ish dot so? How did he tomary in the case of high officials to
I_l
get on to the fact dot you intended to take make the visit at an appointed time. while making worthless guesses at the
the house as vel as the girl ?” [Judge.
When I made my visit, on January 27, quantities, varieties, and values of the
iid lie would take him into
timber. Sitting in the bar-room of a back- I
Success comes to those who persevere. If accompanied by General Lee, there seemA LOCAL
lie
his
were
if
son,
though
Woods hotel, or playing cards in a comfort- !
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla faithfully and ed at first to be a probability of embaryou
said
Harold,
better,”
Disease
a.ay
able
would
make
their
camp,
will
they
up
rassment.
We called at the appointed
v
j
surely he benefited.
the way he said it that he persistently, you
A Climatic
As
reports out of nothing tangible.
do oetter,
I mean to think
Trust those who have tried. 1 suffered time, and apparently nobody at the palace
of these frauds may be cited one Affection
typical
knew
about
our
of
from catarrh of The worst kind and never
better.”
anytliing
palace
case where they reported (55,000 feet of
Nothing hut a local
1 is mother and brothers hoped for cure, but Ely’s Cream Balm seems General Blanco at the appointment.
The ever-present American newspaper- pine as growing on a tract which, on inves- remedy or change of cli'aid mother. “Perhaps they to do even that.—Oscar Ostrorn, 45 Warren
mate will cure it.
was
found
to
contain
III.
782 feet; j
tigation,
Ave., Chicago,
man relieved the situation; he asceitained
<
f they had a cliance.”
Get a well-known
1 suffered from catarrh ; it got so bad 1
that General Parrado was in a residence or another, where the report showed 25,- i
see’em.” said Lester, and could not
I used Ely’s Cream Balm
specific,
000
feet
and
work;
showed
investigation
across
75,000; I
the way, where he was expecting
1 -it once.
and am entirely well.—A, C. Clark, 541
us.
We promptly repaired the mistake, or a third, where the estimators reported
iid but a moment in the Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass.
and were received by General Parrado 45,(MX) feet, and the tract was found to
A 10 cent trial size of Ely’s Cream Balm
contain none at all! Swindling as bad in j
ft s quickly A baorhed
Harold, as they started will be mailed Kept by druggists. Ely with great courtesy. He had a table kind,
though possibly somewhat modified
(lives Relief at once.
Brothers, 50 Warren St., N. Y.
spread with refreshments for our benefit.
Barefooted in March.”
in
has
and
still
been,
j
degree,
is,
probably
All of my official visits were returned
isn't a thing in the cup'N
Mediocrity—Meek Husband: ‘You ought
in
in other parts of the Chippewa j
progress
General Parrado returned my
mother.
to remember, Henrietta, that you married promptly.
Allays Inflammation. Heals am! protects the
country.
visit
in
and
was
me
for
or
Membrane.
better
worse."
Restores the Senses ol Taste ami
Miss Wolcott to come and
person,
given the salute
Aggressive Wife :
In the mind of the educated white man Smell
No Cocaine. No Mercur
No Injurious
“That’s just it:
I gut fooled.
of a captaiu and governor-general; that
You are.
m up,” said Lester, “I'm
Full size 50c. Trial Size !(><;. at Druggists
neither.” [Chicago Tribune.
is to say, of the governor of a colony— j one grievance does not necessarily lap over drn^.
■u washing dirty little kids
or by mail.
and
wrongs perpetrated by
seventeen guns, tin* same salute which is !I upon another,
ELY BROTHERS fit. Warren Street, New York. !
the rest of you say?”
For Over Fitly tears.
1 individuals
are not charged up against a
prescribed for the governor of one of the
we could do it all ourAn Old and Wkll-Tkikd Remedy.— Mrs.
whole
race.
The
Indian’s
mind
works
|
United States.
II rold, thoughtfully.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile
Winslow’s Southing Syrup has been used for
11 is patriarchal system has j
j
All visits were made without friction 1I differently.
hutment will cure Blind. I
scheme,” said Lester,
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
trained him to regard the family, the baud,
'Bleeiime
aim
and
with
ItcninK j
on
|
both
and
uid 1 want to talk to father their children while teething, with perfect
courtesy
sides,
ap■
1
a
nsorio
Piles.
the
the
j success. It soothes the
or
tumors,
the race as a unit, and to re- j
tribe,
child, softens the parently with all the freedom of converallays the itching at onn acts
gard a.l men of one color, or all represen- I
sation and action usually observed.
t<> his father that
las a iMh n e. cjves instant regums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
evening. is
tatives
of
one
lief. i)r. \\ il.iam>' Indian Pile Unitthe
fur
best remedy
government, as sharing j1
Diarrhoea. Is pleas•i." he said, “1 think that
merit is prepar' d for Pi e and Itch
ant. to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
Fish and Gamp:.
Between 5,000 and responsibility for the sins committed by a
to help people is to
in" of the private parts.
Kve-v box is
help part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a botsingle element or a single person in the!
warranted.
'■ iicmselves.”
By Ira "i-ts. Oy mail n re
10,000 salmon from the United States | same
tle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
with them.
!
this
of price f»o cents and $l.oo.
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ceipt
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WILLIAMS
hatcheries
at
Green
at
Dovei
lake
arrived
led down very indulgently ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
j difference in
Soothing Syrup, and and Foxcroft
view, it will be easier to J MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. 'U da no. < dlirv
recently, and were imme- I1jj understand
ad, “What had you thought take no other kind.
the
less
one
of
why
progressive
diately taken to Sebec lake and putin. hands of
Between Two Fires. The. young doctor
Pillagers, cherishing memories !
ually know, but I have won- and his friend, the drug clerk, were sitting Game Warden Nichols seized a deer at the <>t the broken
'liny overcome Weakness, irreguof
1847,
compact
seeing their !
ould not do something to at the club window', when a richly dressed Maine Central station, Bangor, Nov. 4th. fellow
larity ami omissions.inn ease viyor
ami banish "pains ot nieii.-liuatribesmen turned over to the spoiln
our cottage.
There are lady passed by. “There, goes the only wo- It was being shipped unaccompanied by ers in the
ti< n
I^lIV Savem"
They are
and being them- I
logging-camps,
to jrirls at womanhood, aniinis' deits
N.
C.
owner
and
to
man
was
I
ever
land there and those boys
Fogg selves
tagged
loved,” remarked the young M.
victims
of the rapacity of dramvelopment m organs and bodj. No
D. “That so?” queried the other. “Then
of Clinton, Mass.Probably the Damar
ickens and vegetables.”
for
women equals
known remedy
sellers and law officers, should reach a
them. Cannot do harm -life hewhy don’t you marry her?” “Can’t afford iscotta Ilerald office is the only newspaper
ite a grown up planforsuch
roines a pleasure
Ml |M*r box
of
where
point
willare
the
is
it,”
“she
best
desperation
replied
doctor,
they
my
paoffice iu the country where the editor can
l>y mull. Mold by ilruiricixlx.
Talk it over with the rest of
to resort to the one
tient.” [Chicago News.
MOTT CHEMICAL CO,.i
remedy which
catch a mess of smelts from the back ing
see what they can suggest.”
seemed open to them—-the shedding of
and
to
use
be
able
Kirn
window. To
scissors
SUK BY B. II. MOODY.
was held in the school-room
lyr;lK
white blood.
The Amalgamated Liars.
[Francis E. Leupp, in Harfishing pole iu the same room is not a
'ling. The boys suggested and
per’s Weekly.
common occurrence_Quite a number of
aii the room was almost dark,
The only sure, safe, enA. I. Brown, president of the club at the
Brooklin young men intend to make a
"■s Caleb’s mother do?” asked
tirely vegetable remedy for
State House
who style
themselves the
Far worse. Sniggleton—“I’m in trouble.
worms
in
or
children
business
of scallop fishing the
coming
“Amalgamated Liars,” is in trouble. He
adults.
Harmless under
My landlady told me I’d have to settle up or
’■‘ikes vests,” said a pale little says Dr. A. C. Young, secretary of the State winter. It is rough, cold work, but pays leave.”
any conditions. A speedy
Giggletou—“Why, you’re in luck,
for all disorders of the
* orner.
board of health, and one of the leading well.Captain William L. Leighton of old fellow.
PIN WORM cure
I’m in a worse fix than that.
blood tiud the digestive
Pembroke has a lobster claw* measuring M.v
of the State, has discovered
11 'a home all
organs.
told me I’d have to settle up
day, I suppose,” bacteriologists
landlady
a new microbe.
Price 85c., at your druggist'a.
It was in a member of the
14 inches long and 0 1-2 inches wide. The before I could leave.”
[Harlem Life.
Write tor free book on"Childreu"
State Horse force, and the doctor at once
I>l£. J. F. TKUK A CO.,
empty shell weighs 17 oahces. The lobster
the man under quarantine and hopes to
put
Auburn, Me.
and weighed
i'CA.STOHIA.
keeper says its worth a dol- stop the disease. This microbe that caused was taken at Bailey’s Mistake,
"•
pounds.During the month of OctoKind You Hav0 AlwaYs Bought
Beara the
keep my clothes mended,” all the trouble, says Mr. Brown, is one that 20
“What do you fellows say has been named “muscular activity,” and it ber 485,000 lobsters were handled at the
port of Portland—just an illustration of
•deb’s mother to keep us mend- is a dangerous one to have around in a
we think of
peaceful community. It causes the man to Maine’s resources in that line.
something better” to
be forever looking for work, and working
'-rued to by all the boys, and the
‘‘I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood
from morning until night.
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
was transferred to the pretty
Most everybody afflicted in one way or anBitters. Scrofulous sores covered my body.
The building: and land. No. Ill Phoenix Row
Mr. Brown thinks the greater part of the
cottage.
B
has
made other. Only one safe, never failing cure. known as the Andrews stoie, in Relfast.
people about the State House are immuues, I seemed beyond cure. B. B.
Apply to
deb’s mother can’t saw wood,” so the disease will not have any effect me a perfectly well woman.” Mrs. Chas. Doan’s Ointment. At auv
50
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Kelfast. Me.,
drug store,
°f the
cents.
should it get started. fKennebec Journal.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.
boys some days later.
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BLANKET

Constructed

on entirely new principles.
Can’t slip or slide. The horse can’t
work it crooked on the road or in the stable. 5/A Bias Girth Blankets are
made in all styles, at all prices, to suit all needs. Ask your dealer for them
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the subject free.
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
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185*7.
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in

leal estate <>t
town of Tim,
t,> me tor 1
collection tor said town on the fourth
a\
«>f
December,
s*.»7, remain unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes with mterc-t and
charges are not previously paid, so mm-h of the j
real estate taxed as is siitli.ieiu and
ncee-sary to !
pay tin* amount due therefor. including interest
ami charges, will he -old wit limit turther nottee. 1
at public auet jou at the t-wn i.oiisem saiO
t-wn,
mi the tir>!
.Monday t Deceit liter. lS'.'S, ,,t nimo'clock, A M.

resident

non

Real

JfirtQW

Tax Collector's Notice,
Unpaid

it.inds

Sc.urn.

s.li.i.l.

situated

on

the

aforesaid, for the year 185*7. committed

j

Fran.-ello Connor. Range 1". lot 7; No. of
acres,
value, s 1 tin. ammiut o! tax due,
including in crest and charges
si.is
Laborn leruald. .lohn Bagmy taim.hmiubctl on’.lie mirt h i.\ lambd (CL Bag e\ and
K. S lb .Ills, east' |,\ lands ot <,,-■• li' ,.i
.*• !'• Fernab!. ..n the south
by land .d
b-. F. Fernald amt .lohn II. bag ley amt
th* roatl leading from Ti
»
Cornet
Hellast No. ..t aeie-. .'17 1 if Value,>4 b ■.
amount ot tax
including interest ami
/. 49
charges
I.a horn A. Fernald
Bonn* ted on tin- tnu -t.
by the road lea. in- (ton. Bau'.o
1,..•.

I

Fidelity

Method.
No cuttinu peration,
no detention front dnih
duties.
We guarantee

east b\
Haim mud
farm, smith by K S. Ih.iii- mu. west to
lar d ot .Man 1! Kste- and m.,d
..dmfrom Bagiev's corner to iirpa-t n
4
acres. 14;
able, >lmi, aum ,u*
:tx
due, including iutciv-; ami ct.aigr..
<
Minnie Hammond. .Joseph
ha-.*
No. of acres, 100; alii.*, sf.m>. .;,,...; •, 1
tax due. including interest and. 1 arm -...
Clark
II. Hammond.
Kunice i.ukenan
iann, lying on both sides of t- a
e.tdi >
from Bagley’s e.ornei to Bangor h. umied
south by land <d ti. II. Fernald aim 1 I
Prentice, west by land ot <; H ami H. N.
I*ernuhlam 1 Margaret Bakcnian, north 10
land of V. Nutt, east by Miranda
farm ; No. acres, 48 ; value, $f>(M >; amount
tax due. including interest and

mro

every case w, accept fo
lie money is
iei|iiired mtii

if
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cure

cit,
is
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jdete.
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Physicians

invite ! to

ill

m 1 investialready effected.

Over

ftate.

.to-i.Ji

Bangor,

a

n

...

t"

Ot Men, Women ami
children, cured l>v tin*

Consultation and examination free.

Bellas! Offloe, Johnson Block,

l.is

E.L. STEVENS, M.D.

7 OS

Operating Surgeon.
Office Hours, I to

I ;

7 to ,S 1>. VI

Bryant''-

charges..

Troy,

;•*.*<)

M. V. B. MITCHKl.I..
Collector of taxes of the town ot Tro\
October 17, 185*8.—8w4r»
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Notice of Foreclosure.
WHEREAS. A'.MON C\ Ill'STI S ui Momn.i, in I
»
the Count; of Waldo and State of Maine,
[
by his mortgage deed dated the 2Sih da\ of Sep- I
teinber, A. I). 1 KPT,and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Rook 247, Rage 47*.*,

Burgess Press,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

conveyed to me, Isaae Hustus of said Monroe, a
certain parcel of land situated in said Monroe,
the description of said land in sain mortgage
deed being as follows; being the same lot of land
conveyed to me by Hiram A. Hustus, h\ his war
rantee deed dated September 11. A. 1>. ispi, said
deed h< ing recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Rook 2.T2, Rage 7f>. t<‘> wliieli
record reference is hereby made for a more partirular description of said land. And whereas ;
the Condition of said mortgage has been broken, I
now therefore, by reason Of tin* breach ol
the j
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this fifth day ol November, A. 1>. ISPS.
!S \AC MUS'lTS,
Rw4i>
Hy his Attorney, K. W. Brown,.Ir.
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PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. Ii
absorbes the tun.ns, allays the itching at once,
Dr.

poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’K’O CO Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by I!. II Moody.
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styles, wit li
Ik* keeps a

acts as a

IlaUy,

the New York

Oculist,

return to Relfast l>ec. 25.

will

tin ID*

HOUSE FOR RENT

SUBSCRIBE

OH

Enquikk

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

l.O t li

Ladies' and

SHAW, President, Portand, He.

Fancy Goods,

tin* •«•:•*!»r.i:»*• 1 ti:in of M iddis.
It I'd Id I d A Cl). nf \,.w Volk fur

ance.

TON, MAINE.
Actual Business by mail and railroad. Oilice
Practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and
stenographers furnished to business men. Free
3ui33
catalogue.
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PORTLAND, AIK! I'ST A,

F. L.

is agent
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Legal Printing
promptly don

I

ISKOOK

School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
L'aGlIT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY TH'r.
and

L.

an

MARCELLUS J.DOW

GRAY’S B usTn^s S COLLEGE
Address FRANK

PRINTERS,

SALE,
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l>r

Belfast, Oct. 27, 18U8.
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Trumly

A. E.

a

has the frame of his

Newell White made
here

a

guests of

the

are

with

moved

C. O. Sawyer & Co.
and furnace building.

George

driven with stove

are

E. L. Warren discharged

a

Thompson

Maurice

from Belfast

was

with her

brother,

Mr. Alonzo

Capt. and Mrs. A. T. Whittier gave a very
pleasant tea party to friends Monday evening.

taught by

Eugene

Kneeland is meeting with fine
business

jewelry

in the

success

at

are

Hopkins

Thomas

of

Alum

1’resque

commissioned 1st
Lieut, of the Roxbury, Mass., High School
Cadets.
has

Gridin

Miss

Mrs. Eila
steamer

Centre

winter.

Dexter Turner’s

Palermo

were

buildings

at

burned last Wednes-

Miss Mae Brown,

teacher at

her sister.
Mr.
Fred Gilkey made a short visit last Unity last week to visit
Brown will teach a school in Knox this winher parents, Mr. ami Mrs. H. H. |
ter-L. A. Bowler built his barn a few
Crockett.
years ago for horses. Now he has toru out

Ausplund

and winter

by

are

weir

large herd of cattle.
Last week he had new w indows put in to
Clarence Young,
make the barn lighter
who has been dangerously sick with rheumatism for the past ten weiks, is gradually

the winter in

ar-

Saturday and will speud

Searsport.
will

Thanksgiving
Cong’l church uext Thursday
mon by Rev. H. W. Norton.
services

The schools

are

to

be

be

^

given

tive young

held

evening.

iroin Dec. 2 1 to the 20th, to ban eight weeks winter term.

Nearly twenty

Ser-

their

followed by

their teacher there is

as

Mr.

success.

Parker is

no

Last

Sunday

was a

Sliaw, who has been at Hartland for
weeks, has arrived at his home at
Sears Island, where he will reside this

winter.

charming

society meets every Friday evening.
quite a number of the young people have
recently goue away, the attendance has been
smaller of late, not averaging quite thirty.
As

pounds.

The young People’s
annual reception and

Monday

for

the

next

j

years. Mrs.
him next sum-

two

Blanchard will probably join
mer.

The ladies of the Congregational society at
meeting Tuesday afternoon
v<-ted to give a picnic sociable and supper at
the upper conference room in about two

their business

weeks.
a. A. Webster lias

1

windows will add

greatly

is

ground than

smaller

on

the

to its

cottage, erected last season,

beauty.
the

but

It

Dur.ee
will

be

Alpheus Pendleton,

1

higher.

|

-Glover & Co. of Rockland have recently
contracted to build three cottages, one for
Dr R. 11. Derby of New York, another for
Dr. Geo. B. Shatluck of New York and another for Henry S Howe of Boston. The !
two former are to be erected at Shipyard
Point, and the latter near the Prall cottage,
Gilkey's Harbor. E. M. Lane of Ne v York

j

nearly completed j

repairs is his late purchase, the
J
P. No-hols residence Mr. Webster will
rent, the place fora short time to the right
the extensive

Thanksgiving-A large
has changed hands

real estate

lately. Several parties from New York,
Boston and other places, have bought some
beautiful sites—chiefly rocky headlands—on
which to erect summer cottages.... Work is
now
being pushed upon the cottage of
George S. Silsbee of Boston on Warren
Mountain. This cottage is one hundred and
twenty feet, six inches long, and three stories
high. Its towers and gables and large swell

Invitations

John Blanchard left Monday for Ecuador,
South America, where he will be employed

after

amount of

Club will give their
dance at G. A. R.

Hall Thanksgiving evening.
issued next week

schools all closed about a week ago
and will begin again the first

for vacation

will be

Capi.

Tlie

...

The young people are looking forward to
skating for Thanksgiving, but
present
weather indications look like disappointment for them.

j

J

party.

The builder is

wii’. build at Babbidge’s Point and Mr.
rains !
Lewis a short distance south of the Homer
reported I
in fairly good condition, aul our people are ; cottage.... Mr. David Scull of Philadelphia
coming to believe that the best wav to and J. F. Atterbury of New York are buildhandle the road business is by commission- I ing new and more extended drive-ways on
tli* ir cottage grounds... H. A. Babbidge is
er.
building a cottage near Warren Mountain
We Lave received a very tine illustrated j
and Charles 11. Pendleton is building two to
of
and
wholesale
catalogue
jewelry,
retail, i

Notwithstanding the recent heavy

t:

e

reads

throughout,

by George E

George

was

the town

are

Darling of Providence. R. I.
formerly a Searsport boy and

bis friends here wish

bin:

success

in las

new

rein, near the
lsleshoro Inn.... Near the
j
soutlo rn end of Warren mountain, a short
i
distance from the Silsbee cottage, Mr. Scull

j

has erected an observatory, -r look-off, by
bn hi mg a staging around a tall spruce tree.
Shed Staples has bought the stage route j PI lk
stair-ways lead to the top of the stagbetween Belfast and Stock on Springs
Mi.
ing. w aer«- there are comfortable seats for a
Staples has had a varied experience and n .'uber of persons, who, after the fatiguing
this is the first winter for six years that he
for their efforts in the
..mb, are

business.

amply paid
eimhanting view spread before them. A
panorama of unsurpassed
beauty meets
j the eye. Away to the south and east are |
seen the score of islands dotting the PenobAccording ; Prof. Cutlsr of New Jersey, scot baj and away to the west and north
who spent a short time a Dark Harbor two
are long ranges of distant hills, while Stock-

spent north, having been in Hie coasting
the tropics. Hie was in Havana
in schooner < uracoa when the Maine was
blown up.
has

business in

>

entertained of
clams running short if his instructions are
followed. The professor says take out only
the larger Hams and be careful to cover the
small ones eft. on the flats. This, he says,

years ago,

to

serves

id

fears need

ecltivate them

as

any crop is culwill make

by stir-ring the earth, and
grow more rapidly.

tivated
them

be

Mrs. Ruth C. Dyer wishes to express
thanks to her many friends present, also
those unab e to be with her, on the anniversary of her 80th birthday which
N')V. 8th. Over forty friends and

occurred

neighbors

each

her through the day and evening,
one partaking of refreshments
with

her.

She

ailed

on

and usefu

was

the

recipient

of many nice

Searsport, Belfast, Camden, Rock port
and Rockland, seem just, at the observer’s
feet.
Warren mountain contains quite a
number of most eligible building sites, and
the price of each is well up into the thouton,

J

sands.

It

was

originally

few years ago for
lars.

a

farm

that sold

a

less than six hundred dol-

Prospect Village.

The S. B. I

S.

royally entertained last, week by
Mrs. James'A. Haley. Mr. Sellers

were

Mr. and
of Ban-

gor, Miss Alma Partridge and Miss Catherine Lowe Littlefield favored the company
with

some

of their

pieces,

with

organ

ac-

companist Mr. and Mrs. Isaac F. Gould
will entertain the S. B. I. S. this, Thursday,
afternoon and evening... .Mrs. Julia Gilman

here

not

re-

turn to

Howard, R. I this fall. He has secured work in the tannery.... F. G. Wiley,

custom tailor of

Camden,

is

doing quite

a

lot

deep

good

snow

demand

1 ast

w

soon.

inter

Owing

the people

^Enormous Cut in Prices,
JACKETS HARKED FROH

Rockport.

New York;
haven.
Nov. Id.

In Verona, Nov. 6, Eliza A widow
of Capt. Harold Anderson, aged 64 >r .3 mo.
Hr KRILL
In Dedham. Nov. 6, Win. Watson
Burrill, aged 62 years, 10 mos.. 4 days.
Clark. In Boston, Nov. 7. Capt. Wellington
Clark, aged 67 years, 8 months.
Ckkihhton. In Warren, September 26, Olive
A., widow of Geo. V Creighton, aged 80 years, 1
month.
Carle. In Camden. November 2. Mrs. Marcia
Carle, aged 80 years, 6 months, 4 days.
In Surry. Nov. 7. Mrs. Martha Curtis,
Ci hi is.
aged 63 years.
Delano. In
Ellsworth, Nov. 7, Yerner E.
Delano, aged l* months, 20 days.
Dyer. In Eastbrook, Nov. 3, Mrs. Harriet N.
Dyer, aged 70 years. 7 months, 10 days.
Fay. In Camden, November 8, James Harvey
Fay, aged 70 yea s
Hkald. In Thomaston, November 3, Muriel,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A 1*. Heald, aged 5
years.
Holmes. In Brooksville. No’
l.Mrs. Nancy
Holmes, aged 84 years, 10 months, 7 days
Holmes. In Tremont, Nov. 5, Mrs. Louisa 11.
Holmes, aged 72 years, 0 months. 16 days.
Hkauan
In Prospect., November 4. Mary Hea
gan, aged 68 years.
Killman. In Rockland. November 4, Georg**
H., son of the late Charles E. and Mrs. Hattie T.
Killman. a native of Prospect, aged 20 years, 1 1
months. 16 *lays
Leak. In Belfast. Nov. 31, Walter Lear, age*!
31 years.
Lowell. In Bueksport. Nov. 5, Abel C. Lowell
age*! 6n years, 6 months, 14 days.
Lord. In Lynn, Mass.. Nov. 7. Hannah, widow
of Benjamin Lord of-Ellsworth, aged about 75
years.
Mannish. In Rock port. November 5, Eliza
betli Manning, aged 84 years.
Muir. In Bueksport, Nov. 6, Sadie W.. daughter ot Thos. Muir (of East Boston aged 10 yrs.,

Sch. E. L. Dow, Bangor ami
P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinal-

Edith, Ryder,
Schs. Fannie
Boston; Emma W. Day, Crockett, do.
&

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Nov. 10. Cld, bark Matanzas, !
Havana; ar, sch Methehesec, Snow, Rock-I

land 11, ar, schs Nat Ayer, Izetta ami Susie
1* Oliver, Bangor; sld, sch Penobscot. Jacksonville; 12, ar, sch \\ m H Sumner, Pendleton, Brunswick ; Id, ar, sells Melissa Trask,
Margaret ami .Joseph Eaton, Jr, Bangor; 14.
ar, sch Nightingale, Pinkham, Hyauuis (reports during a heavy southwe.it. squall Nov
Id, off Captains Island, broke bowsprit, and
split foresail) sld, schs Charlotte T Sibley,
Brunswick, Melissa A Willey, Jacksonville;
passed Hell Gate, sch Levi Hart, Norfolk
for Boston.
Boston, Nov. 10. Ar, bark Herbert Black,
Santos, in ballast to ioad for River Plate; 12,
sld, sell Jose Olaverri. Baltimore; ar, sell
Eagle, Eaton, Bangor; 14, ar, schs ^ ale,
Philadelphia; Daylight, Newport News.
Philadelphia, Nov. 9 Cld, sch Yale, Boston ; 11, cld, sell Leamler V. Beebe, Daniels,
Boston; Id, ar, sell Herald, Lowell, Black

River, Ja.

Portland, Nov. 9.
Haynes, Wiseasset,

Ar,
to

|

sch J Manchester

complete

cargo for

Demerara.

to$i2„

“

“

“

8 50 to

“

“

6 50 to

“

12 00 to

“

8 50 to

CAPES
“

I,,'!

13 50 to
10 50 to

“

DIED.

Anderson.

$15 50

u

4;i

4
'!
!

6 50 t,
Others

Hat here i# one SPECIAL THIM>

accordingly»

]

A GOOD BLACK KERSEY JACKEI
Lintel throughout and of excellent material, teas
less than eight dollars.
You

see

that cost is

nt rer

<7

Shall sell them until closetl <0

completely

a

•

tost sight of

in this THEMES DOCS SH EET.

UMBRELLAS!

*

*

.»«• lot of I mbrellas just received from the

net

choice designs in handles, with steel rod and /--I’rices range from

Bangor, Nov. y Ar, sells Hattie M Howes,
Hodgdon, Boston; Charles E Raymond,
One lot of good substantial Vmbrellas both for Ladies ami >
Pendleton,
Newport; Annie R Lewis,
Henry Whitney,
town .ast week....See “The Charge of the j I'lmer, Saco; sld, sch
6 mos., 11» *lays.
only r»Oo.
A
sch
Frank
Palmar.
12,
Welch, Beverly ;
Chicken Brigade" on the Oth page | Ed.
Porter
Camden. November 3, Clara, wife of
er, Harding, Newport News; sld, sch Kit
Fred Curtis has returned Carson, New York; Id, ar schs Estelle, An- E. Ross Porter, aged 40 years.
Swanvii.lk.
R kinky.
In Prospect, Novembers, Samuel, son
drew Nebinger and Meuawa, New York: 14. of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
from a hunting trip at Pitlook lake, bringReiney, aged 17 years.
sells Harriet S Brooks, Bullock, New
In
Stephenson.
Belfast. Nov. 12, Jerome
ar,
Neheiniah
Smart
has
ing two deer_Capt.
York ; Flora c omiou, Seilers, Salem ; sld,
Stephenson, aged 71 years and 7 months.
returned from Augusta.... Mrs. Mary F. sell Sarah L Davis, Pattersball, Gloucester;
S'iimpson. In Waldo, Nov. 14. James Stimpson,
83 years.
Nickerson is entertaining her mother, Mrs.
Marjorie, Edwards, Newport News, light; aged
Turner. In Dover, November 7. E. V. Turner,
sch
McG.
Hattie
Chandler,
Buck,
sld,
of Camden.
A bleu Marshall, and her sister, Mrs. Al- 15,
formerly
New York.
Y arn m.
At Brooksville. Nov 3, Mrs. Abby E.
pheus Holt of Bradford-Mrs. E. C. MaiWilmington, N C. Nov 1. Cld, sell Nor- Varnuii aged 71 years, 4 mouths.
Walker. In
den and daughter Ruth have returned to
Newport News, \ra.. Nov. 5, 1 lot Ladies’ Fleeced Hose, very heavy, at
umbega, Armstrong,!Sanchez.
Brunswick, Ga, No\ b. Cld, schs Hunia- Capt 1. Frank Walker, (of North Bueksport,
Centre Conway, N. H-A. T. Mndgett
1 lot Boys’ Wool Hose, extra heavy, at
R
York
Bowers.
New
Young,
Veazie,
;
rock,
visited his mother, Mrs. Lufkin, in Orland
Providence; 9, ar, sell Joel F Shepherd,
I lot Children’s Underwear, small sizes, at
last week, and left Monday for Springfield,
L
NewWillie
sell
Carter, Savannah ; 10. chi,
“
Mass., where he 1ms employment in the ton, New Haven; 14, sld, sell Gen A Ames,
large sizes, at
Perth Auibov; cld, noli Joel F Sheppard,
store of Harry Appliu-Frank Cunning( Usually sold at 25c. and H.'ic, )
Carter. Elizahethport; ar, sch Lucia Porter,
little
son
ham is at home.
His
Ralph has Farrow, New York.
1 lot Children’s Underwear, very heavy,
been very sick with diphtheria, but is much
Fernandina, Nov 9. Sld, sch Senator Sullivan, Crockett, New York.
better under the medical attendance of Dr.
Wool Shawls, they can’t be beaten,
I
hat
the
Reader
Will
Well
to
<lo
|
Mobile, Nov 10. Sld, sch Abbie C Stubbs,
J. S. Cole. In the treatment of that terriCarefully l'onder Over.
Colored outings, as good as 8c. ones,
Whitney, Kingston, Ja.
ble disease Dr. Cole is equalled by few and
Norfolk, Nov 9. Sld, sell Tievi Hart, Bosexcelled by none.. .Maurice Nickersou is
ton; 10. cld, sell W Wallace Ward, Vera
1 lot Oomet Flannel, regular 5c. one,
R. Tilton, Boston.
sell
Cruz:
It was kept a secret for years in a good old 1
11-4 Cotton Blankets, not a mean small sized one, bimproving-Hon. A. E. Nickerson has re-1 Port 12, sld, NovHenry
10.
Ar, sell Star of the Quaker family. The neighbors all knew about it.
Royal,
turned from Boston and will load another
j
Sea, Baltimore.
and lany a time had reason to he thankful for it.-,
your money’s worth twice over,
vessel
with lray at once....The Sunday1
Washington, 1) C, Nov 11. Ar, sell Wm L existence. Its fame
spread, and strangers who | 11-4 Cotton Blankets, a good one,
school adjourned from the eh irch last Sun- Downes, Windsor, N S.
Newport News, Nov 11. Sld, sell D FI heard about it vviote l**; information concerning j
10-4 Cotton Blankets,
,
day.. .Mrs. Flagg of Roxhury, Mass is the Rivers, Coicord, Vera Cruz.
it sometimes tried its irtues and sometimes put
Jacksonville, Nov 14. Ar, sch Mary A a trial off for a more convenient season. To tell
guest of her father, Emery Peavey.... A few
65c.
Cotton
10-4
Blankets,
one,
equal
regular
Charleston.
how it was dragged from an obscure country vilof our young people went to North Sears- Hall,
FOREIGN forts.
lage and placed before the general public would Comtortables that are worth buying only
port last Friday evening. There is to be a
Nov. 10.
Ar, sell Tola, New be interesting reading but lack oi space compels
Pout-a-l'ltre.
masque ball *t Cunningham's Hall this, Y r k.
( M<nie from clean cotton, handsome designs and color
us to withhold tilt* particulars.
It is .sufficient to i
Thursday, evening-Charles Curtis has ai
Buenos Ayres, Oct. 0
Ar, hnvk Adam \\ !
Rebeo
a Cro- j know that over a year ago it went to Lewiston.
in
bark
New
York
;
sent
port
eleven
ready
porkers to the “happy Spies,
Maine, like it had gone to every city and town in
\\i-il for Delaware Breakwater.
hunting ground" this fall, and 1ms a through
Watch us next week we shall he here in
Ar, bark Iolani, ti e north unpretentious and unassuming, it said j
Hong Kong, Nov. 14
ticket for more, than half as many more.
New clothes and with new attractions.
McClure. Honolulu, to load for New York “l can do certain things; investigate my claims;
or Boston.
A. L. Chase an 1 wife are in
Waldo.
try m*- it you have back-ache or kidney-ache, ami \
Havaua, N<»v. 6. Ar, sell Mary L Crosby,
One oi the many |
Salem. Mass., (or a three weeks' visit.... Trim, New York.
you will not be disappointed
citizens in Lewiston, who had helped to push the
Fred Littlefield, who has been at. h
for a
MARINE MISCELLANY.
good work along is Mr. John Watson, general !
week's vaoatiou, left Saturday for FitchBark Herbert Fuller lias been chartered to
blacksmith, on the Sabatrn> Road. Mr. Watson
burg. Mass ..Hertilla Harding left Monday take cargo of condemned hark James H.
We shall make special ))rices (hi Ffanneli
Hamlm, which put into Natal in distress, to says: “For the past eight years I had trouble with
for Bangor, where she will attend CommerI have been uremhed
destination. The Hamim was bound from
my hack
many times
beginning to-dug anil fasting until ever;;
cial College.... Miss Nan Griudle, who lias Portland t<> Buenos Ayres.
across the loins that may have been the cause ot
been at home for a two weeks’ v icatiou reSaco, Nov. 10. Sch. Pavilion, from New ii. When sniveling at intervals from attacks,!
York lor Saco, with coal, went ashore or
turned Saturday and began her school in
was lame during the * lay am m severe pain at
Nigger Island last night, while trying t<
Evans district Monday-The Paul school
night. After a hard day's work it was >oinething
make harbor in a fug. The captain ami rew
horrible to endure. Soon after I would lie down
Vessel
crew.
Station
has been suspended and the scholars will he
off by the
j were taken
insured. [The sell, came off the 1 was compelled to shift my position, looking for
transported to the Whitcomb school ..Alex- i and cargo
lltli, apparently uninjured.J
comfort, and, as this continued all night. I arose
mder M -Cambridge has moved his family to i
Launched—Sch. f/. S. Glidden was launch- often in the
morning to begin another day's work
Frankfort
Eph. Littlefield was in Somer- ed from Dunn cN: Elliot’s shipyard, Thomas- more tiled than when 1 went to bed. I read an
She is equipped with
set county recently and brought hack with tou, Me., Nov. 14.
modern appliances and is of lJNM) tons regis- aoount about Doan’s Kidney Pills curing a back
him a deer ami a half.... Freeman and
ter. She will be commanded by Capt. James like mine, ami I went t<> a drug stor and got a
Simmons drove 1U5 sheep and lambs to Fales of Thomaston. Has been chartered to box. Well, I kept raking them until the pain left.
load 1,800 tons of coal from Baltimore to Since I stopped 1 have done lots ol heavy work,
last
J.
G. Harding and
Unity
Saturday....
Galveston.
8>>n raised this year 487 bushels of oats on
Admiral, New but my back has stood the strain. I give Doan’s
Charters. Ship Great
advise
eleven acres of ground.
thence to Buenos Kidney Pills all the credit for it, and
A part of them are
York to Boston, coal, }>. t
Henry Crosby, others who have anything wrong with their backs
the Race Horse variety and weighed '88 Ayres, lumber, 88. Sch
The oft recurring question of what to buy for our loved *nto Ceara, general cargo,60 cents a ; to try them" Just such emphatic endorsement
York
New
pounds to the bushel-The Farmer’s Insti- barrel. Sch. Tofa, lurks Island to Provithe perplexing features as of old, and the troubled min
can be had right here in Belfast.
Call at Kilgore
tute at Frederick Ritchie Grange Hall last
deuce, salt, p. t. Brig H. B. Hussey, Bruns- A- \Y ilson’s drug store aim ask what is reported.
gives up in despair; sometimes a hint from those wl h;i\e
Herbert
v.-eek was well attended. The
speakers wick to Norwich, lumber, 85. Sell
Pills
Doan’s
are
sold
for
50
cents
a
box
Kidney
75
study of Christmas shopping will set the troubled min i »t
E., New York to Philadelphia, chalk,
were the Sce’y. of the Board of Agriculture,
<1
what was almost a task, becomes a genuine pleasure
cents. Sch. C. T. Sibley, Jacksonville to j for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of
B. Walker Mclveeti, and Prof. Gowell of the
Portland, lumber, 85.50. Sch. Lizzie B. price by Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole
the popular jewelers, feel that they are competent t«>
I
I)oak,
York,
New
to
lumber, agents for the United States.
University of Maine W. H. Moody, Pres, of Willey St. Simons
and will be more than pleased to show you the largest, best >•
Sch. Nellie F. Sawyer, Elizabeth- j
84.75
the Board, presided ..Neighborsand friends
Remember the name. DOAN’S, and take no subBrig
to Portland, cement, 10 cents.
port
and most value for your money stock, ever shown in Belfast
stitute.
of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Beckwith gave
New
Haven,
to
Jacksonville
Jennie Hulbert.
them a surprise party last Friday evening. lumber, 85.
Sch. Star of the Sea, Port
The following with their wives were pres- Royal to Baltimore, phosphate rock, p. t. To the Honorable the Supreme Judicial i
Coal
freights: Sch. Electa Bailey, Port
Court next to be holuen at Belfast,
ent: Wilson Patterson, L. L. Barlow, Fred
Bark Ethel,
Johnson to Bangor, 65 cents.
within and for the County of Waldo
F.
Geo.
Clements,
Mayhew, J. H. Went- Pt. Reading to Bath, 55 cents. Brig Katah50 cents.
on tlie third Tuesday of September,
worth, F. A. Russ, Silas Beckwith. After diu, Hoboken, to New Bedford,
to Boston, 85 cts.
A D. 1898:
the friendly greetings progressive euchre Sch. Yale, Philadelphia
Sch.
S.
same.
V.
Beebe,
L.
b.
in.
Sch.
and
was played and refreshments served. It was
Estelle. Philadelphia
Scl
same.
M.
undersigned, Joseph C Townsend of said
Bird,
a very pleasant, occasion.
Belfast Price Current.
Belfast, respectfully represents that on the
to Portland, 00 cents.
eighth day of December. A. 1>. 181)0, one E. 1
"l< Till'. .MH'KNAE.
WEEKLY
in
Commonwealth
rOKRKl'TED
FREE OF CHARGE.
now
of
the
Boston,
Townsend*,
BORN.
of Massachusetts, was the owner of and in posses- j'rodiU Mu rk> t.
Priet /'(MU Pt'odlit er'.
a certain large peddler’s wagon, then in
bOOu s oo
of
sion
adult
bu.
40u.5011
Hay, p ton.
Any
\pples,
suffering from a cold settled on
said Belfast, which .said wagon he, the said Edgar
7/xvt
4a5 Hides, p lb,
dried
it,.
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
7 a!) |
Nov. 0, to Mr. and F. Townsend, then and there requested your pe1
40
lb,
1
dO//
Lamb,
In
p
Stoningtou,
Allen.
Beaus, peas,
of any nature, who will call at Poor’s &
50 u 75
titioner to house, store and keep until called lor,
Goodwin Allen, twin daughters.
medium. 15i'«lf0 Lambskins.
Son’s, Belfast, or A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom, Mrs. Frank In
Mrs. and promised your petitioner that in considera4'(.5
vel'weves, 1 75t^t- 00 Mutton, p lb.
Brown.
Hope, Nov. 2, to Mr. and
will be presented with a sample bottle of
tion thereior lie would pay vour petitioner thereB*'"20 Oats, P bn, 32 lb, 30 « 5
Putter. |.' tb,
Ernest Brown, a daughter.
Mr. and I for one dollar for each and every week that he.
35-«40
Roschee's German Syrup free of charge
5//t; Potatoes,
4b,
Gross. In Swan's Island, Oct. 26, to
Beef,
|4
4«4 1 2
your petitioner should so store, house and keep Bariev, t4 bu,
40.«45 Round Hop,
Only one bottle given to one person, and Mrs. Clarence Gross, a son.
to Mr. and
6 0(>;a7 oo
said wagon as aforesaid, and that your petitioner Cheese,
n Straw, P ton.
none to children without orders from parHoward. In Brooksville, Oct. 30,
p tb,
b •' 17
should letain possession <»1 said wagon as security Chieken. fc> 4b,
10-« 12 Turkey, p It-,
Mrs. Orlando Howard, a son.
ents.
Mr. and Mr.
1 1-2 o 3
for storing, housing and keeping tlie same as
50// 75 Tallow.
Packard, In Belfast, N«'\ 3, to
Call Skins.
No throat or lung remedy ever had such a
in
should
be
full:
b«7 1
sain
sum
until
Bertha
aforesaid
May.
paid
44 a 10 Veal, p lb,
Fred V. Packard, a daughter,
Duck, t* tb.
sale as Roschee’s German Syrup in all
17
to Mr. and
and your petitioner avers that in consideration of
Wool, unwashed.
Bobbins. In Bueksport. Oct. 28,
En”s, fc> do/.
so made by tlie said Edgar F.
a f. oo
3
50
of
the
several
\\
the
civilized
world.
a
H//10
promises
ood, hard,
parts
Twenty years Mrs. Arthur A. Bobbins, daughter.
Fowl. |?> tb,
VISIT.
Mr. and Mrs.
3 09,« 3 50
Townsend, he did receive, house, store and keep (ieese,
13.«15 W ood. soft,
11
ago millions of bottles were given away,
Smith. In Stoningtou. Nov. 6, to
and your druggists will tell you its success William Coombs Smith, a son, 11 lbs.. Howard the said wagon during all the time between said
Retail Market
Kctait /’rice.
eighth day of December, A. 1>. 1890, and the date
was marvelous.
It is really the only Throat
OOu 1 00
Mrs. hereof, and still does so store, house and keep the
tb. 7«s Lime, p bb!,
In Trenton, Oct. 27, to Mr. and
Beef, corned,
and Lung Remedy generally endorsed by
same.
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, is >at Meal. \> 11
B. Smith, a son.
and Mr*.
physicians. Oue 75 cent bottle will cure or Alfred
4. imions, p lb,
That said Edgar F. Townsenu has never paid
Corn, jd bu.
Young- I'1 Surry. Oct. 30. to Capt.
.Jarvis.
< rank- d Corn.
prove its value. Sold by all druggists in
bu, 47, (>il, kerosene, pal, ion 11
your petitioner said sum of one dollar per week
j or
Harry C. Young, a son. Earl
1 a5
4,i l’olloek, p lit.
this city.
I
any pail thereof, lor so storii g, housing and (Orn Meal, fc> 4>u,
n s
14 Fork, p II..
keeping said wagon as aforesaid, though olien re- i Cheese, t> lb.
1 12
tir
bbl.
that
theie
remains
due
1
!Plaster,
so
to
p
do;
y<
rwL
j
Seed,
quested
Cotton
f
sum ol lour hundred and
lb
the
j;1 «Jodlish, drj, f tb 5<aa live Meal, ep
petitioner theiefyr.
RTOIIK ANIi YOU #11
H) a S5
thilty-six dollars; by reason ol all which, your I ( ranberries. |» «|t.
’.'I siiorts, P lb.Wt,
5 1-3at.
to secure I
a lien on said

presents. She gave small souveI
nirs of her handiwork that would do
justice and her sister, Mrs. Mary Mudgett, have
to younger eyes. Thus passed “one of the
gone to Norridgewock to spend the winter
happiest days” of her life, as she expressed with Mrs. G.’s sons.Miss Flora M.
it, and one of the “bright spots” that can Haley closed a successful term of school
never be J'orgotteu.
Nov. 9tli with an entertainment. Recitations were given as follows:
A Leap For
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Life, Hansou G. Wentworth; The Drowning
Winterfort. A sad drowning accident Singer, Catherine L. Littlefield; How He
Does It, Maurice Ames; What So Sweet as
occurred from Capt. Thomas Morgan’s vessel
Sun Showers, Katie B. Haley; Speech For
last Thursday evening.
The captain was
ashore at the time, and about 8 o’clock a Little Boy, Warren C. Harriman; Little
Things, Georgia P. Haley; What a Little
young man named Wilfred Frazier and another sailor were preparing to go ashore.
Boy Thinks, Walter E. Harriman; A Leak
in the Dike, Alice M. Dockham; When the
The mau went below to get a lantern while
Fairies Ring the Bells, Leslie Cunningham;
Frazier got the boat ready and w hen he came
Don’t Cheer, Lina A. Colson; Little Boy
on deck
Frazier had disappeared. Capt.
Morgan thinks he must have had a fainting Blue, Walter Ames ; The Deacon’s Downfall, |
Sadie B. Harriman; My Little Garden, Eva I
fit or something of the kind and fallen from
B. Harriman; Grandmother's chest, Berthe vessel without reaching the boat, as it.
w as picked up the next
morning with the nice Alley. Miss Frances V. Eames gave a
painter coiled tip undisturbed.
Capt. M. reading, “Kate,” after which the teacher
says he was a tine young man. He had been treated her pupils anti guests to peanuts and
one trip with him and was going again.
He candy. Miss H. is our school superintendcame from Nova Scotia, and Capt. Morgan,
ent and is an able teacher, endearing herfound the address of his parents and has self to her pupils-Mrs. Deborah Stacy of
w ritten to them.
Lyman, Mass., who lias been visiting her
Belmont. Mrs. H. D. Acborn of Town- sister, Mrs. Jennie Dockham, has returned
send, Mass is in tow’u visiting her sister-in- home-The many friends of Harvey Libby
law, Mrs. Mabel Moody-Miss Lillian and Charles Partridge are glad to welcome
Acborn of Searsmont visited her sister, Mrs. them home from Uncle Sam’s service, Mr.
Mabel Moody, last week.... A. C. Crockett P. has returned home in poor health-Mrs.
Miss Ora Libby, accomLizzie Libby
of Montville was in tow'n Friday,.. .Mr. and
Mrs. Frauk Brewster of Belfast were in
panied by Mrs. A. A. Ginn of Prospect
town Nov. 8th visiting Mr. B.’s parents,
Ferry, called on friends in Winterport last
week.. .Mr. I. F. Gould visited his daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Brewster-Master
Milbury Hunt of Searsmont was in town Mrs. Maud George in New Boston, N. H.,
Friday visiting his uncle, Martin B. Hunt... and his son, Horace L., in Boston, last week
Mrs. Chas. Butler of Union was in town last and found them well and doing well-Mr.
week visiting her brother, Mr. C. L. Town- Hiram Clark is very poorly. He is attendsend-John Bryant and daughter Mabel of ed by Dr. O. S. Erskine of Frankfort....
Searsmont were in town Sunday visiting Ella M. Littlefield has returned from a visit
his brother, James E. Bryant....Townsend to her friend, Mrs. Belle Erskine, in FrankBrothers, our violinists, are having a large fort_Miss Amy Lane and Mr Horace
run of work, having calls to go to Islesboro,
Lindsey are on the sick list....Mr. Lyman
East Knox, Belfast, Lincolnville, Waldoof Stockton is preparing to erect1
borough, Lihertyville, and numerous other Partridge
places. They have got the fort as musicians a new dwelling house in the spring, assisted |
and are going to hold it.
I
by his three noble sons.

j^nd

meet

will

wood wilt he in

deavor

Norman Richards, eldest son of Daniel E.
Richards, shot a moose near Williamantic
recently that weighed over eight hundred

Palmer

able in-

November, and the attendance at the
day
churches—both Baptist and Free Baptist—
was large.
At the former church, Rev. J.
F. Leathes of Orrington, Me., preached in
the evening, and assisted Rev. Geo. E. Tufts
at the morning service. The Christian En-

G. J.

22d_G. A.

Nov.

due time-Waldo

a

doubt of

an

for

Harbor will have employment in
Massachusetts straw shops this winter.

building

Saturday
report
County Pomona Grange will

to the

Islksboro.

ladies from here

\illage, and Miss Shaw,
South Liberty, spent last week

of first class work in this vicinity.... The
farmers here are buying all the young stock
and sheep they can get hold of-Dry hard

structor.

several

in

hard

as

vacation

of the school at. the lower

and

gaining and is able to sit up a little at this
writing The singing school at Ford’s corner
is prospering under the direction of Mr.
Parker of Hallowe.il. If the pupils will try

at

and the
the

a

—

Blanchard of East Cornith

steamer

keeps

the stalls and

prepared for fall

Ashing.

Mrs. E. D
rived

have their smelt

and

now

with friends in Camden... .Several of the
teachers with superintendent Ritchie attended the meeting of the Waldo County Teachers Association in Freedom last Friday and

~

Rich and

are

the

of

part

of

sailed.

having two weeks vacation. Miss Carroll,the
teacher of the high school, is now at her
home in South West Harbor, and Miss
Blanche Moody,primary teacher,is spending
her vacation with friends in Bueksport.

to

at the Cove rebuilt

The village schools

Libkrty.

Browx-Haskell. In Deer Isle, October 23,
Burton Brown and Lottie May Haskell, both of
Deer Isle.
Gross-Davis. In Stonington, October 30, Jason G. Gross of Stonington, and Susie C. Davis
of Deer Isle.
Hass-Beale. In Bucksport, Nov. 5, Pearl
Hass and Miss Lizzie Beale, both of Bucksport.
Hatch-Blaxchard. In Brookline, Mass., October 22, Galen H. Hatch of Deer Isle, and Belle
Blanchard of Brookline.
Ryder-Eaton. In Orrington Nov. 1, Preston
H. Ryder of Orrington, and Miss Eva F. Eaton,
of Bucksport.
Soper-Gray. In Penobscot, Nov. 1, Hugh B.
Soper ot Orland, and Mariba A. Gray of Penobscot.
Stockbridge-Keys. In Swans Island, Nov. 3, ;
Percy Stockbridge and Miss Mary Keys.
Stkarns-Kingst <n. In Camden. Mr. Henry
Weaver Stearns of Camden to Miss Ella M.
Kingston of Danforth.
Wextworth-Collins. In Rockport, November 2, Ralph Wentworth and Edna Collins, both

Island.

Nov. 11

Mrs.

week

the greatest
present day.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

day evening. He had a hue set of new buildings with about 70 tons of hay. The loss
amounted to more than SO,000; insured for
SI. 500.... Nelson Brown and wife went to

Dolliver and daughter Inez left
Wednesday to >»«• absent for the

are

Nov. 10.
Schs. H. A. Holder, McIntyre,
St. John, N. B.: Gazelle, Rich, Bangor.
Nov. Id
Schs. Harriet Rogers, Lynam,
Mt> Desert; Laughing Waters, Sprague,
Swan’s Island; p. M. Bonney, Burgess,
Vinalhaven; Comet, Farley, Eastport.
Nov. 15
Sell. Mary Augusta, Smith, Bar-

of

Palermo.

been

FORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

ren

Frankfort

chusetts.

Ned

powders
baking
to health of the

menacers

Rockland....
Louise Kallock
Richard Merriaui is at home from Massa-

and

Isle.

b\

villagers

our

SHIP SB *VS.

Safeguards the food
against alum.

Rowe-Sev-

having their buildings r painted-Vickery & Hatch lately
bad a piazza built in front of their storeThe village schools began last Monday,
eral of

pure

of tartar.

cream

Bertie go to Provithis week to spend the winter

dence, R. I.,

forget the sociable and supper at
vestry this, Thursday, evening.

M.

Made from

in town

daughter

and

Hatch

cargo

Monday.

of gram for Nickerson

Miss

last Friday and Saturday. .Orrin Nash from
South Montville was in town on a visit of
several days last week.Mrs. A1 vesta

J. B. Ames.

Schooner

Baking Powder

Nellie B. Thompson has
been spending the past week at borneMorrill.

Brooks is visiting his

Towle of

aunt, Mrs.

the M. E

RoVal

Frank

Thompson is quite sick-G. W. Poland of
New Harbor was at W. M. Vose’s last week.

Hopkins

Mrs.

Sunday.Mrs.

last

McCorisou

trip

short business

Saturday.

Missionary reading
Friday afternoon.

Don't

lately

A. Gilchrest has

MARRIED.

J

Douglass place-Asa Sawyer lost his horse last week.... Mr. Ed. Lancaster of Burnham was the guest of Chas.

Mrs. E. Dunbar.

Searsmont. The winter terms of school |
begin Nov. 21st, with the exception of the
uutain, Client and liidge schools, which |
will begin one week later. Following is the
j
list of teachers: Village school, Nellie.
Mitchell Johnson and Harriet E. Bean;;
North Searsmont, Lulu M. Thompson; East
Searsmont, Ralph 'V. Howard; Mountain,
Alice M. Poor; Ghent, Sadie L. Fuller;
Ridge, Hattie E. Burkett; No. 10, Alice W.
Knight; Severance, Annie Stevens; Union
school, (South Montville) Lula E. Payson.

sermon

to the Howard

Curtis and wife

E.

interesting

Sunday_C.

new

house up
F.

very

J. Washburn preached
at the church last

Rev.

Halldale.

LOCALS.

SEARSFORT

here
last,

had but

spring...

a meagre stock of tire
.Will Mason of Belfast

wood

was

in

A Few Prices that You Should Avail Yowl
^

WRAPPERS!

H. A. STARRETT,"1^

..

As Christmas Draws N
■

*2

J\ I a in 8 ti ‘eel.

o

TiHE

Thanksglv ng
Supplies.

*•

*•

o

^Smtth.

...

SWIFT & PA; S

1

petitioner

AN UP-TO-DATE BOOT!

claims

wagon

the payment of said sum oi four hundred and
thirty six dollars.
And your petitioner further avers, that he lias
been informed that one Abbott Downing Company
ol Concord, in the State ■>! New Hampsluie, is in-

Clover Seed.
jj Four, t4 bid,
I II. 4 Seed, bu.
; Lard,
lb,
j

i-keme Judicial Court, )
September Term, 1808.
Joseph C. Townsend, Petitioner, vs. Edgar E.
Townsend and Abbott Downing Cow,pang.
And now the Court order that the petitioner
give notice of the pendency of his suit to said
Edgar F. Townsend by causing an attested copy
of this petition with this order thereon to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication thereof to
be thirty days at least before the term of said

Waldo

IiAIHBS WOOI< SOLES
AWAY

With every CASH SALE of LADIES, MISSES or CHILDREN’S SHOES costing $1.00 and upwards we will GIVE

—

—-

FRANCIS’ SHOE STORE, Main St.

ss.

i

Si

Belfast within ami lor
Court
the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of JanAbbott Downing
said
that
the
and
next,
uary
Company be notified of the pendency thereof bycausing an attested copy of this petition with this
order thereon, to be served on it thirty day s at
least before the sitting of the Court as aforesaid,
that they may then and there appear and show
couse, if*any they have, why the prayer of the pe3w4(>
tioner should not be granted.
Attest:—TILESTON WADL1N, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order of Court
thereon. Attest :-TILESTON WADL1N, Clerk.
next to

PAIR OF LAMBS WOOL SOLES.
DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE.

Meal,

NEW RAISINS
3a3

1 2

PRUNES,
CITRONS,
CURRANTS.

be holden

at

APRICOTS,
PEACHES.

PRESERVES.
...CHORE LINE

6. D. LIBBY

STATE OF MAINE.

A

Isi.lt,

*«£9liWheat

TO RENT.

This boot is made on the English last, is very stylish, and as
it is the shape of the foot does not require any breaking in.
We warrant this equal to any $3 50 boot in the market,
and will give as good satisfaction.

CIVEN

11 " 1-’ Supar, p
T. I t> I’ll,
4 rno 4 7-7
1 75//2 00 Sweet Potatoes,

terested in said wagon, but to what extent or j
whether or not to any extent, your petitioner (loos i
not know and by reasonable diligence lias been ;
unable to ascertain.
Wherefore your petitioner prays tlia process
A very desirable rent in house corner
may lie issued* by said Court to enlorce said lien
A|>
ami that notice may be ordered upon said Edgar Waldo avenue and Main street.
F. Townsend and also upon said Abbott I'"Wiling
l>lj at house.
Company to appear and show cause why the pray
er oi said petitioner should not lie granted.
Mrs F. W FATTKRSON.
44ft
Data d at said Belfast, this filth day of Septem
her, A. D. 1898.
JOSEPH C.TOWNSEND.

Ladies’ Reform $3.00 Boot.

~

*.

Will be

at

the

CANNED GOODS
PICKLES, SAUCES

parlors of Mrs. ti. O. Bailey,

FRIDAY, NOV. 18,

Respectfully,
U.

D.

LIBBY, tiardlner. Me.

'

Everything usually

and will take orders for all kinds of fur work.
Remodeling
Samp'e furs for sale and Inspection.
and repairing Seal Coats a specialty.
1W40

"1

in

a

first-class store.

SWIFT & PAUL, Masonic I

subscriber hereby
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.hasThe
been duly appointed
'j gives notice that lie
Executor of the last will and testament of

I

ROB IE F. JACKSON, late of Montville,
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
niands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
HOLLIS L. JACKSON.
immediately.
Montville, Nov. 8, 1898.

Would like
a

2w46

a

situation
No. 140

as

houseke*

1

High Street.

1

